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buck® 110 & 112 slim pro lockbacks
These slim versions possess the same traditional features but sport upgraded materials and a more modern look. With decreases in weight 
and thickness, they are even better for everyday carry. Features: Cryogenically treated S30V stainless steel blades with Advanced Edge2x™ 
technology •Thumb studs •Removable, reversible stainless steel deep carry pocket clips allow for quick and easy access in any situation.

Each includes a 
pocket clip.oD Green micarta® bu12105

black G-10 bu12103

brown micarta® bu12104

black G-10 bu12106

oD Green micarta® bu12108

brown micarta® bu12107

112 ranGers- 4-1/4" closed.  

your choice $79.99 ea.

110 folDinG hunters®- 4-7/8" closed. 

your choice $89.99 ea.

buck® slim select lockbacks 
A modern solution for everyday carry! With slim, colorful profiles and competitive prices. Features: Cryogenically treated 420 HC stainless 
steel blades with Advanced Edge2x™ technology •Thumb studs •Glass-filled nylon handles •Removable, reversible stainless steel deep carry 
pocket clips allow for quick and easy access in any situation.

110 folDinG hunters®- 4-7/8" closed. 

your choice $29.99 ea.

tan bu12680 

oD Green bu12695

Grey bu12697

blaze orange bu12699

tan bu12682 

oD Green bu12689

Grey bu12693

blaze orange bu12024

112 ranGers- 4-1/4" closed. 

your choice $26.99 ea.

proudly made 
in the usa

proudly made 
in the usa

black bu11878

red bu12020

black bu11881

red bu12006
Each includes a 

pocket clip.
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https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU12006
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your choice 

$49.99 ea.  

buck® inertia linerlock
Features: 420 HC stainless steel blade with flipper •Thumb hole •Assisted 
opening •Glass-filled nylon handles •Discreet deep carry, removable 
stainless steel pocket clip •4-1/2" closed.

BU11579 $44.99 ea.

3

skinners- 6-5/8" overall. 

Cerakote® is a polymer-ceramic composite 
coating that can be applied to countless 

materials, enhancing a number of 
physical performance properties including 

abrasion, corrosion, chemical and wear 
resistance; impact strength; and hardness.

buck® paklite™ fixed blades
Minimalist design makes for easy carry but there is nothing minimal about the strength and durability 

of these knives. Features: Cerakote® coated (except where noted) one piece 420 HC stainless steel 
construction •Advanced Edge2x™ technology •Jimping throughout •Heavy duty nylon belt sheaths.

plum brown BU12498 $23.99 ea.

blaze orange 

BU12500 $23.99 ea.

capers- 6-3/4" overall. 

plum brown 

BU12502 $26.99 ea.

blaze orange 

BU12504 $26.99 ea.

boning knives
9-1/4" overall. 

blaze orange 

BU12508 $23.99 ea.

plum brown 

BU12506 $23.99 ea.

(also available) stainless 

BU10076 $19.99 ea.

(also available) stainless 

BU3304 $16.99 ea.

(also available) stainless 

BU3306 $16.99 ea.

Robotic spraying arm at work.

buck® 840 sprint select linerlocks 
Features: 420 HC stainless steel blades with Advanced Edge2x™ technology and flippers •Manual opening ball bearing technology 
•Glass-filled nylon handles •Deep carry stainless steel pocket clips •4-3/8" closed.

blue 
BU12866

grey BU12868

proudly Made 
in the usa

buck® Minibuck™ lockback
Features: 420 HC stainless steel blade •Black 
Valox™ handles •Stainless steel pins •Lanyard hole 
•2-7/8" closed.

proudly Made 
in the usa

Assisted opening!

See more from 
Buck® Knives @

proudly Made 
in the usa

BU9200 $12.99 ea.

Pocket 
clips.

See more Buck® 
Cerakote® Knives @

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU11579
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU12498
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU12500
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU12502
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU12504
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU12508
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU12506
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https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU3306
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Buck® 113 RangeR SkinneR
A stylish and performance oriented combination of Buck's® Ranger and Vanguard®. 
Features: 420 HC stainless steel blade •Crelicam™ Ebony handles •Brass 
guard and double rivets •Lanyard hole •7-1/4" overall 
•Genuine leather sheath.

bu3538 $69.99 ea.

Buck® fRontieRSman
Features: 420 HC stainless steel blade •Black Micarta® 
handles •Aluminum guard and pommel 
•Double nickel silver 
rivets •11-3/4" overall 
•Leather belt sheath.

bu3998 $149.99 ea.

See more from 
Buck @

Proudly made 
in the uSa

Buck® hunting kniveS
All feature: 420 HC stainless steel blades •Leather sheaths. Black Phenolic Knives feature: Aluminum 
guards and pommels. Cocobolo Knives feature: Brass guards and pommels. Rosewood Knife 
features: Brass guard and triple rivets.

401 kalinga™- 10" overall.

a. Rosewood bu7815 $149.99 ea. 

118 PeRSonalS- 8-1/2" overall.

B. cocobolo bu7807 $79.99 ea.

(also available) Black Phenolic 

bu2540 $59.99 ea.

103 SkinneRS- 8-1/4" overall. 

c. cocobolo bu7805 $79.99 ea.
(also available) Black Phenolic 

bu356 $59.99 ea.

119 SPecialS®
Blood grooves •10-1/2" overall.

D. cocobolo bu2638 $99.99 ea.

(also available) Black Phenolic 
bu170 $54.99 ea.
Black leather Replacement 
Sheath for 119 Special®

bu172 $13.99 ea.

a

Proudly 
made in 
the uSa

c

B

D

large with fire Starter- 9-1/2" overall •2-1/4" ferrocerium 
striker with whistle integrated in the red plastic grip.

bu10180 $64.99 ea.

Small
8-1/4" overall.
bu11109 

$46.99 ea.

Buck® SelkiRk fixeD BlaDeS
Named after the rugged Selkirk mountain range in Idaho and built to help maximize survival in rugged conditions. Features: 420 HC stainless 

steel blades •Thumb ridges •CNC contoured Micarta® handles •Triple rivets •Steel throats and end caps •Injection molded
nylon sheaths with removable, reversible belt loops.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU3538
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU3998
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU7815
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU7807
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU2540
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU7805
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU356
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU2638
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU170
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU172
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU10180
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU11109
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Black Leather Replacement Sheath for 110 bu383 $11.99 ea.

Black Leather Replacement Sheath for 112 bu396 $11.99 ea.

BUCK® LoCKBaCKS
Features: 420 HC stainless steel blades •Crelicam™ Ebony handles 
•Brass pins, liners and bolsters.
ModeL 112 RangeR 
4-1/4" closed •Black leather belt sheaths.

a.  Traditional bu394 $54.99 ea.
(also available) 
Finger grooved bu450 $64.99 ea.

ModeL 110 FoLding HUnTeRS® 
4-7/8" closed •Leather belt sheaths.

B.  Finger grooved bu388 $69.99 ea.

(also available) Traditional bu381 $44.99 ea.

C. PoCKeT Size ModeL 55®- 3-3/8" closed.

bu5684 $49.99 ea.

a

C

B

Proudly Made 
in the USa

LT- Features: 420 HC stainless steel blade •Glass filled nylon 
handles •Lanyard hole •4-7/8" closed •Black heavy duty 
polyester belt sheath.

bu11553 $26.99 ea.
(also available) Model 112 Ranger bu11816 $24.99 ea.

Pro- Features: S30V stainless steel blade •G-10 handles •Brushed 
nickel silver bolsters and liners •Nickel silver pins 
•4-7/8" closed •Black leather belt sheath.

bu11689 $99.99 ea.
(also available) Model 112 Ranger bu11968 $89.99 ea.

BUCK® 110 FoLding HUnTeR® LoCKBaCKS

Proudly Made 
in the USa

QUICKFIRE® ASAP OPENING
To safely open: 
1. Unlock safety. Pull safety lock back (A). 
2. Open blade. Push forward on blade thumb    
 stud (B).
To safely close: 
1. Unlock and close blade. (Push down on  
 metal rocker on top of handle.) 
2. Push safety lock forward (safe).
 Sliding safety lock keeps blade
 closed until ready for use.

BUCK® QUiCKFiRe® aSSiSTed oPening FoLdeR
The QuickFire® has a high tech design combining a traditional lockback with an assisted opening blade. Features: 420 HC stainless steel blade 
•Thumb stud for one hand ambidextrous deployment •Mid-lock system provides durable locking strength •High impact ETP handles •Dual 
springs for easy, safe blade release •Removable, discreet carry stainless steel pocket clip •4-1/4" closed.

bu5982 $39.99 ea.

Proudly Made 
in the USa

BUCK® HUnTing KniveS
All feature: 420 HC stainless steel blades •Leather sheaths. Black Phenolic Knives feature: Aluminum guards and pommels. 
Cocobolo Knives feature: Brass guards and pommels.

102 woodSManS®- 7-3/4" overall.

d. Black Phenolic bu498 $57.99 ea.
(also available) 
Cocobolo bu1287 $74.99 ea.

105 PaTHFindeRS®- 9-1/8" overall.

e. Black Phenolic bu363 $59.99 ea.
(also available) 
Cocobolo bu7806 $79.99 ea.

120 geneRaLS- 12" overall.

F. Cocobolo bu7808 $99.99 ea.
(also available) 
Black Phenolic bu2542 $89.99 ea.

d

F

e

Proudly Made 
in the USa

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU383
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU396
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU394
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https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU381
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU5684
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU11553
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU11816
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU11689
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https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU5982
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU498
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU1287
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU363
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU7806
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU7808
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU2542
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buck® bantam® lockbacks
Features (except where noted): 420 HC stainless steel blades •Thumb studs 
•Textured glass reinforced nylon handles •Pocket clips •Lanyard holes.

bHWs- 5-1/8" closed.
(also available) 
muddy Girl® bu10512
kryptek® typhon™ bu10395
kryptek® Highlander® bu10394
mossy oak® blaze™ orange bu3897
your cHoice $25.99 ea.

Best sellers!

blWs- 4-3/8" closed.
(also available)
mossy oak® country camo bu10610
mossy oak® blaze™ orange bu3895
kryptek® Highlander® bu10389 
your cHoice $21.99 ea.

black bu5761 $18.99 ea.

bbWs- 3-3/4" closed •No pocket clips. 
(also available) 
muddy Girl® bu10508
mossy oak® blaze™ orange bu3893
mossy oak® country camo bu10315
your cHoice $19.99 ea.

black bu5759 $14.99 ea.

kryptek® typhon™ bu10385 

mossy oak® country camo bu10317

muddy Girl® bu10506

mossy oak® blaze™ orange bu3891

nanos- 3" closed •No thumb studs or pocket clips. 
(also available)
kryptek® typhon™ bu10380
kryptek® Highlander® bu10379
mossy oak® country camo bu10313 
your cHoice $15.99 ea.

black bu5828 $12.99 ea.

black bu5763 

$21.99 ea.

kryptek® typhon™ bu10390

muddy Girl® bu10701

kryptek® Highlander® 
bu10384

Proudly made 
in the usa

realtree® Xtra 
Green bu12894

realtree® Xtra Green bu12892

realtree® Xtra Green bu12890

realtree® Xtra Green bu12888

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU10512
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU10395
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU10394
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU3897
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU10610
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU3895
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU10389
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU5761
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU10508
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU3893
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU10315
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU5759
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU10385
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU10317
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU10506
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU3891
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU10380
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU10379
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU10313
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU5828
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU5763
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU10390
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU10701
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU10384
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU12894
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU12892
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU12890
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU12888
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buck® doctor's knives Housecall special!
Features: Stainless steel blades •Nickel silver pins, bolsters and shields 

•Stainless steel liners •3-5/8" closed.

one blade 
bu12617 

$24.99 
now 

$20.99 ea.

two blade 
bu12622 

$26.99 
now 

$22.99 ea.

one blade 
bu12618 

$24.99 
now 

$20.99 ea.

black 
smootH bone

two blade 
bu12623 

$26.99 
now 

$22.99 ea.

one blade 
bu12619 

$24.99 
now 

$20.99 ea.

two blade 
bu12620 

$29.99 
now 

$24.99 ea.

one blade 
bu12616 

$26.99 
now 

$22.99 ea.

two blade 
bu12621 

$26.99 
now 

$22.99 ea.

7

The doctor is in and 
ready to give you a 

deal this Fall!

ATTenTion Buck 
collecTors!

brown 
smootH bone

imitation 
stag bone

green 
smootH bone

ss- No thumb stud or pocket clip 
•Lanyard hole •2-7/8" closed. 
bu11408 

$15.99 ea.

buck® rival lockbacks
Features (except where noted): Tumble finished 420 HC stainless steel blades 
•Thumb studs •Injection molded nylon handles •Removable stainless steel 
pocket clips.

iii- 4-3/4" closed. 

bu11410 $24.99 ea.

ii- 4-1/4" closed. bu11131 $19.99 ea.

i- 3-1/2" closed. bu11129 $16.99 ea.

proudly made 
in the usa

solo- 3" closed. 

bu5717 $13.99 ea.

canoe
3-5/8" closed. 
bu3139 

$20.99 ea.

stockman
3-7/8" closed. 
bu5718 

$23.99 ea. 

 trio
3-1/4" closed. 

 bu5720 

$19.99 ea.

buck® everyday carry pocketknives
Features: 420J2 stainless steel blades •Woodgrain handles 
•Stainless steel liners •Nickel silver pins, bolsters and shields. 

deuce- 2-5/8" closed. 

bu5722 $16.99 ea.

toothpick
3" closed. 
bu3137

$13.99 ea. 
medium 
trapper
3-1/2" closed. 
bu5840 

$24.99 ea. clAssic 
design!

greAT 
price!
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gerber® fastball linerlocks
An EDC knife that lives where precision and polish meet. Features: CPM-S30V stainless steel blades with flippers •B.O.S.S. Tech™ opening system 
with stainless steel ball bearings for quick, smooth deployment every time •Aircraft grade aluminum handles •Removable, reversible three-
position pocket clips •Lanyard holes •4" closed.

stonewash finish blade/black Handles g1612 $104.99 ea. satin finish blade/Urban grey Handles g1611 $99.99 ea.

gerber® JUkebox linerlock
A modern twist to an old school razor. Features: 7Cr17MoV 
stainless steel blade with flipper •Imitation Tortoiseshell 
acrylic handles •Pocket clip •3-7/8" closed.

g1696 $34.99 ea.

gerber® HigHbrow 
compact folders
Features: 7Cr stainless steel blades with flippers 
•Assisted opening •Pivot locks •Slide lock 
safeties •Anodized aluminum handles •Lanyard 
holes •Reversible pocket clips •4-1/8" closed.

onyx/plain g1524 
(also available) 
onyx/serrated 
g1525

Urban blue/plain g1520 YoUr cHoice $34.99 ea.flat sage/plain g1526

grey/serrated 
g1519 
(also available) 
grey/plain g1518

gerber® strongarm fixed blades
Features: Black ceramic coated 420 HC steel blades •Full 
tangs •Coyote brown rubber overmolded, glass-filled 
nylon handles with diamond texture •Striking pommels 
•Lanyard holes •9-7/8" overall •MOLLE compatible 
molded synthetic sheaths with multiple carry 
options and snap-together components.
plain g01058
(also available) black g1038
partially serrated g1059
(also available) black g1060

YoUr cHoice 

$69.99 ea.

gerber® sUspension-nxt® mUlti-tool
Features: 100% stainless steel construction •Locking, outboard 
tools •Partially serrated blade •Spring loaded needlenose/
regular pliers •#2 cross driver •Wire stripper •Wire cutter 
•Scissors •Small, medium, and large flathead 
screwdrivers •Can opener •Bottle opener 
•Awl •File •Ruler •Pocket clip 
•Lanyard hole
•4-1/4" closed.

g1364 $29.99 ea.

Pocket clip. gerber® 
pack HatcHet

Features: Black coated stainless steel 
blade with tall grind •Full tang •Rubber 

overmold handle with ergonomic 
choke-up •Lanyard hole •9-1/2" overall 

•Belt carry sheath included.  

g3484 $29.99 ea.

Nylon sheath 
can be 

mounted on 
belt or pack.

Each includes 
pocket clip.

Each includes pocket clip.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=G1612
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=G1611
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=G1696
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=G1524
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=G1525
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=G1520
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=G1526
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=G1519
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=G1518
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=G01058
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=G1038
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=G1059
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=G1060
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=G1364
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=G3484
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 Closeouts!

Bead Blast g3368 Black g3285

MoMent linerloCk- Features: Beadblast finish 5Cr15MoV 
stainless steel blade •Thumb hole •Black rubber handles •Lanyard 
hole •5-1/8" closed •Black nylon belt sheath.

g2209 $24.99 now $12.99 ea.

Gutsy CoMpaCt Fish proCessinG tools
Features: One piece 5Cr13MoV stainless steel 
construction •Fish scaler •Gut hook •Vein scooper 
•Bottle opener •4" overall. 

your ChoiCe $19.99 now $6.99 ea.

speCial! GerBer® 
suspension-nxt®/paraFraMe™ CoMBo
Suspension Multitool features: 100% stainless steel construction 
•Locking, outboard tools •Partially serrated blade •Spring loaded 
needlenose/regular pliers •#2 cross driver •Wire stripper •Wire cutter 
•Scissors •Small, medium, and large flathead screwdrivers •Can opener 
•Bottle opener •Awl •File •Ruler •Pocket clip •Lanyard hole 
•4-1/4" closed. Paraframe features: Stainless steel blade 
•Thumb stud •Stainless steel framelock handle •Pocket 
clip •4-1/8" closed. 

g3851 $34.99 per combo    

MSRP $64

Save $29 on 
the combo!

your ChoiCe $18.99 ea. 

MSRP $47

Blue g1397
orange g1398

haul assisted openers
Features: Black coated 5Cr15MoV stainless steel blades •Dual thumb studs •Assisted opening •Safe-T-Plus plunge locks with cross-bolt safeties 
•Textured, glass filled nylon handles •Pocket clips 
•Lanyard holes •4-3/4" closed.

shard™
Features: Titanium coated stainless steel construction •Pry bar •Small and 
large flathead screwdrivers •Wire stripper/puller •Bottle opener •Crosshead 
screwdriver •Lanyard hole •2-3/4" overall.

g1769 $3.99 ea.    MSRP $6.95

MoMent hunter
Features: 5Cr15MoV stainless steel blade •Thumb ridges •Full tang •Black 
textured rubber handles •Double screw rivets •Lanyard hole 
•8-3/4" overall •Nylon belt sheath.

g2197 $14.99 ea.    MSRP $29.95

Closeout! winChester® 
staGeCoaCh stoCkMan
Features: 7Cr17MoV stainless steel blades 
•Wood handles •Nickel silver pins, shield and 
brushed finish bolsters •2-7/8" closed.

wr1508 $9.99 ea.    MSRP $20

a true 
classic 
under 
$10!

Find more 
Winchester on

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=G3368
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=G3285
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=G2209
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=G3851
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=G1397
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=G1398
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=G1769
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=G2197
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=WR1508
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YOUR CHOICE $7.99 ea.

ImperIal Is the 
workIng man's 
pocketknIfe--

strong, sturdy 
and affordable!

ImpERIal sCHRadE® 
CEllUlOId pOCkEtknIvEs

Features (except where noted): 3Cr13MoV stainless 
steel blades •Celluloid handles •Brass pins 
•Stainless steel liners, bolsters and shields.

Black 
Farmer's Folder

Composition handles 
•Brass liners •Nickel 

silver shield •No bolsters 
•4-11/16" closed. 

impt22l

light amber 
medium stockman
3-3/8" closed. 
impt15s 
(also available)
Black swirl
impt17s
Grey swirl 
impt16s

Cracked Ice 
large stockman

4" closed. 
impt14l

Black swirl Congress
3-5/8" closed. impt17c

(also available) 
light amber impt15c
Cracked Ice impt20ci

purple swirl small trapper
2-7/8" closed. impt19prt

(also available) 
pink swirl impt18pt
Cracked Ice impt13 

Yellow Farmer's Folder
Composition handles •Brass 

liners •Nickel silver shield 
•No bolsters 

•3-5/8" closed.
impt22y

(also available) 
Black impt22

Cracked Ice 
lockback

3-3/4" closed. 
impt23

Cracked Ice Canoe
3-5/8" closed. impt11

(also available)
Cracked Ice mini Canoe
2-7/8" closed. impt1011

           Cracked Ice 
              sowbelly
    3-3/4" closed.
    impt25

Cracked 
Ice large 
trapper
4" closed.  
impt13l

Cracked Ice 
Cigar Whittler

4" closed. 
impt9

purple swirl small stockman 
2-5/8" closed.
impt19prs
(also available) 
pink swirl 
impt18ps
Cracked Ice 
impt14

Black swirl 
medium trapper

3-1/2" closed.  impt17t
(also available)

Grey swirl impt16t
light amber impt15t

Black and White 
swirl stockman

3-1/4" closed. 
impt45 

Cracked Ice mighty mite
2-3/4" closed. impt21ci

Brown Barlow
Composition handles 

•No shield •3-3/8" closed. 

impt278 $5.99 ea. 

Black swirl 
lockback
No shield 

•2-7/8" closed. 
impt41

YOUR CHOICE $6.99 ea.

More Imperial 
Schrade @

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=IMPT22L
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=IMPT15S
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=IMPT17S
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=IMPT16S
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=IMPT14L
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=IMPT17C
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=IMPT15C
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=IMPT20CI
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=IMPT19PRT
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=IMPT18PT
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=IMPT13
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=IMPT22Y
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=IMPT22
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=IMPT23
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=IMPT11
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=IMPT1011
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=IMPT25
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=IMPT13L
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=IMPT9
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=IMPT19PRS
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=IMPT18PS
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=IMPT14
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=IMPT17T
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=IMPT16T
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=IMPT15T
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=impt45
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=IMPT21CI
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=IMPT278
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=IMPT41
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Hunter's Duo- Set of (2) 
•8-1/2" overall drop point 
•6-3/4" overall guthook with 
sawback spine •Polypropylene 
and TPE handles.  

1129765 $14.99 per set

sHarpfingers
Features: 7Cr17MoV high carbon stainless steel 
blades •Full tangs •TPE handles •Nickel silver shields 
and double rivets •Lanyard holes •7" overall •Black 
synthetic belt sheaths. 

your cHoice $11.99 ea.

Hunting knives
Features: 3Cr13 stainless steel blades •Full tangs 
•Staglon® handles •Synthetic belt sheaths •Clampacked.

olD timer® special purcHases!

uncle Henry® special purcHases!

BONUS 
Sharpener!

next generation staglon® bowie
Features: Satin finish 7Cr17MoV stainless steel blade •Full tang •Next Gen 
Staglon® handles •12" overall •Leather 
belt sheath with BONUS sharpener. 

1105596 $29.99 ea.

wilDlife linerlocks set
Features: Set of (3)-- one each cougar, whitetail and bird dogs scene •Bead 
blast finish stainless steel blades •Thumb studs •Wood handles with thin 
steel lasered inserts •Pocket clips •4-1/2" closed.

Each includes 
pocket clip.

1105603 $19.99 per set

blaze orange Hunting combos
Features: Satin finish 3Cr13 stainless steel blades •Synthetic belt sheaths •Clampacked.

field necessities- Set of (4) •7-5/8" overall clip point •8" overall guthook 
•9-3/4" overall fillet knife •Sharpening steel •Rubber handles. 

1130052 $19.99 per set

snowblind® camo- Black finish 
blade and rivets. 1130038

oD green- Satin 
finish blade. 1130036

combo- Set of (2) 
•8-3/8" overall Elk 
Hunter with brass 
guard, pommel and 
double rivets •6-1/2" overall 
Detail Skinner with nickel silver 
rivet and lanyard hole.  

1130007 $24.99 per set

wolverine- Nickel silver guard •Double brass rivets 
•7-3/8" overall •Sharpener in sheath.  

1130013 $14.99 ea.

Sheath 
holds 

all four!

Sheath 
included 

with each.

Sheath 
holds both!

Sheath 
holds both!

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1129765
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1105596
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1105603
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1130052
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1130038
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1130036
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1130007
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1130013
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B. Freighter- Stonewashed blade. 1122567 $15.99 ea. mSrp $24.99

A. Cleft- Spring Assist opening. 1122572 $23.99 ea. mSrp $36.99

NEW! BuBBA BlAdE™ iNtErChANgEABlE BlAdE 
systEm FillEt kNiFE sEt
The Bubba Interchangeable Blade System is a 
first of its kind product. It is designed to deliver 
the strength and durability of a full tang 
traditional fillet knife while seamlessly 
providing the ability to swap different 
blade styles to tackle any size fish in 
any salt or freshwater enviroment. 
Features: (4) titanium nitride coated 
high carbon stainless steel blades-- 
8" Ultra Flex, 7" Tapered Flex, 9" Stiff 
and 9" Serrated Flex •Each 
blade's full tang inserts into the 
6" iconic red non-slip handle 
and is secured by the full tang 
locking system •Lanyard hole 
•Molded EVA carrying case.
1991724 

$119.95 per set mSrp $129.99

NEW! sChrAdE® ultrA glidE®
Features: Black oxide coated 3Cr13 stainless steel blade with 
flipper •Double thumb studs •Carbon fiber and G-10 handles 
•Black oxide coated pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-3/4" closed.

Old timEr® 
middlEmAN 
stOCkmAN
Features: 7Cr17MoV high carbon 
stainless steel blades •Sawcut 
OT handles •Brass pins and liners 
•Nickel silver bolsters and shield 
•3-1/4" closed.

sct34 $19.99 ea.

Original size- 7" overall.

sct152 $19.99 ea.
(also available) large- 8-5/8" overall. 

sct152otl $24.99 ea.

Old timEr® 
shArpFiNgEr skiNNErs

Features: Stainless steel blades •Sawcut OT handles 
•Nickel silver rivets and shields •Lanyard holes 

•Leather belt sheaths.

uNClE hENry® 
lArgE FOldiNg huNtEr
Features: 7Cr17MoV high carbon stainless steel 
blades •Staglon® handles •Brass liners 
•Nickel silver pins, bolsters and 
shield •5-1/4" closed 
•Leather belt sheath.

sct227uh $27.99 ea.

Leather sheath 
& bonus 

sharpening stone.

uNClE hENry® gOldEN spikE
Features: 7Cr17MoV high carbon stainless steel 
blade •Full tang •Staglon® handle •Brass guard 
and end cap •Spacers •9-3/8" overall •Leather belt 
sheath •Sharpening stone. sct153 $32.99 ea.

Carrying case.

NEW! smith & WEssON® liNErlOCks
Features: 8Cr13MoV stainless steel blades •Thumb studs •Stainless 
steel and G-10 handles •Pocket clips •Lanyard holes •4-1/2" closed.

A

B

1121082 

$18.99 ea. 
mSrp $29.99

NEW! m&p® by smith & WEssON® sEAr liNErlOCk
Features: 8Cr13MoV stainless steel blade with flipper •Spring Assist opening 
•Stainless steel and G-10 handles •Pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4" closed.

1122580 $22.99 ea. mSrp $35.99 ®

®

by

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1122567
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1122572
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1991724
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCT34
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCT152
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCT152OTL
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCT227UH
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCT153
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1121082
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1122580
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UNCLE HENRY® D2 StEEL GENUiNE StAG SERiES
Features: Satin finish D2 steel blades •Full tangs •Genuine stag handles •Brass rivets •Leather belt sheaths. 

Hunting Set- 301UH Skinner: 6-1/2" overall; 
lanyard hole •PH2N Mini Pro Hunter: 6-3/4" overall; 

brass guard; leather lanyard.  

1085926 $99.99 Fall special Now $89.99 per set

Leather 
sheath 

holds both.

Skinner- Brass guard •Lanyard hole •6-1/4" overall. 

1085923 $64.99 ea.

Hunter- Brass guard •7" overall. 1085924 $79.99 ea.

UNCLE HENRY® NExt GENERAtioN StAGLoN® kNivES
Uncle Henry's NEXT GENERATION STAGLON® has a more natural stag appearance. Only available on a limited number of patterns at this time! 
Features: Satin finish 7Cr17MoV stainless steel blades •Full tangs •Next Gen Staglon® handles •Leather belt sheaths.

Caping knife- Brass rivets •Lanyard hole •6-1/2" overall. 

1100092 $19.99 ea.

Mini Pro Hunter
Nickel silver throat and rivets •Leather lanyard •6-3/4" overall. 

1100088 $22.99 ea.

Skinner- Nickel silver guard •Brass rivets 
•Leather lanyard •8-1/2" overall. 

1100034 $29.99 ea.
More 

Uncle Henry @

Pro 
trapper

3-7/8" closed. 
sct285 

$19.99 ea.

Rancher® Stockman
3-3/8" closed. 

sct834 $24.99 ea.

Signature Premium 
Stockman

3-1/2" closed. 

sct897 $21.99 ea.

Hawkbill
4" closed. 
sct16uh 

$19.99 ea.

Lockback- 3-3/4" closed. 

sct5uh $17.99 ea.

Junior Stockman
2-3/4" closed. 
sct807 

$21.99 ea.

Senior Rancher- 4" closed. 

sct885uh $22.99 ea.

LoCkbACkS- Brass bolsters •5" closed •Leather belt sheaths.

YoUR CHoiCE $27.99 ea. 

Papa bear- Staglon® handles. sctLB8
(also available) bear Paw- Wood handles. sctLB7

UNCLE HENRY® foLDERS
Features: 7Cr17 high carbon stainless 
steel blades •Brass pins (except where 
noted) and liners.

PoCkEtkNivES- Staglon® handles •Nickel 
silver bolsters and shields.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1085926
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1085923
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1085924
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1100092
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1100088
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1100034
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCT285
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCT834
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCT897
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCT55UH
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCT5UH
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCT807
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCT885UH
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCTLB8
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCTLB7
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BALISONGS
Safety locking levers •6" closed.

cOLd SteeL® fGx® 
Lightweight and priced just right! Features: Injection molded Griv-Ex™ 
construction •Double-edged "grip and rip" serrations 
(except CS92EAB) •Sharp reinforced points.

NeW! WASP- Amazing piercing power! •Textured 
handle for maximum grip •Lanyard hole •12-1/4" overall. 

CS92FMA $10.19 ea.

cOLd SteeL® 
mINI tuff LIte fOLderS 
Features: 4034 stainless steel blades •Thumb 
holes and ridges •Tri-Ad® locking mechanisms 
•Griv-Ex™ handles •Ambidextrous pocket clips 
•Lanyard holes •3" closed. 

NeW! Blue CS20Mtb

Black CS20Mt

yOur chOIce $29.74 ea.

Each includes a pocket clip.

NeW! cOLd SteeL® Ad-15 fOLder 
Possibly the most comfortable, user friendly small tactical folder ever made. Features: Ambidextrous operation 
•Scorpion lock •Saber ground, satin finish S35VN stainless steel blade with jimped spine 
•Dual thumb studs for one-hand opening •Black G-10 handles 
•Ambidextrous tip-up carry pocket clip •5" closed. 

CS58Sqb $229.49 ea. Pocket clip.

NeW! cOLd SteeL® 1911 LINerLOck 
Features: 4034 stainless steel blade with flipper •Thumb stud •Griv-Ex™ 
handles •Stainless steel pocket clip •4" closed. 

CS20npjAA $36.54 ea. Pocket clip.

NeW! cOLd SteeL® crAWfOrd mOdeL 1 LINerLOck 
Designed by Wes Crawford. Features: 4034 stainless steel blade with flipper 
•Zy-Ex™ handles •Stainless steel pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-7/8" closed. 

CS20MwC $39.99 ea.
Pocket clip.

NeW! cOLd SteeL® PeNdLetON mINI huNter 
Features: VG-1 stainless steel blade •Jimping throughout •Full tang •Kray-Ex™ 
handle with integrated guard •Lanyard hole •Secure-Ex® sheath with lashing 
holes •6-5/8" overall. 

CS36lpMe $33.99 ea. Shown in sheath.

tanto
CS92eAb

NeW! cOLd SteeL® SPetSNAz® 
treNch ShOveL 

Features: Broad flat black coated medium carbon steel head 
with 3 sharp edges •Hickory handle •30" overall. 

CS92SFx 

$33.99 ea.

Heavy/Bulky Item: 
Additional shipping 
may apply.

Spear CS92eAA

yOur chOIce $13.59 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CS92FMA
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CS20MTB
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CS20MT
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CS58SQB
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CS20NPJAA
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CS20MWC
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CS36LPME
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CS92EAB
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CS92SFX
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CS92EAA
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cold steel® throwing axes
Features: Drop forged 1055 carbon steel axe heads 
•American hickory handles •16" overall. 

competition 
Preferred by axe houses and competitive 
throwers, this axe meets NATF and WATL 

regulations for competition.

cs90axf $38.99 ea.

new! Professional
For those wanting the convenience of a quick-

change handle! With the patented locking 
mechanism, all you have to do is loosen the 
bolts with an allen wrench, slip out worn or 

damaged handle in exchange for a new one, and 
re-tighten the bolts, all in two minutes or less. 
Allen wrench and extra handles not included. 

cs90axa $50.99 ea.

All items over 18" overAll 
in this Ad:

Heavy/Bulky Items: Additional 
shipping may apply.

cold steel® machetes
Features: 1055 carbon steel blades with black baked on anti-rust 
matte finish •Full tangs •Black polyproylene handles •Lanyard holes 
•Cor-Ex™ belt sheaths (except where noted). 

new! 
two-handed latin- 30" overall. 

cs97tm21s $26.99 ea.

new! 
heavy- 20" overall. 

cs97lhms $21.99 ea. 

new! Kukri Plus- 18-1/2" overall. 

cs97kmps $22.99 ea. 

new! 
latin d-guard 
18" overall. 

cs97ad18s $23.99 ea. 

gladius
The Gladius was the scourge of the battlefield and often the 
last thing seen or felt by Rome's enemies. Polypropylene 
guard and traditional ball pommel •26-7/8" overall.

cs97gms $28.99 ea.

Bowie
Excellent piercing tool; quick and lively in the hand, making it an 

outstanding slashing blade and admirable chopper •17-5/8" overall.

cs97bwm12s $22.99 ea.

garden & camp
An interpretation of a much-used African 

agricultural tool. Utilize it for grass and weed trimming, 
brush clearing, as a probe in tall grass or self defense •Sharp edges, 

curved tip •6-1/2" handle •32-1/2" overall •No sheath.

cs97gsm $11.99 ea.

The bent, double-edged 
blade is genius!

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CS90AXF
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CS90AXA
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CS97TM21S
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CS97LHMS
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CS97KMPS
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CS97AD18S
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CS97GMS
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CS97BWM12S
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CS97GSM
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Magazines- Ammo not included.
P320 Magazines- 2-pack of .177 caliber 20-round magazines. ampc17720 $19.99 ea.

1911- 2-pack of .177 caliber 16-round magazines. ampcbb16 $12.99 ea.

P226 X5- 2-pack of .177 caliber 20-round magazines. ampc17720x $19.99 ea.

MPX/MCX- Single .177 caliber 30-round magazine •(3) extra belts. amrc17730 $21.99 ea.

aiR gUns
CO2 operating systems •CO2 and pellets sold separately •FedEx Ground shipping only.

P226 X5
Fires .177 caliber pellets •Picatinny 
accessory rail •Adjustable sights 
•8.7" overall •Includes (1) 20-round magazine. 

airx5177slv $119.95 ea. 
mSrP $139.99

P320
Fires .177 caliber pellets 
•Full blowback metal slide 
•rifled steel barrel •manual safety 
•m1913 accessory rail •9.6" overall •Includes 
(1) 30-round rotary magazine. 

airp3230rb $99.95 ea. 
mSrP $119.99

1911 sPaRtan
Fires .177 caliber BBs 
•Fixed sights •m1913 accessory 
rail •metal stock •mOLON LABE 
engraving on grips and slide 
•Custom Spartan grips 
•Skeletonized trigger •8.7" overall 
•Includes (1) 16-round magazine. 

air1911bbsp $95.95 ea. mSrP $109.99

MCX asP- Fires .177 caliber pellets •4x24 scope and mounts •rifled steel 
barrel •Tactical front grip •Synthetic stock •m1913 accessory rail •34.75" overall 
•Includes (1) 30-round magazine. 

airmcxscope1 $229.95 ea. 
mSrP $269.99

Sig Sauer® air gunS - ShootS like a Sig becauSe it iS one

CO2- FedEx Ground shipping only.

90g- 2-pack. ac902 $14.99 ea.

12g- 5-pack. ac125co2 $4.99 ea.

Don't forget the ammo! 
MatCh LeaD PeLLets
.177 caliber •500 count. 

airmatchpb17 $9.99 ea.

Original 
mOdel specs!

From magazines to cO2, if it says sig, it's the best, most 
functionally engineered product available.

fiLLet knife by ROUgh RyDeR
Features: Flexible, partially serrated, 440A stainless steel blade •Full tang •Easy to spot, bright green G-10 handles •ringed nickel silver guard 
•Brass and black spacers •Triple brass rivets •Lanyard hole •11-7/8" overall •Versatile black nylon sheath has liner, 
black leather leg tie, embossed leather accent, and can be carried vertically or horizontally. 
rr1816 

$12.99 ea.

Cleaver- Blood groove 
•Drain hole •7-1/4" overall.

mr560 $14.99 ea.

heavy Duty tanto- 3/16" thick blade with recessed 
guthook/belt cutter •Lanyard and 
lashing holes •11-3/8" overall •Sheath 
is mOLLE compatible with multiple 
carry options and utility 
pocket (empty). 

mr469 $24.99 ea.

MaRbLe's® taCtiCaL fiXeD bLaDes
Features: Stainless steel blades •Full tang •Thumb ridges •Sculpted micarta® handles •Double 
screw rivets •red liners •Nylon belt sheaths with paracord lanyards.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AMPC17720
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AMPCBB16
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AMPC17720X
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AMRC17730
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AIRX5177SLV
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AIRP3230RB
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AIR1911BBSP
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AIRMCXSCOPE1
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AC902
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AC125CO2
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AIRMATCHPB17
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1816
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR560
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR469
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SkirmiSh
Features: 1075 high carbon steel blade with black traction powder coating 
•Full tang •Tan micarta handles •Triple hollow rivets •10-1/2" overall 
•MOLLE compatible Kydex® sheath with paracord leg tie.

CTK181556 $76.48 ea.

NeSSmuk huNter
Features: 1075 high carbon steel blade with blasted satin finish •Hardwood handle 
•Brass rivets •8-3/4" overall •Leather sheath •Made in El Salvador.

CTK2304hC $55.23 ea.

BuShlore®
Features: 1075 high carbon steel blade with blasted satin finish •Hardwood 
handles •Double brass rivets •Lanyard hole •9-5/16" overall 
•Leather sheath. 

CTK23243hC $55.23 ea.

royal FalchioN Sword
Designed by Joe Flowers. Features: Natural finish 1075 high carbon steel blade •Walnut 
handle •Natural finish metal guard and pommel •31" overall •Leather scabbard. 

CTK1025237hC $182.73 ea.

Heavy/Bulky Item: Additional 
shipping may apply.

atrox- Designed by Joe Flowers. Features: Black traction powder coated 1075 
high carbon steel blade •Full tang •Two-tone Micarta® handles •Triple hollow 
rivets •Double lanyard holes •17-1/2" overall •Kydex® sheath 
with leather belt loop.
CTK1814108 

$127.48 ea.

riPPer- Designed by Julio Diez, the Ripper is perfect for 
bushcrafting, hunting or camping. Features: 1095 carbon steel blade 
with blasted satin finish •Black Micarta® handles •9-3/16" overall 
•MOLLE compatible Kydex sheath. 

CTK3939456 $101.98 ea.

kePhart kNiFe- Features: 1075 high carbon steel blade with 
natural finish •Hardwood handles •Triple brass rivets •9" overall 
•Leather sheath.

CTK24745hC $55.23 ea.

coNdor® tool & kNiFe

Hand crafted in 
el Salvador

claSSic axeS
Features: 1060 high 
carbon steel axe heads 
with Condor Classic 
finish •American 
hickory handles 
•Lanyard holes 
•Handcrafted welted 
leather sheaths. 

double Bit michigan axe
4" cutting edge •26" overall.  

CTK4051C175 $76.48 ea.

All 
ClAssiC Axes
Heavy/Bulky Items: 
Additional shipping 

may apply.

Greenland Pattern Full Size axe
4" cutting edge •26" overall. 

CTK4070C225 $80.73 ea.

Greenland Pattern hatchet
3-3/4" cutting edge •16-1/4" overall.

CTK4070C15 $67.98 ea. 

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CTK181556
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CTK2304HC
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CTK23243HC
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CTK1025237HC
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CTK1814108
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CTK3939456
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CTK24745HC
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CTK4051C175
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CTK4070C225
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CTK4070C15
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marble's® scout knife
Features: 440A stainless steel blades and tools •Red 
jigged bone handles •Brass pins and liners •Nickel 
silver bolsters and shield •Can opener •Reamer 
•Cap lifter/screwdriver •Phillips screwdriver 
•3-5/8" closed.

mr426 $16.99 ea.

Collector's 
box.

Regularly 
$24.99

marble's® stag bone PocketkniVes
Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Jigged stag bone handles •Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver shields and ringed bolsters. 

Bone is a natural handle material prone to cracking. Therefore, 
some knives may have cracks near the pins or bolsters.

brown sleeveboard Whittler
3-1/2" closed.

mr295 $12.99 ea.

brown sowbelly
3-3/4" closed. 

mr103 $14.99 ea.
quality knives at

affordable prices!
green large 
coke bottle
5-1/2" closed. 

mr194 $16.99 ea.  

brown small toothpick
3" closed. 

mr196 $9.99 ea. 

green swing guard lockback
Nickel silver swing guard •4-3/8" closed.

mr190 $19.99 ea.

green congress- 4-1/8" closed. 

mr186 $19.99 ea.

back in 
stock!

green 
small trapper
3-3/4" closed. 
mr189 

$14.99 ea.

back in stock!

marble's® cattle king knife
Features: 440A stainless steel blade with reverse 
frosted master etch •Red jigged bone handles 
•Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver 
bolsters and longhorn steer shield 
•4-1/4" closed.

mr275 $12.99 ea.

marble's® imitation tortoiseshell 
PocketkniVes
Features: Stainless steel blades 
•Imitation tortoiseshell celluloid handles 
•Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver 
shields and ringed bolsters.

serpentine 
trapper

3-3/4" closed.
mr205 

$12.99 ea.

Jumbo trapper
4-1/2" closed. 
mr213 

$14.99 ea.lady leg
3-1/4" closed. 
mr208 

$6.99 ea.

marble's® ram horn PocketkniVes
Features: 440A stainless steel blades with reverse frosted master etches •Genuine ram 

horn handles •Brass liners •Nickel silver pins, shields and ringed bolsters.
canoe 

3-5/8" closed.
mr360 

large stockman 
4" closed.
mr363

your choice $12.99 ea.

large 
toothpick
5" closed. 
mr362

trapper
4-1/8" closed. 
mr358

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR426
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR295
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR103
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR194
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR196
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR190
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR186
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR189
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR275
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR205
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR213
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR208
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR360
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR363
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR362
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR358
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Marble's® scriMshaw series
Old-time whalers often found themselves at sea for years at a time. To pass the time, 
some spent hours etching intricate designs into whale teeth and bones, a hobby 
that became the art of scrimshaw. This series of knives with intricate animal carvings 
celebrates that art. Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Stag and scrimshawed natural 
bone handles •Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters 
•Black and nickel silver spacers.

Each knife packaged in 
Marble's® collectible box!

Jumbo 
Trapper/Deer
4-1/2" closed.
mr260 

$21.99 ea.

Trapper/eagle
4-1/8" closed. 

mr249 $16.99 ea. 

Dogleg Trapper/Moose
4-1/2" closed. 

mr259 $17.99 ea.

Shop more marble'S® @

Pocket chopper/wolf
5" closed.

mr250 $24.99 ea.

Marble's® skinner
Features: 440A stainless steel blade with etch •Thumb ridges •Full tang •Wood handles 
with checkered grips •Double stainless steel rivets •Lanyard hole 
•10-1/4" overall •Black nylon belt sheath. 

mr561 $14.99 ea.

Marble's® Moose scriMshaw hunTers
Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Thumb ridges •Full tangs •Screw rivets •Black spacers 
•Lanyard holes •Black nylon belt sheaths with leather accents.

your choice 

$14.99 ea.

small- Scrimshawed natural 
bone handles •Hammered 
brass throat 
•7-3/8" overall. 
mr441

large- Stag and scrimshawed 
natural bone handles •Nickel 

silver guard •8-1/4" overall. 
mr440

Marble's® sTackeD leaTher skinners
Both feature: 440A stainless steel blades •Thumb ridges •Stacked leather handles 
•Brass guards •Aluminum pommels •Leather belt sheaths.

Piggy back set- Includes (1) each small 
and large •Sheath holds both. 

mr398 $34.99 per set

(also available) large- 9-7/8" overall. mr397 $24.99 ea.

small- 6-1/4" overall.

mr396 $16.99 ea.

Marble's® brown sTag bone 
PockeTknives
Features: 440A stainless steel acid etched blades 
•Brown stag bone handles •Brass pins and liners 
•Nickel silver bolsters •Acid etched "M" shields 
•3-1/2" closed.

Acid 
etched 
shield.

stockman
Largemouth 
bass scene. 
mr269 

$12.99 ea.

canoe
Jumping 

deer scene. 
mr272 

$14.99 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR260
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR249
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR259
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR250
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR561
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR441
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR440
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR398
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR397
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR396
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR269
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR272
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marble's® #3 safety axe
The classic, innovative design first introduced 
by Webster L. Marble with a modern take. 
Features: Stainless steel axe head •Black 
composition handle and folding edge cover 
work together for safety and convenience 
•Textured handle for a secure grip 
•11-1/2" overall 
•Head measures 4-5/8" x 2-1/2".

mr003 $29.99 ea.

Shown with 
edge cover 

in use.

A modern 
take on 
a classic 
design!
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Shown 
folded.

Shown with shovel engaged.

marble's® mini shovel with pick
Features: Black coated tool steel construction •Adjustable nut locks 

handle in place •Folds and disassembles to compact 6" x 3-3/4" x 
2-1/4" •Handle unscrews •Rubber grips •16-1/4" overall. 

mr237 $9.99 ea.

GreAt for 
cAmpinG!

"marble's® safety axe 
company" wood sign

Features:  Full color design on wood •Measures 
18" x 7-3/4" x 7/16" •Hanging hardware included.  

mr559 $9.99 ea.

marble's® hunting knife
Features: Stainless steel blade •Wood handle •Brass guard, end cap and 
end screw •Red and brass spacers •9-1/4" overall •Leather belt sheath.

mr573 $14.99 ea.

new! marble's® d2 cleaver linerlock
Features: D2 steel blade •Thumb stud •Grooved wood handles •Lanyard 
hole with leather cord •4-3/8" closed.

mr563 $24.99 ea.

marble's® emergency chopper
Features: Orange coated high carbon steel blade has (2) plain edges 
and a serrated edge •Drain holes •Fire hydrant/oxygen tank wrench 
•Graduated hex wrench •Full tang •Wood handles •Multiple brass 
rivets •Braided paracord lanyard •13-1/2" overall •Heavy duty black 
nylon sheath with sharpening stone in utility pocket.

mr557 $19.99 ea.

Sharpening stone 
stores in sheath.

marble's® american hickory axes
Features: Hand forged 1045 high carbon steel axe heads 

•american hickory handles •Lanyard holes •Made in El Salvador.

small- Head measures 
5-3/4" x 3-1/2" •12" overall. 

mr702 $19.99 ea.

hunter's- Head measures 
5-3/4" x 3-1/2" •17-3/4" overall. 

mr703 $22.99 ea.

quAlity you cAn 
count on!

camp- Head measures 
6-1/4" x 4" •15-7/8" overall. 

mA701SB $19.99 ea.

marble's® 
damascus mini axe

Features: Damascus axe head with 1" edge 
•Wood handle •6-1/2" overall •Brown leather axe 

head cover (no loop or clip).

mr464 $19.99 ea.

It's 
tiny!

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR003
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR237
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR559
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR573
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR563
 https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR557
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR702
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR703
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MA701SB
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR464
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Marble's® Paracord survival Machete
Features: Coated high carbon steel blade •Black wood handles with 
rubberized grip and paracord wrap •Lanyard hole 
•20-1/2" overall •Nylon belt sheath with utility pockets and 
sharpening stone •Made in El Salvador. ma12714cat $12.99 ea.

Heavy/
Bulky Item: 
Additional 
shipping 

may apply.

Notch opens fire 
hydrants and 
oxygen tanks.

survival axe/Machete
15-1/8" overall. ma5215 

Marble's® firefighter survival tools
Features: Fire hardened carbon steel blades with red coating •Full tangs •Wood 

handles with red coated ends •Multiple brass rivets
 •Lanyard holes •Nylon belt sheaths with sharpening 

stones •Made in El Salvador.

your choice 

$16.99 ea.

devil's tail shovel
18-1/4" overall

•(2) utility pockets 
on sheath. 
ma50151 

Heavy/
Bulky Item: 
Additional 
shipping 

may apply.

Marble's® Machetes Fire hardened/oil quenched carbon steel!
Features: Fire hardened carbon steel blades with orange coating •Flexible temper grooves •Full tang construction •Lanyard holes (except where 

noted) •Nylon belt sheaths with utility pockets and sharpening stones •Made in El Salvador. 

bolo camp 
No lanyard hole •20" overall. 

ma33514 $14.99 ea. 

For your 
survival needs!

camp cleaver
No lanyard hole 
•15-1/4" overall. 

ma51214 $14.99 ea.  

sawback- Sawback spine •Bright orange polypropylene 
handle •Molded guard •Lanyard cord •25" overall.

mr394 $16.99 ea.

wire wrapped swamp Master
Orange coated handle end •24" overall.

ma3218W $19.99 ea.

Jungle- Wooden handles •Brass rivets.

wire wrapped workhorse 
Orange coated handle end 
•No lanyard hole •24" overall. 

ma12718W $19.99 ea. 

scouting- Orange coated 
handle end •20" overall. 

ma12714 $14.99 ea.  

Heavy/Bulky Items: 
Additional
shipping may apply.

applies to all 
machetes measuring 
18" overall or more.

workhorse 
No lanyard hole •24" overall.

ma12718 $14.99 ea.

new! Marble's® fixed blade razors
Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Half tangs •Smooth bone handles 
•Nickel silver double rivets •6" overall. 

black mr467white mr466

your choice 

$7.99 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MA1271CAT
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MA5215
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MA50151
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MA33514
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MA51214
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR394
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MA3218W
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MA12718W
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MA12714
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MA12718
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR467
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR466
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Damascus
Fall Special!

marble's® buffalo Horn Hunters
Features: Grooved buffalo horn handles •Aluminum guards and 
pommels (except where noted) •Spacers •Leather belt sheaths.

large Clip Point- 10-1/2" overall. 

MR448 $19.99 ea.

medium Clip Point skinner
9" overall. 

MR461 $14.99 ea.

stainless steel blades

skinner Combo
Thumb ridges •Overall lengths-- 10-1/8", 6-3/8" •Sheath holds both.

MR454 $27.99 per set of 2

small Clip Point- Stag pommel •8-3/4" overall. 

MR462 $16.99 ea. 

damasCus steel blades 

large drop Point- 10-7/8" overall. 

MR456 $19.99 ea. 

small Clip Point- Stag pommel •8 3/4" overall. 

MR463 $29.99 $pecial $24.99 ea. 

medium Clip Point skinner- 9-1/4" overall. 

MR460 $29.99 $pecial $26.99 ea.

large Clip Point- 10-1/2" overall. MR449 $34.99 $pecial $29.99 ea.

medium upswept skinner
Thumb ridges •9" overall. 

MR450 $19.99 blowout price $14.99 ea.

1 sheath holds 

'em both!

Genuine

medium upswept skinner
Thumb ridges •9" overall.

MR451 $29.99 $pecial $27.99 ea.

large drop Point- 11" overall. 

MR457 $34.99
$pecial $32.99 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR448
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR461
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR454
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR462
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR456
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR463
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR460
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR449
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR450
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR451
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR457
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Fileworked spine.

Marttiini outdoor knives  
Marttiini is a leader in the manufacture of hunting and fishing knives. 

Janne Marttiini began as a blacksmith in Northern Finland in 1902, making 
scythes, axes, small tools and handmade knives. Today, Marttiini continues 
to use the best materials, technology and years of experience to bring you 
the best knife for any task. Features: Stainless steel blades with signature 
embellishments •Thumb ridges •Black rubber handles •Matte silver finish 

stainless steel guards •Leather belt sheaths.

23

neW! clip point boWie
Features: Stainless steel blade •Stacked 
leather and white smooth bone handle 
•Brass spine cover, guard and pommel 
•Red, black, and brass spacers 
•13-1/4" overall •Leather belt sheath.

neW! Marble's® boWies
Features: Stainless steel blades •Leather belt sheaths.

little classic
7-1/2" overall. 

mt184010 $19.99 ea.

skinner- 9" overall. 

mt184014 $22.99 ea.

Hunter- 9" overall.

mt184015 $24.99 ea.

big Game- 10" overall. mt184019 $26.99 ea.

deluxe skinner- 9-1/4" overall.

mt184017 $24.99 ea.

neW! tHe Walkabout™ by doWn under knives
Down Under Knives is a company born from over a decade of full-time experience in the knife industry. The founders have been 
making and selling knives, working with metal and leather, and evaluating hundreds of designs for both business and pleasure 
for the better part of their lives. The company was built around a shared passion to create the ultimate bowie knives such as...
the Walkabout™- 70% handcrafted by professional Asian bladesmiths at the Down Under factory. This is no wall hanger. 
At an impressive 13" overall, The Walkabout™ is substantial yet perfectly balanced. THE BLADE •Forged, 440C stainless steel, 
dual heat treated and mirror polished •1/4" thick •Blood groove •Rockwell hardness of 58-59 •Differentially hardened full 
tang. THE HANDLE •Stacked leather •Brass guard and pommel. THE SHEATH •Brown leather with crocodile-like textured front 
•Integrated retaining boot is home to the 6-1/4" overall honing steel with leather lanyard that is accented by bone 
"croc tooth" accents.
dukwa 

$199.99 ea.

Due to the handmade nature of each knife and sheath, 
appearances will vary but each one is a beaut, mate!

Sheath holds knife 
and honing steel!

stacked leather
Brass guard 

and pommel 
•Red spacers 

•14-1/2" overall. 

mr577 $24.99 ea.

stag- Fileworked spine 
•Stainless steel guard and 
end cap •Brass end screw 

•White smooth bone, 
brass, red, and black 

spacers •14-1/4" overall. 

mr572 $34.99 ea.

rr2166 $24.99 ea.

Honing 
steel 

included!

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MT184010
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MT184014
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MT184015
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MT184019
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MT184017
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=DUKWA
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR577
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR572
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR2166
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Medium 
Stockman

3-3/8" closed. 
RE100118 

$19.99 ea.

fixed blade R40000
Double rivets •7-3/8" overall 
•Leather belt sheath.

RE100039 $29.99 ea.

POCKeTKNiVeS 
Stainless steel pins, liners, bolsters 
and shields.

Fileworked liners.

ReMiNgTON® heRiTage SeRieS
Features: 420 J2 stainless steel 
blades •Textured wood handles.

edC R50001- Stainless steel pocket clip •4" closed. RE100056 $12.99 ea.

ReMiNgTON® SPORTSMaN SeRieS R10005 liNeRlOCK
Features: 420 J2 stainless steel blade •Thumb stud and ridges •Reinforced 
green nylon handles •Stainless steel pocket clip •3-3/4" closed. 

RE100059 $11.99 ea.

R40002- 3-7/8" closed. 

RE100043 $19.99 ea.

R40001 
4-1/4" closed. 

RE100041 $21.99 ea.

liNeRlOCKS
Thumb studs and ridges 
•Stainless steel pocket clips.

ReMiNgTON® eVeRyday CaRRy SeRieS lOCKbaCKS
Features: 420 J2 stainless steel blades •Stainless steel handles •Lanyard holes.

edC R50000- 2-3/4" closed. 

RE100045 $9.99 ea.

Toothpick- 3" closed. 

RE100122 $14.99 ea.

Medium 
Trapper

3-1/2" closed. 
RE100120 

$19.99 ea.

Pocket clip.

Pocket clip.

Pocket clip.

The containers in this set replicate the originals bottle and from circa 
1914. Features: (1) spray can with 16 fluid ounces of oil •(1) glass 
bottle with 2.5 ounces powder solvent •(1) tin container with 4 fluid 
ounces of oil •Woodgrain-look presentation box with anniversary 
graphics on the back.

ReM® Oil 100th aNNiVeRSaRy 
bONuS ediTiON SeT

bONuS! 
(150) rounds .22 lR 
ThunderbolT rimfire 

ammuniTion!

fedex Ground shiPPinG onlY
Every buyer of Smoky Mountain Knife Works merchandise warrants that he 

can legally purchase and possess the items in his place of residence.
Cannot be sold in Ca, aK, hi, ma, nY, nJ, il, CT and dC.

Ammo sales are final. No returns/exchanges.RE18006 $39.99 per set

ReMiNgTON® 2019 R50032 bulleT KNife
Features: Lockback •420 HC stainless steel blade •Green wood handles •Nickel silver bolsters, 
bullet shield and fileworked liners •Limited edition of 2,500 pieces •4-1/4" closed 
•Packaged in two piece Remington box. 

RE100104 $119.99
fall sPeCial! $99.99 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RE100118
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RE100039
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RE100056
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RE100059
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RE100043
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RE100041
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RE100045
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RE100122
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RE100120
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RE18006
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RE100104
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KA-BAR® D2 EXTREME-STRAIGHT EDGE 
D2 Tool Steel is known for its toughness so put it to the test. Features: D2 Tool Steel blade 
•Kraton G handle •Powdered metal guard and end cap •12" overall •Made in USA.   
KA1292 

$139.99 ea.

Leather
sheath.

USMC/Plain- USMC tang stamp. 

KAUSMC $69.99 ea.

KA-BAR® fIGHTInG KnIvES
The knife designed for our troops and carried by the U.S. Armed Forces in World War II. Features: Epoxy powder coated high 
1095 Cro-Van steel blades •Stacked leather handles •Black coated carbon steel guards and end caps •11-7/8" overall •Leather sheaths 
•Made in USA.

KA-BAR® BECKER KEPHART fIXED BLADE 
Designed by Ethan Becker. Features: Flat ground 1095 Cro-Van steel blade •Full tang 
•Walnut handles •Triple screw rivets •9-5/8" overall 
•Leather belt sheath •Made in USA. 
KABK62 

$119.99 ea. 

KA-BAR® foLDInG HUnTER LoCKBACK
Features: Matte grey finish throughout •5Cr15 stainless steel blade 
•Thumb stud and ridges •Black G-10 handle scales •Steel bolsters 
and liners •Reversible pocket clip •Lanyard hole •5" closed. 

MORE KA-BAR @

USMC/Partially Serrated- USMC tang 
stamp. KA1217S 
(also available) US ARMY/Partially 
Serrated- US Army tang stamp.  KA1219
YoUR CHoICE $79.99 ea.

KA-BAR® JARoSZ BEARTooTH LInERLoCK 
Designed by custom knifemaker Jesse Jarosz. Features: 5Cr15 

stainless steel blade •Thumb ridges •Black G-10 and stainless steel 
handles •Ambidextrous thumb studs and pocket clip •4-3/4" closed. 

An "off hand" knife that 
draws like a pistol! 

KA-BAR® TDI KnIfE
Features: Non-reflective 
black powder coated 
AUS-8A stainless steel 
blade •Textured Zytel® 
handles •5-5/8" overall 
•Hard plastic sheath 
with metal clip. 

KA1480 $39.99 ea.

KA-BAR® LEATHER HAnDLE HUnTInG KnIvES
Features: DIN 1.4116 stainless steel blades •Polished stacked 
leather handles •Brass guards or throat •Aluminum pommels
•Black, red and white spacers •Brown leather belt sheaths.

Marine Hunter- 10-3/4" overall. KA1235 $49.99 ea.

Game Hook- 7-1/4" overall. 

KA1234 $39.99 ea.

Skinner- 8-1/4" overall. 

KA1233 $39.99 ea.

KA3189 $21.99 ea.

KA3086 $19.99 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=KA1292
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=KAUSMC
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=KABK62
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=KA1217S
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=KA1219
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=KA1480
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=KA1235
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=KA1234
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=KA1233
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=KA3189
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=KA3086
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smith & wesson® linerlock closeouts!  

Drop Point- Features: Black coated 8Cr13MoV stainless steel blade with flipper 
•Thumb stud •Assisted opening •Jimping throughout •Black and tan 
polymer handles •Tip-down carry pocket clip •4-1/2" closed.

1084302 $12.99 ea. 

m&P® mP 300- Features: Black oxide coated 8Cr13MoV stainless steel blade 
with flipper •Thumb stud •Matte black aluminum handles •Removable 
tip-down carry pocket clip •4-1/2" closed.
1085896 MsRp $24

m&P® shielD™- Features: Black coated 8Cr13MoV stainless steel blade with flippers •Drain 
holes •Flat Dark Earth aluminum and black nylon handles •Tip-down carry pocket clip •Lanyard 
hole •3-1/2" closed.
1085894 MsRp $20

Black 
1085915

FDe 1085916

m&P® ultrA-GliDes®
Features: Black oxide coated 8Cr13MoV high carbon stainless steel blades 
•Thumb studs •Ball bearing pivot technology •polypropylene handles with 
black TpR overmolds •pocket clips •4-3/8" closed. 
MsRp $36

entire m&P AD

your choice $9.99 ea.

m&P® m2.0™ moDiFieD tAnto- Features: Black oxide coated AUs-8 high carbon 
stainless steel blade with flipper •Thumb stud and ridges •Dual action-- manual 
or ASSISTED OPENING •safety •Aluminum handles •Glass breaker tip 
•Lanyard hole •pocket clip •4-3/8" closed.
1084319 MsRp $63

extreme ops®- Features: Black coated stainless steel blade •Thumb 
stud •Black aluminum handles •pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-1/2" closed.

1084590 $6.99 ea. MsRp $20

tanto- Features: Black oxide coated partially serrated 8Cr13MoV high carbon 
stainless steel blade •Thumb stud and ridges •Black aluminum and textured 
rubber handles •pocket clip •4-1/2" closed.

1084311 $7.99 ea. MsRp $27

First response - Features: stainless steel blade •Thumb stud •Matte finish stainless 
steel handles with black G-10 inserts •pocket clip •seat belt cutter 
•Glass breaker •4-5/8" closed.

swFRCPA $12.99 ea. MsRp $28

Black ops® Drop Point/Partially serrated- Features: Black coated 4034 
stainless steel blade •Thumb ridges •Thumb stud •Aluminum handles 
•safety mechanism •pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-3/8" closed.

swbloP3s $19.99 ea.  MsRp $62

clip Point- Features: Ti-nitride coated 8Cr13MoV high carbon stainless steel blade •Thumb 
stud •Assisted opening •Aluminum handles with G-10 inserts •pocket clip 
•4-3/4" closed. 

1084300 $9.99 ea. MsRp $37

MsRp $38

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1084302
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1085896
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1085894
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1085915
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1085916
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1084319
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1084590
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1084311
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SWFRCPA
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SWBLOP3S
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1084300
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smith & wesson® fixed blade closeouts!  
spear Point
Features: Blackwash finish 8Cr13MoV stainless steel blade •Full tang •Black TPE handles •Triple 
screw rivets •Large lanyard/finger hole •8-5/8" overall •Black leather sheath with belt clip.

SWF606FCP $14.99 ea.  MsrP $40

Sharpener 
fits in sheath!

homeland security® survival Knife
Features: Black coated stainless steel blade with lashing holes 
•sawback spine •Full tang •Black G-10 handles •Lanyard 
hole •12" overall •Nylon sheath with plastic liner, multiple 
carry options and utility pocket with sharpener.

SWCkSur4nCPC $19.99 ea.  MsrP $66

Pocket clip. MsrP $48your choice $9.99 ea.   3 or more $8.99 ea.

 closeouts!

brown 
SCha5brS

black 
SCha5bS

double locKbacK
Features: Black coated 8Cr13MoV stainless 
steel blades, one serrated, one plain •Thumb 
holes •Black rubber coated aluminum 
handles •Pocket clip •4" closed. 

SCh005DLbCPa $6.99 ea. 

3 or more $4.99 ea. 

MsrP 
$23

shiznet linerlocK
Features: Black coated AUs-8 stainless steel blade with flipper 
•Thumb stud •M.A.G.I.C. assisted opening •safety •Black anodized 
aluminum handles •Pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-1/2" closed.

SCha13b $14.99 ea. 
MsrP $78

Pocket clip.

closeout! uncle henry® 3-Piece Gift set
All three knives feature: stainless steel blades •staglon® handles •Nickel 
silver shields •Gift tin. Fixed Blade features: Brass guard •7" overall. 
Pocketknives feature: Brass liners •Nickel silver pins and bolsters 
•3-1/2" closed stockman 
•2-7/8" closed Peanut. 
1089699 

$19.99 per set  
MsrP 
$75

Tin lid.

m.a.G.i.c. assisted oPeninG anGled droP Point linerlocKs
Features: Black coated partially serrated blades with flippers •Thumb studs •M.A.G.I.C. assisted opening 
mechanisms •safeties •Aluminum handles •stainless steel liners •reversible, tip-up carry pocket clips •Lanyard holes •4-3/8" closed.

warehouse sPecials! 
old timer® sharPfinGers
Features: stainless steel blades •sawcut OT handles •Nickel 
silver rivets and shields •Lanyard holes •Leather belt sheaths.

Customer favorite!

Guthook- 7-1/2" overall. 
SCt158OtCP

skinner- 7" overall. 
SCt152OtCPC your choice 

$11.99 ea.  
MsrP $26

Large grip.

Small grip.

m&P m2.0™ Gripswap® fixed blade
Features: Black coated 8Cr13MoV high carbon stainless steel blade •Full tang 
•Textured glass filled nylon Grip swap handles (small and large 
interchangable handle grips) •Lanyard hole •Glass breaker tip at end 
•Instructions included •10-1/4" overall •Nylon fiber sheath with spring 
steel clip and lashing holes.

1085887 $12.99 ea.  MsrP $61
Shown in sheath.®

®

by

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SWF606FCP
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SWCKSUR4NCPC
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCHA5BRS
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCHA5BS
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCH005DLBCPA
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCHA13B
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1089699
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCT158OTCP
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCT152OTCPC
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1085887
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your choice 

$4.99 ea.

your 
choice 

$3.99 ea.
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Mini folders by rough ryder
Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Wood and imitation turquoise handles with black accents •Stainless steel liners, spacers and bolsters 
•Lanyard holes for keychains (not included) •2-1/8" closed •Collector's display style gift boxes.

clip Point RR1473
razor RR1474

Both shown actual size!

sMallest of the sMall
by rough ryder
Features: 440A stainless steel blades with 
false edges •7/8" closed.

stainless steel 
finish RR162
Both shown 
actual size! Brass finish RR163

Mid
1-5/8" closed. 
RR167

Bone is a natural 
handle material prone 
to cracking. Therefore, 
some knives may have 

cracks near the bolsters.Micro
1" closed.
RR164 

tiny hunters 
Features: 440A stainless steel blades 
•White smooth bone handles •Nickel 
silver bolsters and liners.

Both shown 
actual size!

Mini folding hunters by rough ryder
Features: Stainless steel blades •Genuine abalone handles 
•Nickel silver liners and bolsters •Keyrings.

Mini
1-1/8" 
closed. 
RR174

Mid- 1-5/8" closed. RR175

Micro- 1" closed. RR172

All 
shown 
actual 

size!

exotic traPPers
Features (except where noted): 440A stainless steel blades 
•Brass liners •Nickel silver spacers and bolsters 
•Fileworked backsprings •4-1/8" closed.

Pink Pearl 
RR1697 

$24.99 ea.

abalone RR1696 

$24.99 ea.

RR1696-RR1699 each have fileworked backsprings.

Mother of Pearl and 
abalone RR1699 

$24.99 ea.

Black Pearl 
RR1698 

$24.99 ea.

Black and White Pearl
No spacers or 

fileworked backsprings. 

RR757 $24.99 ea.

Pearl and abalone Basketweave
No spacers or fileworked backsprings.

RR755 $24.99 ea.

Pearl and abalone are natural 
handle materials prone to cracking. 

Therefore, some knives may have 
cracks near the bolsters.

Black Pearl
No fileworked 
backsprings.
RR228

$26.99 ea.
RARe!

Mini folder collector set 
Features: Set of six with handles of abalone and 
mother of pearl •440A stainless steel blades 
•Nickel silver liners and bolsters •Lanyard 
rings •1-1/8" closed •Gift box.
RR1710 

$34.99 per set

Shown in gift box.

Shown 
actual size!

neW! tiny Pearl 
Pocketknife
by rough ryder
Features: 440A stainless steel blade--little 
but sharp! •Mother of pearl handles •Brass 
liners and bolsters •Lanyard hole for keyring 
carry or to wear on a necklace •1-1/8" closed.

RR2195 $6.99 ea. Shown actual size!

your choice 

$7.99 ea.

your choice 

$4.99 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1473
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1474
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR162
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR163
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR167
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR164
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR174
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR175
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR172
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1697
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1696
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1699
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1698
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR757
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR755
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR228
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1710
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR2195
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high plains bone series
Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Stacked layer jigging, reminiscent of the High Plains terrain, 
gives the brown bone handles the appearance of layers •Brass liners •Nickel silver pins and ringed, 
pinched, stamped bolsters •Collector packaging.

stoneworx 
malachite & pearl 
by rough ryder
Features: 440A stainless steel blades 
•Handles of genuine mother of pearl 
and malachite synthastone •Brass 
liners •Nickel silver spacers and 
ringed, pinched, stamped bolsters 
•Collector packaging.

small moose
3-3/8" closed. 
rr2035 

$16.99 ea.

small 
toothpick
3" closed. 
rr2034 

$12.99 ea.

trapper- 4-1/8" closed. 

rr2032 $16.99 ea.

stockman- 3-1/2" closed. 

rr2031 $16.99 ea.

your choice 

$14.99 ea.

Collector 
packaging.

doctor's Knife
3-5/8" closed. 
rr2053

large moose
4-3/8" closed. 
rr2048

cotton sampler
Lanyard hole 

•4-1/8" closed. 
rr2047

trapper- 4-1/8" closed. 
rr2045

Collector 
packaging.

Shown actual size.

Knife picK by rough ryder
First used by knife factory workers in the early 1900s. Insert pick
into nail pull and open knife. Features: Amber smooth bone
handles •Brass pins •Nickel silver shield •3" overall.

rr1092 

$4.99 ea.

new! hawkbill- Lanyard hole 
•4" closed. rr2049

new! 
muskrat

3-7/8" closed. 
rr2051

new! sowbelly
3-3/4" closed. 
rr20500

new! 
doctor's Knife
3-5/8" closed. 
rr2030 

$14.99 ea.

new! small 
leg Knife

3-1/4" closed. 
rr2033 

$9.99 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR2035
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR2034
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR2032
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR2031
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR2053
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR2048
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR2047
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR2045
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1092
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR2049
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR2051
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR20500
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR2030
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR2033
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your choice 

$14.99 ea.
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NeW! Black & Blue PocketkNives
Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Sawcut jigged blue bone handles 
•Black inner spacers •Brass liners •Nickel silver pins, shields and ringed, 
pinched, stamped bolsters 
•Collector packaging.

small leg knife- 3-1/4" closed. 

rr2122 $9.99 ea.

stockman- 3-1/2" closed. 

rr2119 $14.99 ea.

congress
4-1/8" closed. 
rr2118 

$16.99 ea.

sowbelly
3-3/4" closed. 
rr2116 

$16.99 ea. trapper
4-1/8" closed. 
rr2115 

$16.99 ea.
Collector 

packaging.

NeW! heavy Forge PocketkNives 
by rough ryder
Features: High carbon steel blades with forged spines 
•Smooth brown bone handles •Brass liners •Nickel silver pins, 
shields and ringed, 
stamped bolsters.

stockman- 3-1/2" closed. 
rr1977

trapper
4-1/8" closed. rr1976

coPPer coil PocketkNives 
Features: Blackwashed 440A stainless steel blades •Black smooth bone 

handles •Copper liners •Ringed copper bolsters and spacers 
•Stamped copper center bolsters 

•Collector packaging.

NeW! large Moose
4-3/8" closed. 

rr1829 $19.99 ea.

Collector packaging.

trapper- 4-1/8" closed.

rr1828 $16.99 ea.

Collector packaging.

kNiFe haNdles that gloW iN the dark
Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Glow 
synthetic handles •Brass pins and liners 
•Nickel silver shields and ringed bolsters.

small 
lady leg

3-1/4" closed. 
rr1429 

$7.99 ea.

rough ryder gloW PocketkNives

double lockback
Double independent 

lockbacks •Bolsters 
also pinched and 
stamped •Pocket 

clip •4" closed.
rr1898 

$14.99 ea.

trapper
4-1/8" closed. 

rr1425 $9.99 ea.

large 
stockman

4-1/4" closed. 
rr1428 

$9.99 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR2122
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR2119
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR2118
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR2116
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR2115
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1977
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1976
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1829
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1828
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1429
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1898
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1425
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1428
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Daisies Trapper- 4-1/8" closed. 

rr2098 $12.99 ea.

Red Roses Trapper
4-1/8" closed. 

rr2097 $12.99 ea.

Wild Flowers 
Small Toothpick 

3" closed. 
rr2092 

$9.99 ea.

Silver Doctor's Knife 
3-3/4" closed.

rr2014 $14.99 ea.

NEW! Red 
Roses Peanut
2-7/8" closed. 
rr2090 

$9.99 ea.

NEW! Silver Stockman
3-1/2" closed. 

rr2010 $12.99 ea.

NEW! 
Silver 

Peanut
2-7/8" closed. 
rr2013 

$9.99 ea.

NEW! Silver 
Small Moose
3-1/2" closed. 
rr2012 

$12.99 ea.

NEW! Silver Cub 
Lockback- 2-1/2" closed. 

rr2011 $9.99 ea.

NEW! 
Purple 

Wharncliffe
3-5/8" closed. 
rr2019 

$12.99 ea.

NEW! Purple 
Stockman- 3-1/4" closed. 

rr2018 $12.99 ea.

NEW! Purple Mini 
Canoe- 2-3/4" closed. 

rr2017 $9.99 ea.

NEW! 
Purple Small 
Leg Knife
3-1/4" closed. 
rr2016 

$12.99 ea.

NEW! 
Alstroemeria 

(Peruvian Lily) 
Small Leg Knife

3-1/4" closed. 
rr2096 

$9.99 ea.

NEW! Pink Tulips 
Stockman- 3-1/2" closed. 

rr2095 $14.99 ea.
NEW! Cherry 

Blossoms Wharncliffe
3-5/8" closed. 

rr2094 $12.99 ea.

NEW! 
Sunflowers 

Mini Trapper
3-3/4" closed. 
rr2093 

$12.99 ea.
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FLoWERS SERiES by Rough RyDER
Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Full color artwork under acrylic 
handles •Brass liners •Nickel silver pins and ringed, pinched, stamped 
bolsters •Collector packaging.

Collector packaging.

Silver collector 
packaging.

SPARKLE PoCKETKNivES by Rough RyDER
Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Sparkle acrylic handles •Brass liners •Nickel 
silver pins, shields and ringed, pinched, stamped bolsters •Collector packaging.

Purple collector 
packaging.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR2098
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR2097
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR2092
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR2014
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR2090
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR2010
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR2013
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR2012
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR2011
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR2019
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR2018
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https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR2016
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your choice 

$9.99 ea.
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Smooth Bone pocketkniveS
Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Smooth bone 
handles •Brass pins (except where noted) and liners 

•Nickel silver bolsters.

White Lockback
3-3/4" closed. RR192 

hot pink mini Scout
Nickel silver shield •Can opener 
•Cap lifter/small screwdriver 
•2-1/4" closed. RR1292

tobacco Small 
cotton Sampler
Nickel silver pins 

and shield •Lanyard 
hole •3" closed. 

RR1834

White trapper
4-1/8" closed.
RR22034W

White Little 
mustang

2-1/8" closed.
RR1296

red trapper
Nickel silver shield 

•4-1/8" closed.
RR431

Green trapper
Nickel silver shield 

•4-1/8" closed. RR432

your choice $7.99 ea.

White canoe
3-5/8" closed. 
RR045

White mini Stockman
2-3/4" closed. 
RR243

White Large 
Stockman

4" closed. RR206

Great for scrimshaw!

your choice 

$12.99 ea.

JiGGed Bone everyday carry pocketkniveS
Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Jigged bone handles •Brass pins and liners 
•Nickel silver bolsters and shields.

Bone is a natural handle material 
prone to cracking. Therefore, some 

knives may have cracks near the pins 
or bolsters. This bone has been dyed 
to its rich color, so slight bleeding of 

the color may occur.

amber peanut
 2-7/8" closed. 

RR110 

$9.99 ea.

red Baby 
toothpick
3" closed.
RR272 

$9.99 ea. 

amber 
copperhead
3-3/4" closed.
RR043 

$12.99 ea.

amber 
congress

3-5/8" closed.
RR053 

$12.99 ea.

coLLector trapperS 
Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Brass liners 
•Nickel silver bolsters and shields •4-1/8" closed. ram's 

horn Bone
Reverse frosted 

master etch •Nickel 
silver pins. 

RR1509 $14.99 ea.

Stag Bone
Worm grooved 

stag bone 
handles 

•Brass pins.
RR154 

$12.99 ea.

Attention 
ColleCtors!

neW! amber 
razor Lockback

Nickel silver pins and 
shield •4" closed.

RR2003

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR192
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1292
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1834
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR22034W
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1296
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR431
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR432
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR045
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR243
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR206
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR110
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR272
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR043
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Bow Trapper
4-1/8" closed. 

rr1892 $14.99 ea.

Sowbelly- 3-3/4" closed. 

rr1894 $14.99 ea.

ToBacco road pockeTkniveS
Back in The Good oLe dayS on ToBacco road

Features: 440A stainless steel blades with reverse frosted master blade etches 
•Tobacco bone handles •Both sides of the knives are enhanced with a cross hatched 

tobacco leaf with copper nailhead accents •Brass liners •Nickel silver pins and 
ringed, pinched, stamped bolsters.

congress
3-3/4" closed. 

rr1896 

$14.99 ea.

canoe
3-5/8" closed. 
rr1895 

$12.99 ea.

hawkbill
Lanyard hole •4" closed.

rr1893 $12.99 ea.

BLue Bone pockeTkniveS
Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Blue smooth bone handles •Brass 

liners •Nickel silver pins, shields and ringed bolsters.

canoe- 3-5/8" closed. 

rr1949 $9.99 ea. 

congress
3-5/8" closed. 

rr1950 

$12.99 ea. 

Stockman- 4" closed. 

rr1954 $12.99 ea. 

Small 
Toothpick
3" closed. 
rr1953 

$8.99 ea.

Small Moose- 3-1/2" closed. 

rr1952 $9.99 ea.

Find more 
Rough Ryder @

Trapper
4-1/8" closed. 
rr1947 

$12.99 ea. 

red worM Groove 
Bone pockeTkniveS 
by rouGh ryder
Features: 440A stainless steel blades 
•Red worm groove bone handles 
•Brass liners •Nickel silver pins and 
ringed, pinched, stamped bolsters. 

new! 
Barlow

3-3/8" closed. 
rr2056

new! congress
4-1/8" closed. rr2055

Trapper
4-1/8" closed. 
rr2054

pockeTkniveS 
by rouGh ryder 
Features: 440A stainless steel blades with 
reverse frosted master etches •Smooth 
pink composition handles •Brass pins and liners 
•Nickel silver bolsters and peace sign shields.

Small Lady Leg
3-1/4" closed. 
rr1376 

peanut 
2-7/8" closed. 
rr1378

Mini Lockback- 3" closed. rr1379

your choice 

$7.99 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1892
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1894
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1896
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CRAFT knives 
The Mora Craft knives were designed for hard-working people who need dependable blades for a variety of tasks. Features: Perfectly 
balanced carbon steel blades •Ergonomic impact resistant rubber handles are slightly oversized to fit better in your hand •Molded finger 
guards for optimum safety •8" overall •Combi-sheaths. 

pRo C- 2mm thick blade •Black and 
burgundy handle. fs12243

RobusT- 3.2mm extra thick 
blade •Black and grey handle. fs12249 youR ChoiCe 

$11.99 ea.

moRAkniv® knives by moRA oF sweden
300 years of superior sharpness and outstanding toughness using one of the world's best steels! 

black/od Green
Black sheath. fs13249

bAsiC 511
Features: High quality carbon steel blades 
•Impact resistant TPE handles with integrated 
guards •8-1/4" overall
•Composition sheaths. 

youR ChoiCe $9.99 ea.

ClippeR
Features: High carbon steel blade •Black and red rubber 
handle •8-1/2" overall •Black composition sheath with drain 
hole and belt clip.

fs840 $11.99 ea. A reAl work knife!

CompAnion heAvy duTy
Features: Heavy duty 3.2mm thick carbon steel 
blade •Black rubber handle with soft high friction 
grip •9" overall •Olive drab plastic sheath.

fs12494 $22.99 ea.

(also available)

stainless steel/dark Green fs11827 $17.99 ea. 
stainless steel/orange fs11824 $17.99 ea. 

high Carbon steel/dark Green fs11863 $13.99 ea.

CompAnion
Features: High friction grip handles •7-1/2" overall •Composition sheaths in corresponding colors.

stainless steel/black 
fs12141 

$17.99 ea.

Red/black
Red sheath. fs12772

(also available) 
black/desert- Black sheath. fs13248

kAnsbol  
Features: Semi-matte finish 12C27 stainless 
steel blades •Spines are ground at a 90º angle 
specifically for use with a fire starter (not 
included) •Polyamide handles with textured 
TPE inlays for exceptional grip •Lanyard holes 
•8-7/8" overall •Built-in click locks secure 
knives in polymer sheaths.

od Green 
fs12634

orange 
fs13505youR ChoiCe $33.99 ea.

black
Black sheath. fs12810

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FS12243
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FS12249
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FS13249
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FS840
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FS12494
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FS11827
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FS11824
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https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=fs12634
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FS13505
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FS12810
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Harding
The curly birch is combined with darkened oak •Leather 
spacers •Brass end screw •8-1/4" overall.

hf99 $149.00 ea.

Sigmund
Designed by two generations of Helle men, representing over 80 years 
of tradition, with blade designed by father Sigmund Helle in the early 
1930s •Stacked beech and darkened oak wood handle with leather 
spacers was designed by son Torodd Helle in 2012 •8-3/4" overall.

hf77 $154.00 ea.

Eggen
A stout hunting knife with a 
substantial handle •8-1/2" overall. 

hf75 $119.00 ea.

Dokka Lockback
A classic all-purpose folding knife •Integrated steel liners 

•Lanyard hole •4-5/8" closed.

hf200 $179.00 ea.

Temagami
Designed by Les Stroud •Triple laminated carbon steel blade 
•Handle shape allows for solid control of the knife in more 
positions •Double rivets •Lanyard hole •8-3/4" overall •Scandinavian 
style sheath holds the knife securely without snaps or straps.

hf301 $189.00 ea.

GT
Aluminum guard 

•9-3/8" overall. 

hf36 $169.00 ea.

Sylvsteinen
Full tang •Curly birch and caribou antler handle •9-3/8" overall 

•Brass blade collar and end screw •Black fiber spacers.

hf44 $169.00 ea. 

Up to 45 
different manual 

operations go into 
each Helle Knife.

HELLE® knivES - THE worLD'S SHarpEST STEEL bLaDES
Brothers Steinar and Sigmund Helle started knife production in the old forge on their farm in Holmedal, Norway, 
in 1932. Though today the company occupies a modern facility, much of the production is done manually. Helle 
knives are carried around the world by professional hunters, scouts and outdoorsmen. Features (except where 
noted): Triple laminated stainless steel blades •Curly birch handles •Leather belt sheaths •Made in Norway. 

viking- Triple laminated carbon 
steel blade •8-1/2" overall.

hf01 $119.00 ea.

Helle triple-laminated blade steel.

Helle Factory 
in norway.

Lappland
Designed by Ragnar Bull •The all 

purpose knife of the Sami people 
of the Arctic region •Hefty feel 

•Sometimes called a baby machete 
•Sandvik 12C27 stainless steel blade, 
fairly thin for slicing •13-1/8" overall.

hf70 $174.00 ea.Speider
For anyone who likes a solid and lightweight general purpose knife •Sandvik 
12C27 stainless steel blade •Stainless steel guard •7-7/8" overall.

hf5 $69.00 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=HF99
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=HF77
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=HF75
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https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=HF01
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=HF70
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=HF5
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Official SwiSS army Standard 
iSSue dual denSity SOldier knife
Locking master blade •Wood saw •Bottle opener/
large locking screwdriver/wire 
stripper •Can opener/small 
screwdriver •Phillips 
screwdriver •Reamer 
•Keyring •Dual density 
olive drab and black 
composition handles 
•4-3/8" closed.

V53945 $55.99 ea.

ranGerGriP 57 Hunter'S mOdel 
One-hand locking blade •Can opener/small screwdriver 
•Cap lifter/large locking screwdriver/wire stripper 
•Double cut wood saw •Gutting blade •Punch/reamer 
•Corkscrew •Keyring •Tweezers •Toothpick •Red 
composition handles with black rubber inserts 
•5-1/8" closed.  
V04384 

$75.99 ea.

yellow S18
Double cut wood saw.

V04415 $46.99 ea.

evOGriP
Stainless steel locking large blade •Nail file/nail cleaner •Lever design serrated edge scissors 

•Can opener/small screwdriver •Bottle opener/locking large screwdriver/wire stripper •Phillips 
screwdriver •Punch/reamer •Toothpick •Tweezers •Keyring •3-3/8" closed •Composition handles 

with black rubber inserts.

red S557
Adjustable opening 
pliers/wire crimper/
wire cutters/nut wrench
 •Universal wrench •Corkscrew.

V04418 $59.99 ea.

nail cliP 580
Features: 1-3/4" blade •Nail file/nail cleaner •Nail clipper 
•Lever design serrated scissors •Keyring •Tweezers •Toothpick 
•Composition handles (except where noted) •2-1/2" closed. 

translucent ruby 

V04311 $23.99 ea. 

white 
V64637 

$23.99 ea. 

camouflage 
V46394 

$27.99 ea. 

edelweiss 
V63840 

$27.99 ea. 

Black 
V64633 

$23.99 ea. 

red 
V04312 

$23.99 ea.  

exPandaBle 
SHeatHS
Features: Black leather 
construction 
•Belt clip •Side elastic.
medium 
Fits up to 3-1/2" 
x 1" x 5/8".
 V33255 

$5.99 ea.

large 
Fits up to 3-1/2" 
x 1" x 7/8". 
V33256 

$6.99 ea.

GuttinG 
blade!

Customer favorites 
year after year!

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V53945
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V04384
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V04415
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https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V04312
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NEW! ExplorEr sWiss spirit 2020
a sWiss cElEbratioN
The Explorer Swiss Spirit Special Edition 2020 is the perfect collector’s piece and global 
keepsake. With only a limited number produced, this unique Swiss Army Knife pays 
illustrative tribute to all things Swiss--from the country’s expertly engineered time pieces 
to delicious cheeses, fine chocolate, snowcapped Alps and, of course, the original Swiss 
Army Knife. The handle features expertly hand-sketched designs while the 19 functions 
make it a true powerhouse. Discover Switzerland like a true Explorer. 
Features: Large and small blades •Corkscrew/mini screwdriver •Hook •Scissors 
•Magnifier •Can opener/small screwdriver •Bottle opener/large screwdriver/
wire stripper •Phillips screwdriver •Reamer with sewing eye •Punch •Pressurized 
ballpoint pen •Stainless steel straight pin •Toothpick •Tweezers •Keyring 
•Composition handles •3-1/2" closed •Packaged in a 
commemoratively-banded box.

victoriNox® outdoor mastEr mic fixEd bladEs
Set sparks flying and stay sharp with the Outdoor Master Mic knives. These knives mean business, providing power, precision 

and versatility. Features: 1.4116 stainless steel blades with easy-to-sharpen Scandi grind •Full tangs for optimal strength; Black and blue 
Micarta® handle scales •Double rivets •Lanyard holes •Kydex® sheaths with lashing holes are compatible with the Tek-Lok System.

small- 6" overall •Sheath has adjustable 
paracord lanyard. 
V42262 

$119.99 ea.

large- Includes a firestarter with paracord; use 
with the knife's angle ground blade spine to 
produce sparks •8-5/8" overall. 
V42261 

$199.99 ea.

Both are full tang with red liners!

red
5-3/8" closed. 
V63908

MSRP 
$144

your 
choicE 

$99.99 ea.

silver
Thumb hole 
•5" closed. 
V62291

huNtEr 
pro alox 

lockbacks
Swiss made •High 

carbon stainless 
steel blades lock 

securely open 
•Ergonomic grip, 

ribbed Alox handles 
with engraveable 

panel on back 
•Pocket clips 

•Braided 
paracord 
lanyards.

Each 
has a 

pocket 
clip.

combat utility kNifE  
Perfect for any soldier and those keeping it going at home. 
Features: One hand opening, locking, partially 
serrated master blade •Awl/reamer •Phillips 
screwdriver/punch •Can opener/
small screwdriver •Bottle 
opener/locking large 
screwdriver/wire stripper/
wire bender •Dual cut wood saw 
•Black anodized implements 
•Textured dual density 
handles for a positive grip 
•Full metal liners •Lanyard ring 
•4-3/8" closed. 

fiEldmastEr®
Large and small blades 

•Wood saw •Phillips 
screwdriver •Can opener/
small screwdriver •Bottle 

opener/large screwdriver/
wire stripper •Reamer 

•Scissors •Hook •Tweezers 
•Toothpick •Keyring •Red 

composition handles •3-1/2" closed.

V56931 $37.99 ea.

V16705 $80.00 ea.

V56658 

$69.99 ea.

Back.

Commemoratively-banded box.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V42262
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V42261
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https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V16705
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V56658
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Huntsman 
V1012 

$40.99 ea.

Tinker 
V1011 

$25.99 ea.

Realtree MAX-5® REALTREE MAX-5 
Camouflage 

Pattern © 2013 of 
Jordan Outdoor 

Enterprises, Ltd., all 
rights reserved.

Custom 
art on 

back as 
well.

The name and character of Smokey Bear are the property of the United States, 
as provided by 16 U.S.C. 580p-1 and 18 U.S.C. 711, and are used with the 

permission of the Forest Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture.

Tree Hugging 
Tinker

stbV911 

$24.99 ea.

Tree Hugging Classic SD 

stbV581 $19.99 ea.

Waving 
Smokey Tinker 
stbV913 

$24.99 ea.

BIGFOOT KNIVES 
We are awarding Bigfoot the Hide and Seek 

World Champion! Is he really out there? 
We may never know. 

Classic SD
V1024 

$16.99 ea.

Tinker V1009 

$24.99 ea.

VICTORINOX® EXCLUSIVES from SMOKY MOUNTAIN KNIFE WORKS 
Victorinox and SMKW love offering your favorite knife patterns with exclusive artwork that just might hit close to home for you. 
All feature: Stainless steel blades and tools •Toothpick •Tweezers •Keyring. Tinkers also feature: Large and small blades •Phillips 

screwdriver •Can opener/small screwdriver •Bottle opener/large screwdriver/wire stripper •Reamer •3-1/2" closed. 
Huntsman also features: Large and small blades •Can opener/small screwdriver •Bottle opener/large screwdriver/wire 

stripper •Reamer/sewing eye •Corkscrew •Scissors •Hook •Wood saw •3-1/2" closed. Classic SDs also feature: Small blade 
•Nail file/screwdriver tip •Scissors •2-1/4" closed. 

Designs on 
both front 

anD baCk!

BETSY ROSS FLAG TINKER 

V1028 $24.99 ea.

SMOKEY BEAR™ SERIES
Paw Print 

Tinker 
stbV55416 

$24.99 ea.

ORANGE & WHITE KNIVESTinker 
V55475 

$24.99 ea.

Classic SD 
V55453 

$16.99 ea.

orange 
and white 

on front 
and back.

both have realtree MaX-5® 
camo and logo on back.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V1012
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V1011
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=STBV911
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https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V1028
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=STBV55416
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V55475
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V55453
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your choice $129.95 ea.

Black 
Oxide Finish 
lm831554

your choice 

$69.95 ea.

your choice 

$79.95 ea.

Bit kit set- Compatible with MUT®, MUT® 
EOD, Surge®, Charge®+ TTi, Charge®+ , Wave®+, 
Skeletool®, Skeletool® CX and Signal™. 
Bit kit expands your driver’s capabilities 
with 21 double-ended bits-- 42 tools in all. 
See SMKW.com for a full list of bits. 

Features (except where noted): 100% stainless steel construction •420HC stainless steel blades •Needlenose/regular pliers •Wire strippers 
•Can openers •Bottle openers •Outside accessible components •Nylon belt sheaths •25 year warranty.

wave®+
Premium replaceable wire cutters 
and hard wire cutters •Spring 
action scissors •Wood/metal file 
•Diamond coated file •Medium 
screwdriver •Ruler •Large and small 
bit drivers •Bits included: Phillips/
flat tip eyeglass screwdriver, 
Phillips #1-2 screwdriver, 3/16" 
screwdriver •Lanyard ring 
•4" closed.
lm832531 

$99.95 ea.

rebar®

Premium replaceable wire 
cutters •Saw •Awl with thread 

loop •Wood/metal file •Phillips 
screwdriver •Large and small 

screwdrivers •Electrical crimper 
•Ruler •Lanyard ring •4" closed 
•Components are not outside 
accessible with pliers closed.

lm931014 $24.00 per kit

raptor®

Features: Stainless steel construction •420HC stainless steel 
medical shears cut fabric efficiently and come apart for cleaning 
and maintenance •Strap cutter with locking liner deploys with 
one hand, works when shears are open or closed, and works 
with aviator-style gloves •Ruler •Oxygen tank wrench integrated 
within the strap cutter •Ring cutter works on most standard 
gold bands--a must-have for first responders •Carbide-tip 
glass breaker •Glass filled nylon handles 
•Replaceable pocket clip •Lanyard hole
•5" closed •MOLLE compatible injection 
molded glass-filled nylon polymer 
holster with secure rotating clip 
•Holster stores shears in open or
closed position.

tan 
lm832173

Black & 
Orange 

lm832154

black lm831741

Oxygen 
tank 

wrench

Strap 
cutter

Carbide tip 
glass breakerideal for first responders, 

firemen & police!

Ring 
cutter

green 
lm832590

red 
lm832591

stainless  
Finish 
lm831548 

Blue 
lm832715

accessories Bit driver extender- Extend 
your reach. Fits any Leatherman 
knife or tool that has a bit driver.

lm931015 $19.99 ea.

free™ p4
Designed for comfort, ease of use, and durability. 
Everything, including the tool itself, can be opened 
with one hand. Break the magnetic bond, and the 
tool swings open almost like a balisong. The 
blades and tools open smoothly, locking open 
with a confident snap. Package opener •Wood/
metal file •Phillips screwdriver •Extra small, 
small, and medium screwdrivers •Pry tool 
•Ruler •Saw •Premium replaceable wire and 
hard wire cutters •Electrical crimper •Spring 
action scissors •Pocket clip •4-1/4" closed.

lm832640 $139.95 ea.

 MULTI-TOOLS

surge®

Blade Exchanger® 
•Premium replaceable 

wire cutters and 
hard wire cutters 

•Standard wire cutters 
•Saw •Awl with thread 
loop •Wood/metal file 

•Large and small 
screwdrivers •Electrical 

crimper •Diamond coated 
file •Spring action scissors 

•Ruler •Large bit driver 
•Bits included: Phillips 

#1-2 screwdriver, 3/16" 
screwdriver •Lanyard 

ring •4-1/2" closed.
 

stainless Finish 
lm830158

stainless 
& Black 

Oxide Finish 
lm832460

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=LM831554
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https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=LM832640
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Exclusive limited production run 
by Bear & Son® Cutlery.

Sale! bear & SOn cutlery® 
Sawcut tOrched white 
bOne damaScuS KniveS

Features: 416-layer Bear Strike High Definition 
Damascus steel blades •Sawcut Torched White 

Bone handles •Stainless steel liners •Nickel 
silver pins and bolsters.

GENUINE 
DAMASCUS 

BLADES! SAvE $10 oN 
yoUr fAvorItE 

pAttErNS!

Stockman- 4" closed. 

brwsc047d $99.99 

nOw $89.99 ea.

lockback- 3-3/4" closed. 

brwsc05d $89.99 

nOw $79.99 ea.

mini 
trapper 
3-1/2" closed. 
brwsc07d 

$89.99 
nOw 

$79.99 ea.

trapper
4-1/8" closed. 
brwsc054d 

$99.99 
nOw 

$89.99 ea.

pOcKetKniveS- Nickel silver pins 
and bolsters •Stainless steel liners 

•Drawstring fabric storage pouches. 

trapper- 4-1/8" closed. 

brajb54d $99.99 ea.

mid lockback
3-3/4" closed. 
brajb05d 

$94.99 ea.

l'il toothpick
No shield 
•3" closed. 

brajb193d5 

$52.99 ea.

locking cowhand™- Thumb 
hole •Pocket clip •3-3/4" closed. 

brajb149ld $99.99 ea.

fixed blade 
baby bowie- Full tang •Brass guard and double 
rivets •6-3/8" overall •Leather belt sheath.

brajb00d5 $79.99 ea.

bear & SOn® amber jigged bOne damaScuS
Features: 416-layer High Definition Damascus steel blades •Amber Jigged Bone handles •Nickel silver B&S shields (except where noted).

Swing guard lockback- Nickel 
silver swing guard •4-3/8" closed. 

brajb11d $107.99 ea.

Small bird and trout Knife- 6-1/2" overall. br751 $19.99 ea.

bear & SOn cutlery® hunterS
Features: High carbon stainless steel blades •Stag Delrin® 
handles •Nickel silver rivets •Leather belt sheaths.

upswept Skinner 
7-1/2" overall. 

br753 $22.99 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BRWSC047D
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BRWSC05D
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BRWSC07D
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BRWSC054D
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BRAJB54D
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BRAJB05D
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BRAJB193D5
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BRAJB149LD
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BRAJB00D5
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BRAJB11D
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BR751
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BR753
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Visit our 108,000 Square Foot Retail Showroom • Sevierville, TN Fall 2020

Raging River- Carved torched blue bone handle 
•Brass end cap and fileworked guard •Black and 
fileworked brass spacers •12-1/8" overall. 

frcw623blbn $19.99 ea.

Falling Rock- Fileworked spine •Carved torched bone 
handle •Brass guard and end cap •Blue, brass and green 
spacers •11-3/4" overall. 

frcw4000g $19.99 ea.

Willow Dream- Fileworked spine •Blood grooves with 
drain holes •Wood and white smooth bone 
handle •Fileworked brass guard 
•Black, brass and fileworked brass 
spacers •12-1/8" overall. 

frcw612wd $19.99 ea.

Apache Skinner- Imitation stag handle •Brass 
guard and end cap •Black, brown and brass 
spacers •10-1/2" overall. 

frcw2070ist $14.99 ea.

Classic Hunter- White smooth bone handle •Steel 
guard •Aluminum pommel •Brown, black and 
steel spacers •9-3/4" overall. 

frcw1000wsb $10.99 ea.

Fileworked spine.

Fileworked spine.

Fileworked spine.
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NEW! CHipAWAy CutlERy FixED blADES
Features: Stainless steel blades •Leather belt sheaths.

Old Wisdom- Decorative blade grooves •Dark pine 
and olive wood handle •Fileworked brass guard 
•Black, white, brass and 
fileworked brass spacers 
•Lanyard hole •12-1/2" overall. 

frcw627owdp $19.99 ea.

by the Stream- Fileworked spine •Blood groove 
•Carved torched bone, olive wood and 
brown pakkawood handle 
•Fileworked brass guard •Black, 
red and brass spacers •Lanyard 
hole •12-3/8" overall. 

frcw626owbpw $19.99 ea.

Willow- Fileworked spine •Blood groove •Wood 
and torched bone handle •Fileworked brass 
guard •Black, brass and fileworked 
brass spacers •Lanyard hole 
•12" overall. 

frcw621bnw $19.99 ea.

Fileworked spine.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRCW623BLBN
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRCW4000G
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRCW612WD
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRCW2070IST
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRCW1000WSB
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRCW627OWDP
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRCW626OWBPW
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRCW621BNW


If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com Fall 2020

NEW! vallEy forgE damascus kNivEs
Features: Genuine Damascus steel blades •Leather belt sheaths.

Fileworked liners 
and backspring.

Fileworked spine.
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fixEd bladEs-Full tangs.

foldEr 
linerlock- Thumb stud •Brown smooth bone 
handles •Fileworked brass liners and copper 
backspring •Brass bolsters •Mosaic pins 
•4-3/4" closed. 

frvfd132brb $44.99 ea.

Hunter- Damascus steel throat •Fileworked tang •Olive wood handles 
•Multiple brass rivets •Lanyard hole •8" overall. 

frvfd81Ow $34.99 ea.

Wide belly Hunter- Stag handles •Damascus 
steel throat and pommel 
•Multiple brass rivets •9" overall. 

frvfd64ds $49.99 ea. 

bowie- Fileworked spine •Rosewood handle •Brass guard 
and pommel •Multiple brass rivets •13-1/4" overall. 

frvfd54 $49.99 ea.

Hunter- White smooth bone and stag handles •Brass 
spacers and double rivets •7-1/4" overall. 

frvfd44sb $34.99 ea.

skinner- Stag and rosewood handles •Brass spacers 
and double rivets •Lanyard hole •7-1/2" overall. 

frvfd40st $44.99 ea.

dirk- Rosewood and white smooth bone 
handles •Mosaic pins •12-1/4" overall. 
frvfd33rwsb 

$49.99 ea.

chiseled Hunter- Chiseled ironwood handles and brass 
guard •Brass double rivets •Lanyard hole •7-1/2" overall. 

frvfd124cw $34.99 ea.

Fileworked tang.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRVFD132BRB
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRVFD81OW
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRVFD64DS
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRVFD54
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRVFD44SB
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRVFD40ST
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRVFD33RWSB
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRVFD124CW
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your choice 

$19.99 ea.

NeW! chipaWay cutlery boWies
Features: Stainless steel blades •Notched spines •Blood grooves •Full tangs •Red and black 
pakkawood handles •Stainless steel 
guards and triple rivets •Black 
nylon belt sheaths.

NeW! chipaWay cutlery small huNter
Features: Stainless steel blade •Full tang •Fileworked spine •Buffalo 
horn handles •Stainless steel guard and double rivets •Brown 
spacers •Lanyard hole •7-1/8" overall •Leather belt sheath. 

FRCW617BH $14.99 ea.
 

NeW! frost comaNche bigfoot lockbacks
Features: 4116GS stainless steel blades •Brass pins, liners 
and bolsters •Lanyard holes •5-1/2" closed.

NeW! tac xtreme huNtiNg combo
Features: Set of (3) •6-5/8" overall caper •7-1/2" overall 
guthook •7-1/2" overall skinner •One piece 420 stainless 
steel skeletonized construction •Jimping throughout •Finger 
holes •Black nylon belt 
sheath holds all three. 
FRtx123 

$12.99 per set 

Fileworked spine.
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large- Lanyard hole 
•15-3/4" overall. 
FRCW002

medium- 15" overall. 
FRCW001

Wine Wood 
FRkj5WnW

red pakkawood 
FRkj5RpW

frostwood 
FRkj5FW

Sheath 
holds all 

three!

your choice $16.99 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRCW617BH
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRTX123
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRCW002
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRCW001
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRKJ5WNW
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRKJ5RPW
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRKJ5FW


To Order: CALL 1-800-251-9306 or (865) 453-5871 Fall 2020

your choice 

$9.99 ea.

your choice $12.99 ea.

FRTX42BG 

$12.99 ea. 

Drop Point FRTs444Rh

Wolves 
FRFc65w

Ducks 
FRFc65dk

Nylon sheath 
included with each.
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NeW! cherokee stoNeWorks fireblaze skiNNer
Features: Stainless steel blade •Full tang •Winewood and white 
smooth bone handles •Brass guard and multiple rivets •Blue 
and brass spacers •9-1/2" overall •Leather belt sheath.
FRcsw003sBww 

$14.99 ea. 

NeW! frost WilDlife series liNerlocks
Features: Embellished 420 stainless steel blades with flippers •Thumb studs •Assisted opening •Full color aluminum 
handles with embossed wildlife scenes 
•Pocket clips •Lanyard holes 
•4-1/2" closed.

NeW! sharPs cutlery boWie
Features: 420 stainless steel blade •Blood groove •Full tang •Stag bone resin handles •Brass 
guard and double rivets •Lanyard hole •11-3/4" overall •Black 
nylon belt sheath.
FRshp137sBR 

$14.99 ea. 

NeW! troPhy stag small skiNNers
Features: Stainless steel blades with wire cut logos •Full tangs 
•Ram's horn handles •Double screw rivets •Lanyard holes 
•7" overall •Black nylon belt sheaths.

NeW! tac xtreme black falcoN ii
Features: Black coated 3Cr13 stainless steel blade with wire breaker notch •Multiple 
edges give this knife a world of versatility-- fine/serrated primary edge; notched 
spine with sawtooth serrations •Black rubberized handle •Black composition guard 
and pommel •13-3/4" overall •Black hard plastic belt 
sheath with lashing holes.

caper 
FRTs445Rh

upswept FRTs443Rh

eagle 
FRFc65e

Deer 
FRFc65d

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRTX42BG
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRTS444RH
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRFC65W
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRFC65DK
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRCSW003SBWW
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRSHP137SBR
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRTS445RH
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRTS443RH
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRFC65E
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRFC65D


Follow us for prizes, deals and more!Fall 2020

Slim Hunters- Full tangs •Brass guards and 
pommels with embossing and triple rivets 
•9-1/2" overall.

your cHoice $17.99 ea. 

Doctor's Knife- 3-3/4" closed. 

frbkh120cbh $12.99 ea.

Gunstock- 3-3/4" closed. 

frbkh269cbh $10.99 ea.

pocKetKniveS
Features: Stainless steel 
blades •Buffalo horn handles 
•Brass pins, liners, bolsters 
and color filled shields.

trapper/playinG carDS Set
Trapper features: 440 stainless steel blades •Stag 
bone resin handles •Brass pins, liners and color filled 
shield •Nickel silver bolsters •4-1/8" closed. 
Playing Cards feature: Deck of 54 cards (includes 
two jokers) •Face cards and aces show images of 
Black Hills Steel knives •Card backs have the Black 
Hills Steel logo and a pack mule.

fixeD blaDe KniveS
Features: Stainless steel blades •Leather belt sheaths.

Skinner- Smooth bone handle •Brass guard and end 
cap •Red, brown and brass spacers 
•9" overall.

frbkh225WSb $14.99 ea.

little toothpick
3" closed. 

frbkh109cbh $9.99 ea.
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neW! blacK HillS Steel

ox Horn frbkh830ox

buffalo Horn 
frbkh830bh

large lockback- 5" closed. frbkh549cbh $12.99 ea.

 folding Hunter
  4" closed. 
 frbkh164cbh   

   $12.99 ea.

trapper- 4-1/8" closed. 

frbkh108cbh $12.99 ea.
peanut

2-3/4" closed. 
frbkh107cbh 

$9.99 ea.

frbkh108gSc $12.99 per set

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRBKH120CBH
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRBKH269CBH
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRBKH225WSB
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRBKH109CBH
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRBKH830OX
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRBKH830BH
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRBKH549CBH
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRBKH164CBH
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRBKH108CBH
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRBKH107CBH
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRBKH108GSC
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Stockman- 3-7/8" closed. 
frshs112rbw 

$16.99 ea.

Lockback- 3-1/2" closed. 

frshs100rbw $16.99 ea.

Stockman
3-7/8" closed. 

frbkh112blrb 

$12.99 ea.

Lockback
3-1/2" closed. 

frshs123bary 

$14.99 ea.

Congress- 3-5/8" closed. 
frshs115bary 

$16.99 ea.
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NEW! BLACK HILLS StEEL FIELD DOG POCKEtKNIVES
Features: 440 stainless steel blades •Handles of blue jigged bone with 
black and red resin insets •Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver 
bolsters, spacers and 
doghead shields.

NEW! SILVErHOrSE StONEWOrKS POCKEtKNIVES
Features: 440 stainless steel blades •Genuine mother of pearl handles 
with red and blue turquoise resin insets •Brass pins and liners 
•Nickel silver spacers and sunburst bolsters.

NEW! SILVErHOrSE StONEWOrKS WILD HOrSE POCKEtKNIVES
Features: Filework detailing (except where noted) •440 stainless steel blades •Blue and yellow turquoise resin handles with 
genuine abalone and red resin insets •Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver spacers, horsehead shields, and sunburst bolsters.

Large Lockback- No filework •5" closed. frshs549bary $19.99 ea.

Stockman- 3-7/8" closed. 
frshs112bary 

$16.99 ea. Little toothpick
3" closed. 

frshs109bary 

$14.99 ea.

trapper- 4-1/8" closed. 

frshs108bary $19.99 ea.

Little 
toothpick
3" closed. 

frshs109rbw 

$14.99 ea.

trapper- 4-1/8" closed. 
frshs108rbw 

$19.99 ea.

Choctaw 
Lockback

3-3/4" closed. 
frshs105rbw 

$19.99 ea.

Little Copperhead
3" closed. 

frbkh216blrb 

$9.99 ea.

Little 
toothpick
3" closed. 

frbkh109blrb 

$12.99 ea.

trapper
4-1/8" closed. 
frbkh108blrb 

$12.99 ea.

Little Peanut
2-7/8" closed. 

frbkh107blrb $9.99 ea.

Fileworked spines and backsprings.

Gift box.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRSHS112RBW
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRSHS100RBW
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRBKH112BLRB
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRSHS123BARY
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRSHS115BARY
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRSHS549BARY
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRSHS112BARY
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRSHS109BARY
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRSHS108BARY
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRSHS109RBW
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRSHS108RBW
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRSHS105RBW
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRBKH216BLRB
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRBKH109BLRB
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRBKH108BLRB
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRBKH107BLRB


SMKW.com - Fast and easy to use!Fall 2020

NEW! trophy stag stockmaNs
Features: Stainless steel blades 
•Smooth bone handles •Brass pins, 
liners and color filled shields •Nickel 
silver bolsters •3-3/4" closed. 

your choicE 

$12.99 ea.

NEW! stEEl Warrior 
pockEtkNivEs
Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Brass 
pins, liners and color filled 
shields •Nickel silver bolsters.

NEW! stEEl Warrior uNclE lucky pockEtkNivEs
Features: 440A stainless steel blades 
•Marbled green resin handles •Brass 
pins and liners •Nickel silver 
bolsters and "Lucky" script 
shields on fronts, color filled 
brass "Steel Warrior" shields 
on backs.

stag Bone resin 
peanut- 2-3/4" closed. 
frsw107sbr 

$9.99 ea.

ram and ox horn peanut- Nickel silver 
spacers •2-3/4" closed. 
frsw107ror 

$9.99 ea.

Doctor's knife
3-3/4" closed. 
frulsw120g 

$10.99 ea.

Steel 
Warrior 
shield 
on back.
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NEW! hoNk falls 
trappEr
Features: Stainless 
steel blades •Stag 
bone resin handles 
•Brass pins, liners and 
color filled shield •Nickel 
silver bolsters 
•3-3/4" closed.

frhf508sbr $12.99 ea.red  
frts797rsb

Blue 
frts797blsb

genuine 
snakeskin 

under acrylic 
muskrat

3-3/8" closed. 
frsw122css 

$10.99 ea.

resin coated 
saltwater mother 

of pearl little 
toothpick- 3" closed. 
frsw109smop 

$12.99 ea.

stag Bone resin 
little toothpick

3" closed. 
frsw109sbr 

$9.99 ea.

ram and ox horn 
little toothpick

Nickel silver spacers 
•3" closed. 

frsw109ror $9.99 ea.

Wrangler 
stockman

3-7/8" closed. 
frulsw112g 

$12.99 ea.

small 
toothpick
3" closed. 

frulsw109g 

$9.99 ea.

trapper- 4-1/8" closed. 

frulsw108g $12.99 ea.

little peanut
2-3/4" closed. 
frulsw107g 

$9.99 ea.

choctaw 
lockback

3-3/4" closed. 
frulsw105g 

$12.99 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRSW107SBR
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRSW107R0R
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRULSW120G
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRHF508SBR
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRTS797RSB
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRTS797BLSB
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRSW122CSS
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRSW109SMOP
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRSW109SBR
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRSW109ROR
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRULSW112G
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRULSW109G
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRULSW108G
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRULSW107G
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRULSW105G
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fenix® flashlights
Features: Toughened ultra clear, anti-reflective coated glass lenses •Corrosion resistant, anodized aircraft grade aluminum construction with 
anti-roll, slip-resistant design •Rubber O-ring seals (extras included) •Reverse polarity protection •Low battery indicators •Digitally regulated 

output •User's manual or instruction sheet included.

hUssaR fRaMelOCK- S35VN stainless steel blade •Beta Plus safety lock 
prevents accidental blade closure and lockbar overtravel •TC4 titanium handle 
frame •Finely machined high carbon chromium ball 
bearing and washer provide 
wear resistance and 
fatigue durability. 

rupm121tz $144.95 ea.

RUiKe Knives
Features: Bead blast finish blades with flippers •Pocket clips •4-7/8" closed.

thUMBUP safetY lineRlOCKs- Sandvik 14C28N stainless steel 
blades •Thumb studs •ThumbUp safety locks •G-10 handles and 
backspacers •High carbon chromium ball bearing washer 
pivots •420 stainless steel liners.

YOUR ChOiCe $49.95 ea.

e16- CRee XP-L HI neutral white LeD •Maximum 700 lumens •Maximum distance of 465 feet •Dual 
lock-out •IP68 water resistant rating •2" overall •Batteries not included; compatible with rechargeable 
16340 ARB-L16- 700, 700U, or 700UP battery and non-rechargeable CR123A battery •Two-way body 
clip •Magnetic tail •Lanyard and keyring.

fene16 $39.95 ea.

e18R- CRee XP-L HI LeD •Maximum 750 lumens •Maximum distance of 446 feet •Side switch •Lock-
out function •IP68 water resistant rating •2-3/8" overall •Includes rechargeable 16340 ARB-L16 battery 
•Magnetic charging port •The magnetic charging cable plugs into a USB adapter (not included) 
•Compatible with non rechargeable cold-resistant CR123A battery (not included) •Lanyard.

fene18r $64.95 ea.

e30R- LUMINUS SST-40 LeD •Maximum 1600 lumens •Maximum distance of 666 feet 
•(5) output modes plus strobe •Lock-out function •3-7/8" overall •Includes rechargeable 
18650 ARB-L18-3500 battery •Magnetic suction charging port •The magnetic charging 
cable plugs into a USB adapter (not included).

fene30r $79.95 ea.

PD36R- LUMINUS SST-40 LeD •Maximum 1600 lumens on the turbo 
setting •Maximum distance of 928 feet •Rear tactical switch with dual 
operation •IP68 water resistant rating •Two-way body clip 
•5-3/8" overall •Includes rechargeable ARB-L21-5000mAh battery 
•Type-C USB charging •Includes holster and lanyard.

fenpd36r $99.95 ea.

ThumbUp Safety Lock
Pushing the safety lock up can make the locking 

mechanism more reliable and secure in preventing 
accidental blade closure during use.

Black rup155B

sand rup155W

lD30- CRee LeD •Maximum 1600 lumens •Maximum distance of 673 feet 
•Tactical tail and functional side switches •IP68 rated water and dust proof 
•Intelligent protection against high surface temperatures •Two-way body clip 
•4-3/8" overall •Includes rechargeable 18650 ARB-L18-3500 battery and USB 
power cord •Requires (2) CR123A lithium batteries (not included) if emergency 
back-up is wanted •Includes lanyard and holster.

fenld30B $79.95 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RUPM121TZ
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FENE16
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FENE18R
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FENE30R
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FENPD36R
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RUP155B
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RUP155W
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FENLD30B
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Replacement Wick ZPWICK 99¢ ea.

Replacement Flint ZPFLINT 99¢ ea.

Butane Fuel- 5.82 oz. ZP3810 $3.99 ea.

Lighter Fluid- 12 oz. ZPFLUID $4.99 ea.

We have RepLacements!

FedEx Ground only for fuel and fluid.

Brushed chrome 
ZP11033 

$19.99 ea.

Brushed Brass 
ZP11034 

$22.99 ea.

Zippo® 
1941 RepLicas
Several distinctive features 
identify the 1941 Replica: 
Four-barrel hinge joins the lid 
and bottom •Sides of the inside 
unit are flat with squared edges 
•The chimney has fewer holes 
•A hollow rivet holds the striking 
wheel in place •Packaged in a 
silver foil gift box that is standard 
for all 1941 Replica models.

Zippo® FLeX necK 
LiGhteR 
With a 13" bendable neck 
and dual flame, this lighter 
withstands stiff winds and gives you the power 
and flexibility for lighting tasks in tight spots. 
Great for camping stoves, lanterns, water heaters, 
BBQ grills, candles and more! Features: Durable 
metal construction •Wind-resistant dual flame 
•Adjustable flame dial •Patented child resistant 
safety button •19-1/2" overall •Oversized 
hanging loop •18 ml. butane canister included 
•FedEx Ground shippinG only.  
ZP121569 

$21.99 ea.

high polish 
chrome 
ZP10600 

$15.99 ea.

iron stone 
ZP211 

$14.99 ea.

Brushed Brass 
ZP0050 

$16.99 ea.

satin chrome™
ZP10205 

$12.99 ea.

Zippo® YeaR-RoUnD 
FavoRites!

Zippo® LeatheR sheaths 
Keep your lighter close. Features: Genuine 
leather •Snap closures •Fit belts 
up to 2" wide. 

YoUR choice $10.99 ea.

Four-
barrel 
hinges 

join the 
lids and 

bottoms!

cLip
Black 
ZPLPCBK
Brown 
ZPLPCB

Loop
Brown 
ZPLPLB
Black 
ZPLPLBK

Loop With 
thUmB 
notch
Black 
ZPLPTBK

(also available) Black 

ZP28582 $21.99 ea.

Zippo® spiRit canDLes
Features: Five-ounce soy wax blend with extra-potent fragrance •100% cotton wick •Up to (35) 
hours of burn time •Sustainably harvested natural cork lids •Unique vessel can be repurposed. 

YoUR choice $13.56 ea.

Zippo® LiGhteR inseRts 
Customize your standard lighter with the new insert collection. 
Fits all standard sized Zippo lighters including 1941 Replicas. 

Bourbon & spice
Double oaked bourbon 

fragrance with notes 
of amber, vetiver and 

ginger root. 
ZP70008

Dark Rum & oak
Sweet, oak barrel rum 

fragrance with notes of 
coffee, patchouli and 

orange blossom. 
ZP70007

Whiskey & tobacco
Kentucky whiskey 

fragrance with notes of 
leafy tobacco, ginger and 

sweet, crushed tonka bean. 
ZP70006

Double arc- Easily 
recharges with USB cable.

ZP65828 $18.66 ea.

Double torch 
ZP65827 

$14.41 ea.

single torch 
ZP65826 

$12.71 ea.

Mod 
your 
flaMe

The bright blue 
flame deploys 
with the push 

of a button!
Butane sold 
separately.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZPWICK
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZPFLINT
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP3810
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https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP11034
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP121569
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP10600
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP211
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP0050
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP10205
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZPLPCBK
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZPLPCB
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZPLPLB
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https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP28582
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP70008
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP70007
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP70006
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP65828
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP65827
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP65826
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NEW! zippo® 600 millioNth 
lightEr collEctiblE
An event 600 million lighters in the making! Zippo® 
produced its 600 millionth lighter on June 3, 2020. To 
celebrate, Zippo® proudly introduces the 600 Million 
Collectible. The lighter is a replica of the actual 600 
millionth lighter that will be displayed at the Zippo/Case 
museum. High Polish Chrome with 360º Laser Engraving. 
Color Image 600 Million logo with chromed-out elements. 
Commemorative bottom stamp that will be used that day 
only! Limited to 20,000 pieces worldwide; serialized on 
the back. Premium packaging with mirrored foam insert 
in a vibrant coordinated box and sleeve.

ZP49272 $63.75 ea.

NEW! zippo® victory iN EuropE 
& japaN collEctiblE lightEr
Born out of necessity. Brough back to celebrate victory. For the 
first time in nearly 50 years, Steel Black Crackle® lighters return for 
a limited run as Victory in Europe & Japan collectibles, produced to 
honor the 75th anniversary of the end of World War II. 1941 Steel 
Black Crackle® with Laser Engrave VE/VJ logo and serialization. 
Small amounts of tarnish, rust or imperfections on the steel case 
are natural and to be expected; hand-aged edges for authentic 
battle worn look. The unique bottom stamp incorporates period 
accurate logo and marking. Ration-box inspired packaging 
includes a Color Image steel plate noting the dates of the victories 
and an image of the lighter's bottom stamp. An informational 
booklet is also included. Limted to 40,000 pieces worldwide.

ZP49264 $85.00 ea.

Dont tread 
on me®
Street 
Chrome™.
ZP49086 

$21.63 ea.
Dont Tread on Me® 
words and logos are 
trademarks of 
Quality Importers 
Trading Company, LLC 
and used under license. 
All rights reserved.

Wolf
Photo Image 360º. 

Black Ice®.
ZP49188 

$37.36 ea.

old milwaukee 
pin-up
Street Chrome™.
ZP49094 

$22.06 ea.
Manufactured and distributed 
under license from PABST 
Brewing Company, LLC ("PBC") 
by Zippo Manufacturing 
Company. [PABST BLUE 
RIBBON, COLT 45, OLD 
MILWAUKEE, LONE STAR] 
and related trademarks, 
logos, names and designs are 
trademarks and intellectual 
property of PBC. ©2020 
All rights reserved .

u.S. army®
Street Chrome™.
ZP49152 

$22.48 ea.
By federal law, licensing fees 
paid to the U.S. Army for the 
use of its trademarks provide 
support for the Army Trademark 
Licensing Program, and net 
licensing revenue is devoted to 
U.S. Army Morale, Welfare and 
Recreation programs. U.S. Army 
name, trademarks and logos 
are protected under federal 
law and used under license by 
Zippo Manufacturing Company. 
OFFICIAL LICENSED PRODUCT 
OF THE U.S. ARMY

cross
Armor®. 
Antique Copper. 
Deep Carve.
ZP49158 

$56.06 ea.
The Armor logo is used 
under license by ZippMark, 
Inc. All Rights Reserved.

 , ZIPPO,  ,  ,  , ARMOR and BLACK ICE are registered trademarks in the name of Zippo Manufacturing Company. All Zippo lighter decorations are protected by copyright.  © Zippo Manufacturing Company 2020.

Back.

pabst blue ribbon
Street Chrome™. 
Color Image.
ZP49078 

$21.63 ea. 
Manufactured and distributed 
under license from Pabst Brewing 
Company, LLC ("PBC") by Zippo 
Manufacturing Company. [PABST 
BLUE RIBBON, COLT .45, 
OLD MILWAUKEE, LONE STAR] 
and related trademarks, 
logos, names and designs are 
trademarks and intellectual 
property of PBC. ©2020 
All rights reserved.

Back.

Accepting pre-orders. Product 
will not ship until July 31st.

Bottom stamp.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP49272
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP49264
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP49086
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP49188
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP49094
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP49152
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP49158
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP49078
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All Fun and Games
12" x 17". rep1491

Don't Stop Believing
16" x 12-1/2". sg2195

Willing to Hunt 
12-1/2" x 16". sg2328

World Renowned Budweiser
16" x 12-1/2". sg2385

Tin SignS
Features: Tin construction 

•Vibrant designs.

youR cHoice $9.99 ea.

3 oR moRe $7.99 ea.

No Peein' off the Porch/oval
17" x 12". rep1493

What Doesn't Kill you  
17" x 12". rep1457

Gone Hunting
16" x 12-1/2". sg2280

Vegetarian Translation
12-1/2" x 16". sg2022 

Sorry We're Drinking
16" x 12-1/2". sg2098

Bigfoot Hide & Seek 
champion

12-1/2" x 16". sg2290

America Let Freedom Reign
12-1/2" x 16". sg1668

Remington Whatever you Shoot 
12-1/2" x 16". sg1412

colt® Tex and Patches
12-1/2" x 16". sg1594 

marlin Firearms
10-1/2" x 16". sg238

No Trespassing
12-1/2" x 16". sg2218

Life is Like a motorcycle
12-1/2" x 16". sg2291

Awesome 
gift idea!

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=REP1491
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SG2195
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SG2328
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SG2385
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=REP1493
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=REP1457
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SG2280
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SG2022
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SG2098
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SG2290
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SG1668
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SG1412
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SG1594
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SG238
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SG2218
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SG2291
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Lesters Cheap Ammunition
12-1/2" x 16". sg1758

Great for the man cave!

Winchester® Cartridge Board 
17" x 12". REPW1011

Winchester® Bullet Board
16" x 12-1/2". sg942

Wait for the Flash
16" x 12-1/2". sg2129

Don't Feed Sasquatch
12-1/2" x 16". sg2096

Stand for Flag & Anthem
12-1/2" x 16". sg2175

In This Place
12-1/2" x 16". sg2131

Winchester® Logo
12-1/2" x 16". sg1421 

Remington Cartridges
12-1/2" x 16". sg1001

S&W Hostiles
12-1/2" x 16". sg1876

Tin SignS
Features: Tin construction 

•Vibrant designs.

youR CHoICe $9.99 ea.

3 oR moRe $7.99 ea.

Ammo First
16" x 12-1/2". sg2371 

Turn in your Weapons
12" x 17".  REP1589

Baiting Deer Warning
12" x 17". REP1488

Gun owner's Prayer 
12" x 17". REP1500

Chicken Nugget
16" x 12-1/2". sg2212

Remington® Bullet Board
16" x 12-1/2". sg1679

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SG1758
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=REPW1011
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SG942
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SG2129
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SG2096
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https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SG2131
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SG1421
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SG1001
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SG1876
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SG2371
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=REP1589
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=REP1488
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=REP1500
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Red liners.

Pocket clip.

gentleman's linerlock by rough rYder
Features: Titanium coated 440A stainless steel blade •Fancy accent blade 
style •Thumb stud and ridges •Assisted opening •Grey aluminum 
handles with checkered pakkawood inserts on front •Pocket 
clip •Lanyard hole •4-3/4" closed.

RR1713 $7.99 ea.

54

uptown framelock by rough rYder
Features: 440A stainless steel blade with flipper and partial blackwash finish 
•Thumb stud and ridges •Assisted opening •Blackwash finish stainless 
steel handle frame with red checked carbon fiber scale on front 
•Pocket clip •4-1/2" closed.

RR1826 $9.99 ea. Pocket clip.

linerlocks by rough rYder
Features: 440A stainless steel blades with flippers •Thumb studs 
•Pocket clips •Lanyard holes •4-1/2" closed.

storm- Partially blackwashed blade •Gunmetal grey 
steel handles •Braided paracord lanyard. RR1917

thunder- Blackwashed blade •Blackwashed steel 
handles with silver detailing front and back
and carbon fiber insert on front. RR1916

Pocket clips.
Your choice $9.99 ea.

tactical linerlock by rough rYder
Features: Two-tone finish 440A stainless steel blade with flipper 
•Thumb stud and ridges •Black G-10 handles •Pocket clip 
•Lanyard hole •4-5/8" closed.

RR1980 $7.99 ea.

Pocket clip.

black & silver framelock 
by rough rYder
Features: Combination black and brushed finish 440A 
stainless steel blade with flipper •Black and brushed finish 
stainless steel handle frame •Pocket clip •3-3/4" closed.

RR2043 $9.99 ea.

faux damascus framelock 
The exquisite look of Damascus without the hefty price tag! 
Features: Skillful acid etching gives the appearance of Damascus 
to the 440A stainless steel blade as well as the stainless steel 
handle frame •Thumb stud •Single brass liner •Pocket clip 
•Lanyard hole with cord •3-1/8" closed.

RR1981 $7.99 ea.

Pocket clip.

Pocket 
clip.

big guY linerlock by rough rYder 
Features: 440A stainless steel blade with flipper •Black G-10 handles •Red liners 
•Pocket clip •Lanyard hole •6-1/2" closed.

RR2104 $19.99 ea.

skY titan framelock by rough rYder
Features: Blue titanium coated, acid-etched 440A stainless steel blade 
and handle insert •Blade flipper •Thumb stud •Ball bearing pivot system 
for fast and smooth opening •Grey steel handle frame •Pocket 
clip •Lanyard hole •4-1/2" closed.

RR1984 $12.99 ea.
Pocket clip.

Ball Bearing Pivot System!

Smooth opening!

Pocket clip.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1713
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1826
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1917
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1916
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1980
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR2043
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1981
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR2104
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1984
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StainleSS 
Steel Melon 
teSter 
Features: 440A 
stainless steel 
construction 
•5-1/8" closed.
rr745 

$7.99 ea. 

StainleSS Steel GentleMan'S lockback
Features: 440A stainless steel blade •Stainless steel handles •Brass liners 
•Pocket clip •Lanyard hole •3-3/8" closed. 

rr746P $7.99 ea.

Money clip knife by rouGh ryder
Features: 440A stainless steel blade •Stainless steel handle frame, 
uniquely designed for the blade to tuck safely behind the 
money/pocket clip that is on the front •3" closed.

rr2106 $6.99 ea.

blue Streak aSSiSted openinG fraMelock
Features: 440A stainless steel blade with flipper and partial blue titanium coating •Blood 
groove with drain holes •Thumb ridges •Assisted opening •Blue and silver 
anodized aluminum handle frame •Pocket clip •Lanyard hole •3-1/2" closed.

rr1818 $6.99 ea.

Select barrel 
bartender'S knife 
Features: 440A stainless steel blade 
•Barrel shaped dark wood handles 
lasered on front with "Select Barrel" 
•Brass pins, liners and spacers 
•Can opener/cap lifter 
•Corkscrew •3" closed.
rr1464 

$9.99 ea.
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fancy eMbelliShed lockback 
by rouGh ryder
Features: All stainless steel construction 
•Embellished handles front and back 
•Brass liners •Lanyard hole •Pocket clip 
•3-1/2" closed.

rr746 $6.99 ea.

Shown in use. 
(Cash not 
included.)

Pocket 
clip. ASSISTED OPEN!

GentleMan'S lockbackS 
by rouGh ryder
Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Brass handles, perfect for 
engraving •Lanyard holes.

Small- 3" closed. rr2004 $6.99 ea.

Medium- 3-3/8" closed. rr1978 $7.99 ea.

Features: Black coated 440A stainless 
steel blade •Thumb stud and ridges 
•Textured rich brown wood handles 
•Lanyard hole with leather lanyard •3-1/2" closed.

raZor knife 
Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Stainless 
steel handles •Brass liners •3-1/4" closed.

rr1923 $6.99 ea.

Pocket 
clip.

tree top wood 
linerlock

rr20080 

$6.99 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR745
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR746P
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR2106
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1818
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1464
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR746
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR2004
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1978
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1923
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR20080
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TacTical fixed blade by rough ryder
Features: Blackwashed 440A stainless steel blade •Full tang •Black G-10 
handles •Black coated double screw rivets •Lanyard hole with red cord 
•9" overall •Black molded form-fit sheath with lashing holes and spring steel clip.

RR1821 $19.99 ea.
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NeW! scarleT NighT skiNNer by rough ryder
Features: Titanium finish 440A stainless steel full tang construction, 3/16" thick! •Deep red and 
black G-10 handle scales •Double screw rivets •6-1/4" overall •Black molded plastic sheath. 

RR2163 $12.99 ea.

TimberlaNds huNTer by rough ryder
Features: 440A stainless steel blade •Full tang •Carved wood handles 
•Double steel rivets •Lanyard hole •8-5/8" overall •Black nylon belt sheath. 

RR1985 $14.99 ea.

highlaNd boWie 
Features: 440A stainless steel blade •Blood groove •Full tang •Black Micarta® handles •Stainless 
steel guard and pommel •Brass and red inner spacers and also at the guard •Double brass rivets 
•Lanyard hole •16-1/4" overall •Black nylon sheath with embossed leather 
accent is carried vertically using the swing loop or 
horizontally using the elastics on back; 
sheath also has a liner and 
a black leather leg tie.

RR1730 $24.99 ea.

sTag fixed blades by rough ryder
Features: Stainless steel blades •Genuine stag handles •Leather belt sheaths.

gunstock saddle bowie
Brass rivets and fileworked 
ring-style guard •15-1/4" overall.

RR1945 $29.99 ea.

colorado hunter- Brass guard and pommel •Black, 
brass, grey and brown spacers •10-1/2" overall. 

RR1632 $24.99 ea.

mini skinner- Thumb ridges •Aluminum guard and 
pommel •Brown and silver spacers •7-1/2" overall.

RR1635 $14.99 ea.

Genuine 
staG!

highlaNd spike
Features: Blackwashed 440A stainless steel blade •Full tang •Black G-10 handles with 
jimping •Double screw rivets •Lanyard hole •8-1/2" overall •Black nylon belt sheath.

RR1962 $9.99 ea.

everyday youTh huNTer by rough ryder
Features: Black coated 440A stainless steel blade •Thumb ridges •Full tang •Black composition handles 
•Double rivets •Lanyard hole •8" overall •Molded composition sheath with webbed belt loop.

RR1866 $6.99 ea. Great first knife!

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1821
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR2163
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1985
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1730
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1945
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1632
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1635
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1962
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=rr1866
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Fixed Blades
Double brass rivets •Stainless steel guards 

and pommels •9" overall.

Hunter's lockBack
Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters •4-1/4" closed. 

RR1353 $14.99 ea.

sidewinder Bowie by rougH ryder
Features: 440A stainless steel blade with full color custom snakeskin 
onlay •Brass spine accent, guard and double rivets •Wood handles 
with lasered rattlesnake on front •14-1/2" overall
•Nylon belt sheath with embossed patch.

RR1601 $29.99 ea.
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Wear your 
sheath vertically 
or horizontally.

heavy 
Hunter series

rogue RR1346

Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Polished wood handles •Heavy duty nylon sheaths with 
genuine leather accents can be worn vertically or horizontally (except where noted).

skinner RR1348

caribou RR1347

Full tang!

small skinner by rougH ryder
Features: 440A stainless steel blade •Yellow composition handles •Brass rivets 
•Nickel silver guard and shield •Aluminum pommel •6-1/4" overall •Black nylon belt sheath. RR1034 $9.99 ea.

easy zip gutHook
Features: 440A stainless steel blade •Thumb 
ridges •Orange composition handle •Lanyard 
hole •9-5/8" overall •Black nylon sheath.

RR1446 $6.99 ea.
Stock up For the hunting lodge!

look out For 
the SideWinder! 

crossHatcH Bowie
Features: 440A stainless steel blade •Crosshatch wood 

handle •Stainless steel guard and end cap 
•12" overall •Brown 
leather belt sheath. 

RR2112 $24.99 ea.

your cHoice $21.99 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1353
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1601
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1346
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1348
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1347
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1034
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=rr1446
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR2112
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american hunter linerlock
Features: Stainless steel blade with flipper •Thumb stud and ridges •Assisted 
opening •Imitation stag handles •Pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-5/8" closed. 

ah016 $9.99 ea. 
Pocket 

clip.

american hunter fixed blades
Features (except where noted): Stainless steel blades •Brass guards •Leather belt sheaths.

utility knife
8-1/2" overall. 
ah019

Patch knife- 9" overall. 
ah018

rosewood handles
Full tangs •Rosewood handles •No guards •Multiple brass nailhead accents 
•Sheaths have bead-accented lacing.

your choice $9.99 ea.

Bead 
accented 
sheaths.

skinner- Thumb ridges •Full tang •Imitation stag handles •No 
guard •Double screw rivets •Lanyard hole •8" overall •Black nylon 
swing style sheath with leg tie.

ah015 $12.99 ea.

droP Point skinner
Spacers •Stag handle •Brass embossed 

star end cap •8-1/2" overall. 

ah7003 $16.99 ea.Guthook- Thumb ridges •Spacers •Stag handle 
•Brass embossed star end cap •8-1/2" overall. 

ah7000 $16.99 ea.

AH7000, AH7002 
and AH7003 
star end cap.

uPswePt skinner- Thumb ridges •Spacers •Stag 
handle •Brass embossed star end cap •9-1/8" overall. 

ah7002 $16.99 ea.

american hunter combo
Both feature: Stainless steel blades •White smooth bone handles •Brass 
guards and pommels •Black, brass and brown spacers •Leather belt 
sheath holds both. Small Bowie features: 7-1/2" overall. Large Bowie 
features: Blood groove •12-1/4" overall. 

ah021 $29.99 per combo

Sheath 
holds 
both.

bowie
Full tang •Imitation stag handles •Stainless steel guard •Nailhead accented 
triple brass rivets •11" overall •Black nylon swing style sheath with leg tie.

ah017 $14.99 ea.

bowie set
All three: Brown wood handles •Mahogany brown leather sheath that holds 

them all. Bowie: Blood groove •Fileworked spine •Fileworked steel guard and 
pommel with brass spacers •15" overall. 6-5/8" overall small 

knife and fork: Steel collars and end caps. 

ah020 $34.99 per set

Filework.

Sheath holds 
all three.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AH016
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AH019
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AH018
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celtic trinity framelock
The most widely accepted meaning of the ancient trinity knot 
is that the three knots represent past, present and future, while 
the circle signifies eternity. Features: Blue titanium coated 
440A stainless steel blade with flipper •Thumb stud •Aluminum 
handle frame with blue titanium coating •Pocket 
clip •Lanyard hole •4-1/2" closed.

bwc33 $14.99 ea.

Brian Wilhoite

lucky clover stockman
Features: Stainless steel blades with embellishments 
•Basketweave jigged green bone 
handles •Brass liners •Nickel silver 
pins, ringed bolsters and four-leaf 
clover shield •3-5/8" closed. 

bwc34 $14.99 ea.

Close-up of lucky shield.

Brian Wilhoite has 
been with Smoky 

Mountain Knife Works® 
for more than 32 years. 

As lead designer, he 
has worked alongside 

industry leaders to 
hone his craft.  

Filework on spine of BWC24.celtic clover Hunters
Features: Wood handles with inlaid brass Celtic Clover design front and 
back •Brass pins •7-1/2" overall 
•Leather belt sheaths.

Damascus steel

bwc3 $24.99 ea.

GENUINE 

DAMASCUS!

stainless steel 

bwc24 $14.99 ea. Both include leather 
belt sheath.

fox-n-HounD little migHty Damascus mini skinner
Features: Damascus steel blade •Full tang •Genuine stag handles •Brass guard and double rivets 
•4-1/8" overall •Leather belt sheath.

fh121 $19.99 ea.

olD forge fixeD blaDes

moose skinner
Features: One piece 

black powder coated 
stainless steel 

construction with satin 
finish stainless steel blade edge •Black paracord handle wrap 
•9-1/4" overall •Lanyard/finger hole •Black nylon belt sheath.

Pocket chopper- Features: One piece acid etched stainless steel construction 
with finger hole and satin finish stainless steel blade edge •Lanyard hole with 
bead-accented braided paracord lanyard •Lashing holes •4-3/4" overall •Black 
nylon blade cover is not for belt wear but has a lanyard hole.
of042 

$7.99 ea.

of043 

$9.99 ea. 

olD forge ram's Horn folDer
Features: Forged steel blade •Ram's horn handles •Fileworked 
backspring •Brass pins •Stainless steel liners •4-1/2" closed.

of031 $11.99 ea.

Close-up of 
filework.

fox-n-HounD bowie
Features: Stainless steel blade •Blood groove •Wood handle •Brass guard and 
pommel •Brown and brass spacers •17-1/2" overall 
•Two tone leather belt sheath.

fh120 $26.99 ea.

american Hunter cleaver linerlock
Features: Stainless steel blade with flipper •Finger hole •Assisted opening 
•Wood handles •Pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-1/2" closed.

ah022 $9.99 ea. Pocket clip.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BWC33
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BWC34
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BWC3
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BWC24
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FH121
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=OF042
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=OF043
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=OF031
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FH120
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AH022
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your choice 

$4.99 ea.  
3 or More 

$3.99 ea.

roy rogers nv239

hopalong cassidy nv238
Matching handle 
colors on back of 

each knife.

novelty knife co. Pocketknives
Features: Stainless steel blades •Composition handles imprinted 

on fronts, embellished with a bullet and 
raised rivets on backs •Cap lifter/screwdriver 

•Lanyard bail •3-1/8" closed.

Gene Autry 
nv240

roy rogers 
"king of the cowboys"

Natural bone and wood handles, 
engraved with his likeness and signature •Fileworked 

stainless steel guard •15-5/8" overall. rr1883

hopalong cassidy 
"Public hero #1"

Hardwood handles with front 
embellishment •Hammered brass 

guard •16-5/8" overall. rr1927 

Wood display 
plaques included!

cowboy bowies
Features: 440A stainless steel blades with full color onlays on fronts 
•Full tangs •Brass pins •Nylon sheaths •Wood display plaques •Custom 
full color boxes.
your choice 

$29.99 ea.

Guitar knife
Detailed with the appearance 

of a real guitar! Features: 
Framelock •Stainless steel blade 

with signature etch •Thumb 
hole •Black coated steel handle 
frame with full color front onlay 

•4-1/2" closed •Packaged in a 
custom box. 

nv323 $9.99 ea.

Pocket 
clip.

custom bowie- Made with over 200 hand operations, each knife is truly one of a kind. Features: 
Mirror polished 440A stainless steel blade with embellishment and fileworked 
spine •Full tang •Smooth bone handles, reminiscent of Trigger's 
palomino colors, are accented with black pearl 
•Fileworked brass guard •Nickel silver pistol 
shield •Multiple nickel silver pins 
•10-1/2" overall •Brown leather belt 
sheath •Custom box.

Produced under 
license from 
Roy Rogers 

Merchandising.

rr1513 $39.99 ea. 2 or More $29.99 ea. 

"king of the cowboys" Guitar knife
Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Brown bone handles 
lasered with guitar detailing on the front and "Roy Rogers" 
signature on the back •Brass liners •Nickel silver pins 
•Keyring loop •3-3/8" overall.

rr1409 $7.99 ea.

Back with lasered 
signature.

Shown in 
packaging.

roy rogers ColleCtibles
"KING OF THE COWBOYS" says it all.

novelty knife co. 
Pioneer hero bArlows
Features: Stainless steel blades •Acrylic handles with full color 
art inserts •Steel pins, liners and ringed, stamped bolsters 
•3-1/2" closed.

Davy 
crockett 
nv287

Novelty Cutlery, a division of SMKW®

Daniel 
boone 
nv288

your choice 

$4.99 ea. 

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=NV239
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=NV238
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=NV240
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1883
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1927
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=NV323
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1513
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1409
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=NV287
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=NV288
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your choice $4.99 ea.  

novelty knife co. folders
Features: Stainless steel blades 

•Fully detailed cast metal handles.

Man in the 
Moon

2-1/2" closed.
nv267catfish

2-3/8" closed. 
nv264

largemouth 
Bass

2" closed. 
nv263

Back 
design.

hunter's friends
2-1/2" closed. 
nv236

horses
2-7/8" 
closed. 
nv235

Novelty Knife Co., a division of SMKW®

tobacco leaf
Lanyard bail •1-5/8" closed. 

nv243

Bear 
2-1/8" closed.
nv272

Buffalo
1-7/8" closed.
nv271

Walleye- 2-3/8" closed. nv319

cigar 
store 
chief
2-1/2" 
closed.

silver 
finish
nv321

Brass 
finish 
nv234

alligator
2-1/2" closed. 
nv255

Buffalo nv293

novelty knife co. aMerican 
Wildlife collector BarloWs
Features: Stainless steel blades •Acrylic handles with full 
color art inserts •Steel pins, liners, and ringed, stamped 
bolsters •3-1/2" closed.

your choice $4.99 ea.

Black Bear nv290

hounds 
and 

rabbit
nv292

Butterfly
2-1/8" closed.
nv318

cat
2-1/4" closed.
nv320

Masonic Pen knife
Features: Stainless steel blades 
•Fully detailed cast metal
handles •Lanyard bail
•2-3/4" closed.
nv262 

$6.99 ea.

cannon sPanish 
toothPick
Features: Stainless steel blade 
•Wooden handles •Brass pins 
•Stainless steel liners and 
bolsters•4-7/8" closed.

can09 $4.99 ea.

novelty knife 
co. folders
Features: Stainless steel 
blades •Cast metal handles.

.44 Magnum- 1-5/8" closed. 

nv265 $3.99 ea.
Bolt action rifle- 2-7/8" closed. 

nv279 $6.99 ea.

30-06- 3-1/4" closed. 

nv266 $3.99 ea.

king of the forest collectiBles
Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Natural bone handles 
are carved on the front with a mighty 
buck in a forest scene.

trapper
Brass liners 

•Nickel silver pins 
and bolsters 

•4-1/8" closed. 
rr1557

razor
6-1/4" closed. 
rr1558

your choice 

$11.99 ea.

BACK IN STOCK!

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=NV267
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=NV264
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=NV263
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=NV236
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=NV235
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=NV243
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=NV272
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=NV271
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=NV319
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=NV321
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=NV234
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=NV255
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=NV293
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=NV290
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=NV292
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=NV318
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=NV320
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=NV262
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CAN09
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=NV265
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=NV279
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=NV266
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=rr1557
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1558
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Whistle shown in use.

Combat Ready 
SuRvival bRaCeletS

Features: Paracord construction;
can be unwoven and used 

in survival situations.

9" x 1" Wide
Plastic buckles with emergency 

whistles •10.5' unwoven.

youR ChoiCe $3.99 ea.

8" x 3/4" Wide
Plastic buckles with emergency 

whistles •7.5' unwoven.

youR ChoiCe $2.99 ea.

9" x 1" Wide
Metal buckles •10.5' unwoven.
youR ChoiCe 

$3.99 ea.od Green cbr360
black cbr359

black cbr361
od Green cbr362

black cbr363

od Green cbr364

Squint linerlock- Acid-etched blade •Thumb 
ridges •Multicolor handles •Lanyard hole 

•3-1/4" closed.

cbr351 $6.99 ea.

Combat Ready aSSiSted openinG FoldeRS
Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Thumb studs •G-10 handles •Pocket clips.
tiger Framelock- Blackwashed blade and steel frame •Blood groove 
•Drain holes •Grey and orange handles •4-3/4" closed.

cbr347 $7.99 ea.

Pocket clip. Pocket clip.

Combat Ready kaRambit lineRloCk
Features: Black coated stainless steel blade with finger hole •Blood groove •Drain holes 
•Thumb stud •Black and OD green aluminum handles •Pocket clip •Large 
lanyard hole •5-1/2" closed.

cbr352 $5.99 ea. Pocket clip.

Combat Ready mini Commando 
daGGeR Set
Features: One each with brass and black finish stainless 
steel blades •Black composition handles •Steel guards and 
pommels with finishes matched to blades •4-1/4" overall. 

cbr366 $12.99 per set

Collector packaging.

Combat Ready mini m1 bayonet
Features: 440A stainless steel blade •Blood groove •Full tang •Black pearl 
handles •Stainless steel guard and pommel •4-1/2" overall 
•Limited to 500 pieces •Custom collector box.

cbr350 $9.99 ea.

Collector packaging.
A miniAture tribute 

to the originAl!

only
500 mAde!

Combat Ready Sub-hilt FiGhteR
Features: Stainless steel blade •Wood handle •Aluminum guard, subhilt 

guard and end cap •Nickel silver end screw •Black and brown 
spacers •13-1/2" overall •Leather belt sheath.

cbr111 $19.99 ea.

Combat Ready tank lineRloCk
Features: 440A stainless steel acid-etched blade •Thumb stud •Assisted opening 
•Desert tan G-10 front handle scale, blackwashed stainless steel scale on back 
•Combat Ready shield •Pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-1/2" closed.

cbr335 $9.99 ea. Pocket clip.

neW! Combat Ready neCk kniFe
Features: Stainless steel full tang construction •OD green G-10 handle scales •Steel double 
rivets •4-5/8" overall •Black molded plastic sheath with 30" neck chain. 

cbr369 $9.99 ea.
Shown 

worn.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CBR360
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CBR359
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CBR361
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CBR362
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CBR363
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CBR364
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CBR351
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CBR347
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CBR352
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CBR366
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CBR350
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CBR111
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CBR335
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CBR369
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VIETNAM BROTHERHOOD 
pOckETkNIVEs
by ROugH RyDER
Features: 440A stainless steel blades 
with reverse frosted etches •Green, yellow 
and red synthastone handles 
•Brass liners •Nickel silver 
spacers and ringed bolsters 
•Custom packaging.

Trapper
4-1/8" closed.
rr1226 

stockman- 4-3/8" closed.
rr1393

Moose- 4-3/8" closed.
rr1832

yOuR cHOIcE $19.99 ea.

cOMBAT READy fIgHTER
Features: Black coated stainless steel blade •Black rubberized handle 
•Black coated cast metal wraparound hand guard •Multiple hollow 
rivets •15" overall •Black nylon belt sheath.
CBr113 

$11.99 ea.

wEsT gERMAN BuNDEswEHR 
MIlITARy All puRpOsE kNIfE
The Bundeswehr was established in 1955, based 
on developing a completely new 
military force for the defense of 
West Germany during the 
Cold War. Features: 
Stainless steel blades and 
tools •Saw has edge cover plus 
cap lifter and file/sharpener 
•OD green composition handles 
•Corkscrew •Punch •Lanyard hole 
•4-3/16" closed •Vinyl pouch.

mi212 $5.99 ea.

cOMBAT READy fIgHTER
Features: Black coated stainless steel blade with wrench notch, blood groove and 
partially serrated spine •Desert tan rubberized handle •Black 
molded guard and end cap •Lanyard hole 
•13-3/4" overall •Black nylon belt sheath.

CBr370 $12.99 ea.

cOMBAT READy 1917 sTylE wwI TRENcH kNIfE 
Features: Stainless steel blade •Wood handle 

•Black coated cast metal pommel and scalloped 
wrap around hand guard •13-1/8" overall 

•Leather belt sheath.

Co039 $14.99 ea.

NEw! fROsT AMERIcAN HEROEs lINERlOck
Features: Black coated stainless steel blade with flipper, blood groove with drain 
holes, and notched spine •Thumb stud •Assisted opening •Jimping throughout 
•Color printed ABS handles •Black coated stainless steel liners and pocket clip 
•Lanyard hole with cord •4-7/8" closed.

frfC79a $9.99 ea.
Pocket clip.

Novelty cutlery Master Barlow
Features: Stainless steel blade •Clear acrylic handles with full color 
art insert •Stamped cast metal bolsters front and back •5" closed.

nv257 $4.99 ea. 

don't tread on me

wood sign
Features:  Full color design on 

wood •Measures 18" x 7-3/4" x 7/16" 
•Hanging hardware included.  

mi237 $9.99 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1226
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1393
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1832
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CBR113
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MI212
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CBR370
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CO039
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRFC79A
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=NV257
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MI237
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Genuine damascus fixed blades
Features: Damascus steel blades •Top grain 
leather sheaths.

medium- Wood handle with brass inlay 
•Brass guard and pommel •31" overall.
dm5018 

$99.99 ea.

large- Wood handle 
•Steel guard •Brass 
rivets •37" overall.
dm5016 

$89.99 ea.

Genuine damascus Period swords
Features: Damascus steel blades •Leather scabbards.

damascus lockbacks
Features: Damascus steel blades •Fileworked backsprings •Brass pins, liners 
and bolsters •Lanyard holes.

skinner- Full tang 
•Bone and synthetic turquoise 
handles •Brass pins •8" overall. 

dm1186 $24.99 ea.

slim dagger
Full tang •Stag handles •Brass pins 
•Damascus bolsters •8-1/2" overall. 

dm1178 $44.99 ea.

walnut 
dm1080wn

skinners- Full tang 
•Brass pins •6" overall. 

Your choice 

$19.99 ea.

sGian dubh
Features: Damascus steel blade •Rosewood handle •Fileworked throat •Brass 
rivets •12-1/2" overall •Top grain leather sheath. 

dm1076 $39.99 ea.

Genuine 
Damascus!

HanD crafteD HanDle Details!

bone 
dm1080bo

intricate inlay 
in handle.

skinner
Stag handle •Brass guard 

and pommel •7-1/4" overall. 

dm1188 $21.99 ea.

Beautifully detailed! 
Perfect for reenactors!

Heavy/Bulky Items: 
Additional shipping 

may apply.

celtic knot skinner  
Filework on spine •Full tang •Celtic Knot 
pattern on wood handles •Brass guard 
and pins •9" overall.  

dm1208 $29.99 ea.

Grooved red skinner  
Full tang •Grooved red wood 

handles •Brass pins 
•8" overall.  

dm1219 $29.99 ea.

Fileworked backsprings.Genuine stag- 4-1/4" closed. dm1162sg $34.99 ea.  

bone and Green wood
4" closed. 

dm1169 $24.99 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=DM5018
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=DM5016
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=DM1186
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=DM1178
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=DM1080WN
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=DM1076
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=DM1080BO
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=DM1188
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=DM1208
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=DM1219
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=DM1162SG
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=DM1169
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NEW! damascus razor
Features: Damascus steel blade •Grooved red and 
black wood handles •Brass pins and fileworked liners 
•6" closed.

dm1250 $29.99 ea.

NEW! railroad spikE kNivEs
Features: One piece carbon steel construction with 
twisted handles •Polished blades •Leather sheaths 
•Appearances and overall lengths may vary slightly due 
to being hand forged. 

NEW! haNd forgEd short sWord
Features: One piece hand forged carbon steel construction with 
integrated D-guard; partially wrapped in leather •22" overall 
•Leather scabbard.

hs7899 $21.99 ea.

NEW! black WidoW push daggEr
Features: Damascus steel blade •Full tang 
with filework around handle end 
•Horn handles •Steel throat 
•Brass pins •Black and brass 
spacers •4-1/4" overall •Black leather 
belt sheath.

dm1248 $17.99 ea.

brass tippEd poWdErhorN
Depressing the button on the tip opens the 

gun powder dispensing valve. 
Features: Genuine horn construction 

•Brass dispensing tip, spring loaded  
to close automatically •Leather 
strap •Measures approximately 

13" overall (may vary due to 
the natural material) 

•Fully functional - 
powder not included.

miph $14.99 ea.

dagger- 11-1/4" overall. 

hs4434 $14.99 ea. 

karambit- 6" overall.
hs4435 

$14.99 ea. small cleaver- 9-1/8" overall. 
hs4436 

$19.99 ea.

damascus steel dm1249 $17.99 ea. 

NEW! Wild stag skiNNErs
Features: Fileworked spines 
and upper tangs •Olivewood 
and genuine stag handles •Triple 
brass pins •Black and brass spacers 
•Lanyard holes •5-1/8" overall 
•Leather belt sheaths.

NEW! damascus lockback
Features: Damascus steel blade •Natural smooth bone handles •Brass pins, 
bolsters and liners • Fileworking throughout •3-7/8" closed.
dm1257bo 

$24.99 ea.

stainless steel ss7028 $12.99 ea.

Heavy/Bulky Item: 
Additional shipping 
may apply.

Filework detail.

Filework detail.

Filework detail.

Filework detail.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=DM1250
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=HS7899
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=DM1248
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MIPH
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=HS4434
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=HS4435
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=HS4436
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=DM1249
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=DM1257BO
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SS7028
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StainleSS Steel Blade BlankS
Features: Stainless steel construction with slightly sharpened edges •Brass guards--may need securing (except where noted)

•May or may not have pre-drilled holes.

4" Guthook 
Partial tang •No guard. 

blsm02 $7.99 ea.

3-1/4" Small Clip Point 
Hunter- Push tang.

bl004 $6.99 ea.

8" Medium Bowie
Push tang. 

bl002 $10.99 ea.

Axe
Half tang •8-1/2"overall 
with 2-5/8" blade edge.

bl7787 $9.99 ea.

*MeasureMents listed refer to blade 
length only, not overall length.

5" Trailing Point Wide Belly Skinner- Full tang.

bl118 $9.99 ea.

4-1/2" Tanto Chopper 
Full tang •Integrated guard. 

bl137 $10.99 ea.

Create your own knife!

3-1/2" Skinner 
Full tang •Filework •No guard. 

bl139 $6.99 ea.

Custom 
filework.

3-1/4" Skinner 
Full tang •Filework. 

bl140 $7.99 ea.

Custom 
filework.

4-1/2" Drop Point- Full tang. 

bl134 $9.99 ea

7-1/4" Tanto- Full tang. 

bl126 $14.99 ea.

6-3/4" Fighter- Full tang. 

bl128 $12.99 ea. 

4-1/4" Boot Knife- Full tang 
•Integrated guard. 

bl131 $7.99 ea.

5-1/2" Upswept Skinner- Push tang.

bl101 $8.99 ea.

10" Clip Point Bowie- Push tang. 

bl003 $12.99 ea.

3-1/8" Spear Point Hunter- Full tang. 

bl016 $4.99 ea.

9-3/4" Large Bowie- Full tang. 

bl009 $11.99 ea.

6" Riverboat Bowie- Full tang.

bl055 $9.99 ea.

7-1/4" Clip Point Bowie- Push tang.

bl015 $9.99 ea.

5" Wide Skinner- Push tang.

bl010 $8.99 ea.

NEW! 3-3/4" Karambit 
Full tang •No guard. 

bl127 $11.99 ea.

SPeCial! diy fixed Blade knife kit
Features: Mirror polished stainless steel blade with fileworked spine and push tang •Fileworked 
brass guard pre-sized to fit tang •Pre-assembled brown leather sheath fits belt to 3-1/2" wide 
•4-1/4" blade •Actual overall length of your completed knife will vary depending on the size and 
style of the handle you create. 

blsob1 $14.99 per kit ready for your CustoM handle!

NEW! 3-1/4" Boot Knife 
Full tang •Integrated guard. 

bl130 $6.99 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BLSM02
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BL004
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BL002
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BL7787
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BL118
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d.i.y. knife kit
Features: (2) one-piece liners/bolsters 
•Fileworked backspring •Stainless steel 
blade •Wood handle scales •Silver and 
brass finish rivets/pins •4-3/4" closed 
when assembled •Instructions included 
•Gift box.
mi159 

$9.99 per set

IMPORTANT 
SAFETY NOTE: 
Blade edge is 

sharp and should 
be taped before 

assembly to avoid 
injury.

Brown G-10 
RR1647

tan G-10 RR1646

handle slaBs by ROUGh RydeR
Features: Sets of (2) •4" x 1-1/2" x 1/4".

yOUR chOice $4.99 per pair

Black/tan G-10
RR1480

Black/Orange G-10
RR1879Wood RR1877

camo G-10
Camouflage coloring is in 

the layers. RR1878
Black/Pink G-10 

RR1650

More Knife 
MaKing 

Materials @

Damascus steel BlaDe Blanks
Features: Damascus steel construction with slightly sharpened edges •Brass guards (except where noted)--may need securing 

•May or may not have pre-drilled rivet holes.

5-1/2" skinner 
Full tang •No guard.
bl011d 

$22.99 ea.

3-1/2" dagger 
Full tang •Integrated guard. 

bl130d $14.99 ea. 

5-1/2" Modified drop Point 
Push tang.

bl121 $24.99 ea. 4-5/8" skinner- Full tang. 

bl096 $21.99 ea.

5-1/2" Upswept skinner- Push tang.

bl107 $21.99 ea.

4-1/2" tanto chopper 
Full tang •Integrated guard. 

bl137d $21.99 ea. *MeasureMents listed refer 
to blade length only, not 

overall length.

5-1/2" Bowie- Push tang •No guard.

bl001d $22.99 ea.

ROUGh RydeR cUstOM shOP dO-it-yOURself knife kits
These kits come with the raw materials needed to create a custom knife-- then, with a little bit of patience, you take the rough "parts" and 
combine them into flawless beauties! Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Wood handle scales •Brass pins (extras included!) •Attached 
bolsters •Assembly required •Instructions included •Closed lengths are after assembly.

stockman
Brass liners •(1) brass 

center liner •(2) 
backsprings •4" closed. 

RRcs3 $9.99 per set

RRCS5 shown 
assembled.

Make your 
own rough 

ryder knives!

large lockback
Brass liners •(1) lock bar 
•(1) backspring •5" closed. 

RRcs1 $9.99 per set

single Bolster lockback
Nickel silver liners •(1) lock bar 
•(1) backspring •3-1/2" closed.

RRcs5 $6.99 per set

small lockback
Nickel silver liners •(1) lock 

bar •(1) backspring 
•3-3/8" closed. 

RRcs4 $7.99 per set
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YOUR CHOICE 

$2.99 ea.

COllECtOR gIft bOxEs
Perfect for jewelry or knives. Features: Quality 
paperboard construction •Magnetic closures
•Removable fabric covered pads.
small- Measures 5-1/8" x 2-1/8" x 1-1/4".
m1160
(also available) 
large
Measures 9-7/8" x 
2-5/8" x 1-1/2".
m1161

CaRRY-all 
knIfE PaCk 

Features: Black fabric construction 
•Zippers and velcro closures •Exterior 
pocket •Red felt interior •Holds (16) 

pocketknives •Measures 7" x 10-1/4" 
x 1"-1/8" closed. 

ac141 $8.99 ea.

Holds
 16 knives!

stand-UP knIfE dIsPlaY PaCk
Features: Converts to stand-up display •Hardshell 
vinyl construction •Plush interior with elastics
•Holds (4) large or (8) mini •Velcro 
closure •6" x 6-1/4" x 1-1/4" closed.

ac176 $8.99 ea.

Converts to 
stand-up 
display.

Knives not 
included.

nYlOn knIfE bRIEfCasE 
Features: Nylon construction •Holds (22) straight or folding knives 
•Zipper closure •Detachable center 
panel •(2) exterior pockets
•Measures 15-1/2" x 9-1/2" x 4". 
ac128 

$14.99 ea.

Detachable 
center panel!

Shown 
closed.

EasY stORE knIfE ROlls
Features: Soft vinyl construction •Plush lining 
•Stitched elastics hold knives in place •Closed 
size depends on size and number of knives 
inside •Tie closures. Shown 

closed.

Knives not 
included.

large- Holds 
(36) pocketknives 
•8-1/4" x 27" open.

ac91 $6.99 ea. 

Shown closed. Knives not 
included.

small- Holds (12)
pocketknives •6-1/4" 
x 8-1/2" open.

ac92 $4.99 ea.

Medium- Holds 
(24) pocketknives 
•8-1/4" x 19" open.

ac93 $4.99 ea.

COllECtOR knIfE 
stORagE PaCks
Features: Hardshell vinyl construction 
•Snap closures •Plush interior 
with elastics.
Extra large- Holds (24) 
•10-1/2" x 22" open.
ac95 

$14.99 ea.
large- Holds (12) 
•10-1/2" x 13" open.
ac94 

$11.99 ea. 

Knives not 
included.

knIfE COllECtOR's 
CaRRY-alls

Features: Black vinyl construction 
•Felt interiors •Plastic handles.

Roll- Holds (51) knives •Buckle and adjustable 
strap closure •13" x 9" x 1-1/4" closed. 
ac1970 

$12.99 ea.

briefcase- Holds (42) knives •Zipper 
closure •13" x 10-1/2" x 1-1/4" closed.

ac196 $9.99 ea.

Shown 
closed.

Shown 
closed.

Protect and 
carry your 
knives in 

style!

Knives not 
included.

x-laRgE CaRRY-all 
stORagE ROll
Features: Soft vinyl construction •Plush lining 
•Stitched elastics hold (54) knives 
or other products in 
place •Closed 
size depends on 
contents •Plastic 
handle •Buckle 
and adjustable 
strap closure 
•11-3/4" x 39" open.
ac90 

$14.99 ea. Shown 
closed.

Knives not included.

vInYl knIfE stORagE POUCHEs 
Features: Vinyl construction •Plush linings •Zipper closures.

x-large- 17" x 5" x 1". ac100 $4.99 ea.

large- 14" x 5" x 1". ac99 $3.99 ea.

Medium- 11" x 3-1/2" x 1". ac98 $2.99 ea.

small- 7-1/2" x 3" x 1". 

ac97 $2.99 ea.

Mini- 5-1/2" x 2-1/4" x 1". 

ac147 $1.99 ea.

Shown open.
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horizontal 
wear sheath
Features: Stitched genuine 
leather construction •Horizontal 
wear only; fits belt to 1-3/4" wide 
•Measures 4" x 1-1/2".

sh1174 $4.99 ea.

nylon Folder sheaths 
Features: High quality nylon construction 

•Velcro closures •Fit belts to 3" wide. 

4" 
Camo sh270 
Black sh1075 
your ChoiCe  

$1.99 ea.

3" 
Camo sh269
Black sh1070 
your ChoiCe 

99¢ ea.

5" 
Camo sh271
Black sh1080 
your ChoiCe 

$2.99 ea.

taCtiCal Folding
kniFe sheath
Features: Black nylon construction 
•Double security closure--velcro 
with a plastic buckle •Vertical 
loop with snap fits belt to 3" wide 
•Horizontal elastics fit belt to 1-1/2" 
wide •For folder to 3-1/2" closed.

sh1167 $3.99 ea.

Camo
22" MA475C $5.99 ea.

18" MA470C $4.99 ea.

BlaCk
12" MA465s $3.99 ea.

18" MA470s $4.99 ea.

22" MA475s $5.99 ea.

nylon PaCkCloth maChete sheaths
Features: Nylon packcloth construction with web 
reinforcement at top.

Basket weave leather Folding kniFe sheaths
Features: Stitched leather construction •Snap closures.

Fits 5" Closed 
Fits belt to 

2-1/2" wide.
Black sh1144
natural sh205 

your ChoiCe 

$5.99 ea.

Fits 4" Closed 
Fits belt to 

2-1/2" wide.
Black sh1143
natural sh204 

your ChoiCe 

$4.99 ea.

Fits 3" Closed 
Fits belt to 

2" wide.
natural sh203 

$3.99 ea.

Fits 3" Closed 
sh278 
$1.99 ea. 
(also available) 
Fits 4"-5" Closed 
sh280 
Fits 3"-4" Closed 
sh279
your ChoiCe $2.99 ea. 

Formed nylon 
Folder sheaths
Features: Form fitted nylon construction 
•Velcro closure •Vertical/horizontal wear. 

straight kniFe sheaths
Features: Riveted (except where noted) and stitched brown leather construction 

•Snap closure.

6" sh1135 $5.99 ea.

7"- No rivets. 

sh1136 $6.99 ea.

4" sh1133 $4.99 ea. 5" sh1134 $5.99 ea.

molle ComPatiBle taCtiCal 
kniFe sheath  

Features: Heavy duty nylon construction •Velcro closures 
•Fits knife or tool to 4" closed 
•Flap doubles as zipper 
pouch •Drain hole •Fits 
belt to 3" vertically or 
2-1/2" horizontally.  

sh1074 $4.99 ea. 

v
e
r
t
i
C
a
l

ready for 
the field!

horizontal

sheath For large 
Fixed Blade kniFe
Features: Stitched and riveted black 
heavy duty nylon construction •Fits up 
to 7" long blade •Fits belt to 3-3/4" wide. 

sh913 $2.99 ea.

Fixed Blade nylon sheaths
Features: Stitched and riveted nylon 

construction •Velcro closures.
Fits 8" Blade 
Camo  sh265
Black sh266

your ChoiCe $4.99 ea.

Fits 6" Blade

Black sh264 $3.99 ea.

Fits 5" Blade 
Camo sh261 
Black sh262

your ChoiCe $2.99 ea.

6" leather 
Fixed Blade sheath 

Features: Stitched and riveted leather construction 
•Snap closure •Fits belt to 2" wide. 

sh259 $3.99 ea.
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emergency whistle
Features: OD green plastic construction
•Compass •Thermometer 
•36" neck cord.

emergency whistle
Features: Orange plastic construction
•Signal mirror •Storage 
compartment with liquid
crystal compass in lid 
•Striking surface •Neck 
cord •4-5/8" overall. 

ExplorEr survival gEar

Compass and 
thermometer on sides.

EXP15
$2.99 ea.Compass.EXP28 $1.99 ea.

Baseplate 
compasses
Features: Plastic construction 
•Rotating dials with 
declination marks •Scales 
•Neck cords.

clear EXP25 

your choice $2.99 ea.

clear with magnifier 
EXP35 

8x21
Binoculars
Features: Coated lenses 
•Neck cord •Lens cloth 
included •Nylon pouch.
EXP38 

$14.99 ea.

survival Fire 
starter
Features: 4" overall 
striking rod •Green 
coated metal striking surface 
•Lanyard cord keeps both pieces 
together and easily accessible.

EXP22 $5.99 ea.

SPARKS 
oveR 

1000ºF!

emergency 
survival 
Blanket

Features: Thermal 
construction 

•Measures 55" x 89-1/2".

EXP41 $2.99 ea.

NeveR 
be loSt 
AgAiN!

survival Bracelet
Features: Black braided paracord •Integrated fire 
starter and striker, accessible by unfastening the 
buckle •Buckle also incorporates 
an integrated safety 
whistle •Compass 
•One size fits most. 

EXP61 $3.99 ea.
Integrated fire 

starter and striker.

pocket 
compass
Features: Lanyard 
•Measures 1" 
x 1-1/2" x 1/4".
EXP18 

$1.99 ea. 

magniFying card
Fits in pocket, wallet, purse and more, for 
anytime you need a closer look! Features: 
Clear acrylic construction •Measures 
3-3/8" x 2-1/8" x 1/16" 
•Vinyl carrying case.
EXP60 

99¢ ea.

Shown in use.

magniFier/
thermometer/
compass
Metal construction •Liquid 
crystal •2-1/4" overall.

Folding compass
Features: Plastic construction •Scale 

•Rotating dial •Sight •Magnifier 
•Neck cord •Signal mirror.

EXP30 $3.99 ea. 

Thermometer on back.

compass/whistle/
thermometer/
keyring
Features: Black plastic 
construction •Liquid crystal. 

EXP24 $2.99 ea.

round pocket 
compass
Features: Copper 
housing •Brass dial 
•2" diameter.

EXP33 $3.99 ea.

 Thermometer 
on back.

caraBiner compass/
thermometer
Features: Plastic/metal construction 
•Liquid crystal •Non load bearing 
carabiner clip •2-3/4" overall.

EXP17 $2.99 ea.

EXP26 

$1.99 ea. 
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marble's® Wilderness survival set
Compass features: Brass construction •1-3/4" diameter. Match Box features: 
Stainless steel construction with swivel opening •Lanyard bail •2-3/4" overall.

MR388 $12.99 per set

marble's® 1st mate 
nautical knife
Features: All stainless steel construction •Marlin 
spike •Can opener •Shackle key •Standard and 
metric rulers •Lanyard bail 
•3-5/8" closed.

MR405 

$9.99 ea.

Shown 
closed.

Match box shown open.

marble's® life saver set
Compass features: Brass construction •1-3/4" diameter. 
Match Box features: Stainless steel construction with swivel 
opening •Lanyard bail •2-3/4" overall. Knife features: 100% 
420A stainless steel construction •Can opener •Cap lifter/
screwdriver •Punch •Lanyard bail •3-5/8" closed.

MR387 $14.99 per set 

(available separately) 
match box

MR150 $6.99 ea.

Collector's box.

marble's® rescue linerlock
Features: 440A stainless steel blade •Blood groove •Drain holes 
•Thumb stud •Jimping throughout •Orange aluminum 
handles •Graduated size hex wrench cutout •Glass 
breaker tip •Revesible tip-up or -down carry pocket 
clip •Lanyard hole •4" closed.

Pocket 
clip.

MR558 $9.99 ea.

marble's® camp combo set
Both feature: 100% 420A stainless steel construction. 
G.I. Utility Knife features: Spear blade •Can opener •Flat 
head screwdriver/bottle opener •Leather punch •Lanyard 
bail •3-5/8" closed. Camper's Best Friend features: Spork 
•Can opener •Bottle opener •Lanyard hole 
•Mini carabiner clip •4" overall.

MR390 $9.99 per set 
2 PIECES

UNDER $10

Reproduction of the 
popular utility knife 

issued to G.I.s in 
World War II

(available separately) 
G.i. utility knife

MR278 $6.99 ea.

marble's® survival tin
Sold empty but you will find hundreds of 
uses for it! Features: Tin construction 
•Measures 4-3/8" x 3-1/4" x 1-1/8".
MR437 

$4.99 ea.
3 or more 

$3.99 ea.

Cardboard sleeve.

marble's® outdoor skinner
Features: 440A stainless steel blade •Thumb ridges •Red stag bone 
handles •Double brass rivets •7-1/2" overall •Leather belt sheath.

MR403 $12.99 ea.

neW! marble's® 
survival boxes
Pack with your essentials to 
aid in any situation. Features: 
Durable plastic construction 
•Moisture/water resistant 
•Secure latches on three sides 
•Removable protective foam 
inserts •Braided paracord 
lanyards •Measure 6-1/4" 
x 4" x 1-3/4". 

your choice $7.99 ea.

orange 
MR439

black 
MR438

Orange 
shown 
open.

KEEP thE ImPoRtaNt 
thINgS SafE aND DRy!

PERfECt 
boatINg 

ComPaNIoN!
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NEW! hEN & roostEr 
iNtErNatioNal stEak kNifE sEt
Features: Set of (4) •Hot forged 440A German 
stainless steel blades •Full tangs •Black 
synthetic handles •Stainless steel 
bolsters and triple rivets •9-1/4" overall.

hri103b $29.99 per set

old hickory® fivE piEcE kitchEN kNifE sEt
Ontario Knife Company has been manufacturing kitchen cutlery for 119 years, and began branding them Old Hickory® duringthe mid-1920s. 
The brand has stood the test of time, proving to be some of the best carbon steel kitchen cutlery sold today. 
Features: High carbon steel blades •Full tang construction •Hardwood handles 
stamped with "Old Hickory" •Brass compression rivets 
•8" slicer •7" butcher knife •6" utility •4" and 3-1/4" parers.

oh705 $49.99 per set

ka-Bar® sUrvival kitchEN 
KaBar’s line of survival tools are handy for a rucksack, a hiking pack or Friday night sushi! All feature: Food and water safe Creamid® 
construction •Dishwasher safe •Reusable •Non-reflective •Made in USA.

Shown apart.

hollow handle is a straw!

Military trio- (1) each black, 
OD green and FDE. 

KA9909MiL $19.99 per set

all american trio- (1) each red, 
white and blue. 

KA9909USA $19.99 per set

Black
Single piece. 
KA9909 

$6.93 ea.

sporks
The essential tool for hikers, soldiers, campers, OTR drivers, and anyone 
who might need to eat on the go •The spoon/fork combo pulls apart to 
access the serrated knife in the handle •6-7/8" overall.

EMErGENcy WhistlEs
Set of (2) •Delivers approximately 100 decibels 
•3-3/4" overall •Includes two keyrings.  

KA9925 $6.99 per set

chopsticks
Set of (4) •9-1/2" overall •User friendly 
weight of only .04 lbs. per chopstick.   

KA9919 $6.99 per set

krUNch spooN/straW- The ultimate utensil for 
soup and cereal •The generous-sized spoon features 
a handle that doubles as a straw, allowing you to 
drink any liquid •7-1/4" overall.  

KA9924 $6.99 ea.

GrEat alaskaN UlU
Features: Stainless steel blade 
•Hardwood handles •Double brass 
rivets •4-1/2" overall 
•Hardwood stand.
rr851 

$9.99 ea.
bMK210 

$7.99 ea.

BENchMark® ZircoNia cEraMic 
3-1/4" toMato kNifE 
Ceramic, second in hardness only to diamond, does not transfer 
metal ions to foods and is impervious to acids and oils. Lightweight 
and perfectly balanced; won't rust or stain. Features: Zirconia ceramic 
blade •Red synthetic handle •Handwash only; not dishwasher safe 
•Care instructions.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=HRI103B
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=OH705
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=KA9909MIL
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=KA9909USA
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=KA9909
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=KA9925
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=KA9919
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=KA9924
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR851
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BMK210
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special purchase! Victorinox® orange poultry knife
Features: 3-1/4" high carbon stainless steel blade •Orange Fibrox® 
handle •8-1/2" overall.

v5590608 $6.99 ea.   3 or more $5.99 ea.

Victorinox® fibrox® butcher's essentials
Features: Specially tempered high carbon stainless steel blades •Contoured Fibrox® handles. 

6" semi-stiff curved boning
11-1/4" overall.
red F40420
(also available) black F40515
your choice $24.99 ea. 6" stiff boning- 11-3/8" overall. F40615 $21.99 ea.

Great Gift idea!

Victorinox® steak knife 
One of our best sellers, this steak knife is a great addition to your table. 
Features: Stainless steel serrated blade •Full tang construction 
•Black POM handles with triple rivets •9" overall •Made in Portugal. 

F41799 $7.99 ea. 

your choice $4.99 ea. 

Best sellers!Victorinox® parers
Features: 3-1/4" stainless 
steel blades 
•Polypropylene 
handles •7-1/8" overall. red plain v40601

red serrated v40603

black serrated v40602 
(also available) black plain v40600

White serrated F42602 
(also available) White plain F40807

See more from 
Victorinox @

special! sWiss classic paring set 
Get ready for the huntin' cabin! We have the perfect take-a-long set so food prep 
is no problem! Features: High carbon stainless steel blades •Red polypropylene 
handles •3-1/4" parer •3-1/4" serrated utility knife •4" tomato knife 
•Made in Switzerland.  

v671113 $12.99 per set 
MSRP $26.50

12" butcher
Straight edge •17" overall.  

F40531 $54.99 ea.

Cut, section & trim large pieces!

Victorinox® sharpening steel 
Keep all your knives sharp and ready to use. Features: 12" sharpening 
rod •Black nylon handle •Hanging ring •18" overall. 

F40584 $29.99 ea.
Heavy/Bulky Items: Additional 

shipping may apply.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V559608
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=f40420
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=F40515
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=F40615
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=F41799
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V40601
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V40603
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V40602
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V40600
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=f42602
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=F40807
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V671113
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=F40531
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=F40584
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railroad spikes
Features: Constructed of cast 
metal •6-1/4" overall •Standard 
size and shape •For decorative 
purposes only. 
 

your 
choice 

$6.99 ea.

wood lockback 
Features: Stainless steel blade 
•Wood handles •Stainless 
steel liners and 
bolsters •3" closed. 

your choice 

$2.99 ea.

hunter's- Red wood handles. 
212071ht

Fisherman's- Stainless steel handles 
•No bolsters or pins. 212071fm

TooThpicks
Features: (except where noted) 
•Stainless steel blades, bolsters, 
and liners •Brass pins 
•2-3/4" closed.

cowboy- Pakkawood handles.  
212071cb

Farmer- Green wood handles.
212071fR

Firefighter- Red wood handles. 
212071ff

mi177 

$4.99 ea.

Find Slingshot 
Ammo @

CANNOT BE SOLD 
IN MA, NJ, RI or NY

high velociTy 
Folding slingshoT
Features: Metal frame •Folding wrist 
brace •(2) surgical latex power bands 
•Black impact resistant grip with 
finger grooves. 

caMo Throwing kniFe seT
Features: Set of (3) •One piece stainless steel construction with full color 
printed onlay •6-1/4" overall •Black nylon belt sheath holds all three.
211414cm 

$6.99 per set

new! caMo linerlocks
Features: Partially black coated stainless steel 
blades with flippers •Blood grooves •Thumb ridges 
•Assisted opening •Rubberized camo handles 
•Pocket clips •Glass breaker tips •5" closed. green 300513cm 

orange 300513oc 

your choice $4.99 ea. 

3 or More $4.49 ea.

pm1055b $1.99 ea.  3 or More $1.49 ea.

rose 
Titanium 
mi0233

golden 
Titanium 
mi0231

silver 
Titanium 
mi232

Medieval 
sTyle axes
Features: Forged carbon 
steel axe heads •Wood 
handles.

19-1/2" 
882448 

$19.99 ea.

Heavy/Bulky Item: 
Additional shipping 

may apply.

15-1/2" 882447 $17.99 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=212071HT
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=212071FM
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=212071cb
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=212071FR
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=212071FF
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MI177
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=211414CM
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=300513CM
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=300513OC
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=PM1055B
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MI0233
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MI0231
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MI232
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=882448
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=882447
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Single Strap Drop 
Leg Holster
Features: Ballistic nylon 
construction •Metal and 
composite hardware 
•Adjustable strap and 
leg harness.  

ac205 $11.99 ea.
GUNS NOT INCLUDED.

conceaLeD 
carry 

acceSSorieS 
Affordable concealed carry 

options for most standard pistols. 
All adjust to fit most sizes.

Waistband 
Holster
Features: Vinyl 
and ballistic nylon 
construction 
•Spring steel clip 
•Loop that fits belt 
to 2-1/2" wide. 
ac208 

$4.99 ea.

ankle Holster
Features: 
Vinyl, elastic 
and velcro 
construction 
•4" wide 
•Adjustable to 
fit most sizes. 
ac207 

$4.99 ea.

Universal Hip 
Holster
Features: Ballistic 
nylon construction 
•Metal and composite 
hardware •(1) 
magazine pouch. 

ac206 $9.99 ea.

Shown 
closed.

Double Pistol range case
Features: Ballistic nylon and 
padded felt construction 
•Zipper closure •(2) interior 
pistol pockets •(6) interior 
magazine pockets •(1) large 
exterior pocket •Web 
handles •Measures 15" x 
12" x 1-3/4" closed.

ac203 $14.99 ea.

bencHmark® 
SHarPenerS
Features: Coarse carbide blades quickly 
set an edge •Fine ceramic rods for 
finishing •Pre-set sharpening angles 
provide the proper sharpening angle 
every time •Instructions included.

Table Top Sharpener
Black plastic housing with non-
slip bottom •For use on either 
a flat surface or the edge of 
your countertop or table. 

bmk119 $4.99 ea. 

Pocket Sharpener
Green plastic 
housing 
•Lanyard chain. 
bmk118 

$2.99 ea. 

Shown 
on 

table 
edge.

800 grit.

500 grit.

marbLe'S® TWo-SiDeD roUnD STone TooL SHarPener
Stay sharp every hour in the open! Designed for use on axes, hatchets, lawn mower blades, machetes and 
shovels. Features: 800 grit on orange side •500 grit on grey side •Measures 2-1/8" x 1/2".

mr326 $3.99 ea.

granDPa'S SHarPening STone
Features: 400 grit •Measures 1-1/8" x 3-1/8" x 3/8" 
to fit easily in pocket or tool box 
•Instructions included. 

rr1882 $2.99 ea.

bUTcHer'S 
SHarPening 
STeeLS 
Features: Steel rods 
•Black composition 
handles •Hanging rings. 8"- 13" overall. mI235 $3.99 ea.

12"- 17" overall. mI157 $4.99 ea. 

Features: Diamond coated tapered rod •Fish hook groove •Nylon resin handle 
and rod cover with pocket clip •4-1/2" overall.

ScTScHDDS $4.99 ea.  MSrP $9

warehouse special!

SHarPening roDS

SI1000- LIfetIme 

Guarantee! 

Wear one out and 

We'LL repLace It 

Free!
SMKW Co-founder 
"Big John" Parker.

Tennessee big Stick- Ceramic rod •11-3/4" overall. 

SI1020 $2.99 ea.

big John Super Stick
1" diameter ceramic rod •16" overall.

SI1000 $6.49 ea.  12 or more $4.95 ea. 

comPacT PockeT SHarPener

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AC205
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AC208
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AC207
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AC206
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AC203
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BMK119
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BMK118
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR326
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1882
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MI235
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MI157
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCTSCHDDS
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SI1020
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SI1000
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 The edge experTs

10-second Knife & scissors sharpener- Features: Reversible, 
replaceable, coarse carbide blades with V-shaped pre-set angle 
for sharpening all types of straight-edge knives •Extra fine 1500 
grit ceramic rod designed to 
"float", conforming to the 
exact angle of scissor 
blades and capable of 
sharpening left- or 
right-handed scissors 
•6" overall.

sajiffs $7.99 ea.

edge pro pull-Thru sharpener- Features: Fixed angle 
components provide consistent results •Premium, 
replaceable abrasives for sharper, longer lasting edge 
•Precision ground coarse carbide blades •Specially 
shaped extra-fine 1500 grit ceramic rods sharpen 
standard or serrated edges •Ergonomically designed 
soft grip handle •Non-slip rubber base •7-3/4" overall.

sa50090 $17.99 ea.

diamond Combination sharpener- Features: Coarse and 
fine diamond stones in one compact sharpener •Groove for 
fish hooks and pointed tools •Micro tool sharpening pad 
•Soft grip rubber handle •Thumb guard •9-1/4" overall.

sadcs4 $21.99 ea.

Adjustable Angle pull-Thru sharpener- Features: Turn the dial to adjust angle as 
needed •Quickly sharpens fillet knives, pocketknives, and various size fish hooks 
•Two-stage sharpening-- coarse carbide and extra fine 1500 grit ceramic •Synthetic 
hook grooves •Soft grip handle •Non-slip base •10-3/4" overall.

sa50264 $28.99 ea.

retractable diamond sharpener
Features: For straight and serrated blades 
•Diamond coated rod retracts into handle 
for storage •Sharpening groove for fish 
hooks and pointed tools •Anodized 
aluminum handle •Pocket clip 
•4-3/4" closed.

sadret $9.99 ea.

pocket pal™ sharpener- Features: Reversible, replaceable 
carbide blades quickly set an edge •Ceramic finishing slot •Pre-set 
sharpening angles •Tapered diamond rod folds out for sharpening 
serrations and guthooks •Lightweight grey plastic housing with 
yellow rubber grip •Lanyard hole •3-1/2" overall.

Tri-hone sharpening system- Features: (2) high quality Arkansas stones, 
medium and fine •(1) quick-sharpening, bonded aluminum oxide abrasive 
stone •Plastic triangle and base •Handles on the stone bar for easy rotation 
•Easy-to-read stone identification labels •Angle guide •V-trough for oil drips 
•Non-skid rubber feet •Premium 
honing solution and 
instructions included.

satri6 $32.99 ea.

4" Natural Arkansas stone- Features: Can sharpen 
single and double bevel blades •Yellow plastic base 
•4-3/4" overall.
sa50556 

$10.99 ea.

sa50918 

$11.99 ea. Experience the 
Smith's Difference!

edge pro Compact electric sharpener
Features: Synthetic wheel provides quick and easy 
electric sharpening •Crossed ceramic rods for manual 
honing •Blade guides •Soft grip ergonomic handle •On/
off switch •Power cord •Non-slip rubber base.
sa50005 

$29.99 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SAJIFFS
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SA50090
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SADCS4
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SA50264
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SADRET
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SATRI6
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SA50556
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SA50918
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SA50005
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Pivot- Medium grit 
diamond sharpening 

surface with fish hook groove. 

wsedcpvt $3.95 ea.

Pivot Plus- Tapered diamond rod. 

wsedcpvp $7.95 ea.

Manual Models

Powered Models

Adjustable angle 
guide

Variable 
speed 
motor

(also available) rePlaceMent Belts- Sets of (6).
P80 coarse Grit Kit wssA2703
P220 Medium Grit Kit wssA2704
6000 Fine Grit Kit wssA2705
assortment Kit- Includes: (2) P80 coarse grit belts •(2) P220 medium grit belts •(2) 6000 fine grit belts. wssA2012
your choice $9.95 per kit

KniFe and tool sharPener
Features: Fast and easy to use •Work Sharp® power platform •Belt 
sharpening module •Guides for sharpening kitchen and outdoor 
knives •Easily replaceable coarse, medium, and fine abrasive 
belts •Sharpens pocketknives, hunting knives, serrated knives, 
scissors, axes, lawn mower blades and more!

wskts $69.95 ea.

SharpenS 
anything!

Can be used for flat 
& curved blades, fish 

hooks and punches, all 
in one sharpener!

Guided Field sharPener
Legendary knifemaker Ken Onion said of the Guided Field Sharpener,
"I am impressed with the clever details... It is by far the best manual, 
portable sharpener I have ever used... I especially like the versatility of it." 
Features: Magnetic plate holders •Angle guides •Round ceramics •Strop 
•All in a small easy to carry unit. 

wsGFs221 $29.95 ea.
Pivot sharPeners- A pocket-sized solution to sharpening 
straight edge and serrated blades. Features: Convex carbide and 
fine grit ceramic sharpening slots •Pivot technology follows the 
curve of the blade for an easier, more consistent edge.

Ken onion edition KniFe & tool sharPener
Work Sharp teamed up with renowned knifemaker Ken Onion to deliver the ultimate 

sharpening solution. Features: (5) premium flexible abrasive belts-- (1) each P120 extra 
coarse, X65 coarse, X22 medium, X4 fine, 6000 extra fine •Adjustable guide produces 

precise bevels from 15º to 30º •Variable speed motor.

wsktsko $129.95 ea. 
(also available)

replacement Belt Kit for Ken onion edition
Includes (1) each: P120 extra coarse tool grinding and 

blade repair belt •X65 coarse knife shaping belt •X22 
medium knife sharpening belt •X4 fine knife honing/

scissors belt •6000 extra fine serrated blade and 
guthook belt •For use only with the Ken Onion Edition. 

wssAko81113 $14.95 per kit

coMBo KniFe sharPener- Made for the beginner. Features: (2) 3M P120 grit abrasive belts 
(one pre-installed plus an extra) •25º angle guides •Ceramic rod for deburring •Measures 7-1/2" x 

4-3/4" x 4-3/8" •Operates on 110v/120v power.

wscmb $49.95 ea. 
(also available) replacement Belt Kit for combo sharpener

Includes (3) 3M P120 grit abrasive belts. 

wssA000cmb $8.95 per kit

Micro sharPener/KniFe tool
Ultra light and compact for knife care 
anywhere. Features: Angle guided 
medium grit diamond and fine ceramic 
sharpening surfaces •1/4" bit driver 
•T6, T8, and T10 Torx bits for quick 
maintenance of folding knives.

wsedcmcr $9.95 ea.

Angle guides

3-Position ceramic rod 
(Fine, coarse, fish hook)Leather strop

Fine grit serration 
sharpener

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=WSEDCPVT
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=WSEDCPVP
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=WSSA2703
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=WSSA2704
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=WSSA2705
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=WSSA2012
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=WSKTS
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=WSGFS221
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=WSKTSKO
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=WSSAK081113
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=WSCMB
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=WSSA000CMB
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=WSEDCMCR
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Mini Trapper
3-1/2" closed. 

ca65016 $87.99 ea.

case® jigged buffalo horn pockeTknives
Features: Mirror-Polished Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades •Genuine Buffalo 

Horn handles, uniquely jigged and hand finished •Brass pins and liners 
•Nickel silver bolsters (except where noted) and Case Oval Script shields.

cheetah®
Lockback •Nickel 
silver swing guard 
•4-3/8" closed. 

ca65013 $107.99 ea.

Medium stockman
3-5/8" closed.

ca65012 $89.99 ea.

Trapper
4-1/8" closed.
ca65010 

$89.99 ea.

sod buster jr.® 
No bolsters 

•3-5/8" closed. 

ca65223 $86.99 ea. 

Tribal lock
Lockback 

•4-1/8" closed 
•Designed by 

Tony Bose.
ca65026  

$118.99 ea.

Tiny 
Trapper
2-3/8" closed. 
ca65226 
$83.99 ea. 

Mini copperlock®
Lockback •3-5/8" closed. 

ca65022 $94.99 ea. 

case® buffalo horn hunTers
Features (except where noted): Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades •Thumb ridges •Brass and red, white 

and black fiber spacers •Aluminum guards and pommels •Black leather belt sheaths.

large clip point
10" overall. 
ca17910 

$118.99 ea.

Each 
includes 
leather 

belt 
sheath.

slim clip point- 6-1/4" overall. 

ca17916 $88.99 ea.

pheasant hunter
Brass guard and end cap •No spacers or thumb ridges •7" overall. 

ca17917 $104.99 ea.

More 
Buffalo Horn @

case® pasTe
Case Paste is the premier polishing paste for most 
metals. It will restore shine to bolsters, blades and 

shields leaving your knife looking like new. 
Works great on chrome, silver, aluminum, brass 
and more! Features: 1.76 oz tube •Instructions 

included •Made in USA.

©W.R. Case & Sons Cutlery Company. Produced 
under license by Smoky Mountain Knife Works, Inc.

dealer box of 24- Full 
color counter display 

box included. 
caP24 

$99.00 
per 24

single Tube 

caP01 $4.99 ea.

pocket 
hunter

2-3/4" closed. 
ca65227 

$88.99 ea.

case's vault 
release for 2020.

Cannot be sold in CA

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA65016
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA65013
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA65012
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA65010
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA65223
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA65026
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https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA17910
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https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA65227
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KicKstart® 
Mid-Folding Hunter
Thumb stud •Assisted 
opening mechanism 

•Nickel silver pins and liners 
•Stainless steel linerlock 
•Pocket clip •4" closed.

CA9782 $109.99 ea. 

Small Texas 
Toothpick
3" closed. 
CA9722 

$49.99 ea. 

Trapper
4-1/8" closed.
CA9720 

$58.99 ea.

Mini 
CopperLock®

Lockback 
•3-5/8" closed.
CA9723 

$63.99 ea.

Peanut
2-7/8" closed.
CA9726 

$49.99 ea.

Medium 
Stockman

3-5/8" closed.
CA9721 

$58.99 ea.

Mini Trapper
3-1/2" closed. 
CA9772 

$56.99 ea. 

CaSe® PoCkeT worn® BerMuda Green Bone PoCkeTkniveS
Features (except where noted): Mirror-Polished Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades •Peach seed jigged Pocket Worn® handles 

•Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters and Case Oval Script shields.

Pocket clip.

6.5 BoneStag
Glazed finish blade •No blade etch. 

CA6921 $109.99 ea.

Jigged 
amber Bone
CA10725 

$105.99 ea.

Black 
Staminawood™

No pins. 
CA169 

$77.99 ea.

CaSe® LeaTHer HunTer'S SeT
Features: Set of (2) •Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades 
•Stacked leather handles 
•Aluminum guards and pommels 
•Spacers •6-1/2" and 9-1/2" overall 
•Leather belt sheath holds both.

CA0372 $127.99 per set

Leather belt sheath holds both 
when purchased as a set.

(knives also sold separately) 
Leather Hunters with 

individual Leather Sheaths
6-1/2" overall 

CA0379 

$54.99 ea.

9-1/2" overall 
CA0381 

$72.99 ea.

Black Synthetic CA2159 $79.99 ea.

Each 
includes 
leather 

belt 
sheath.

CaSe® LarGe LoCkBaCkS 
Features (except where noted): Skillfully etched and Mirror-Polished Tru-Sharp™ surgical 
steel blades •Brass pins, liners and embellished bolsters •Leather belt sheaths. Mako®- 4-1/4" closed.
HaMMerHead- 5" closed.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA9782
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA9722
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA9720
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Secondary 6.5 blade 

tang stampings remind 

you these knives are 
XXTRA SPECIAL

80

Sowbelly
3-7/8" closed.

CA65313 $75.99 ea.
Tribal Lock

4-1/8" closed.
CA65312 

$73.99 ea.

CaSe® 6.5 BONeSTag
Made to look beautifully worn, this genuine bone handle's honey and amber tones are accented with special jigging, and then hand-flamed, 

resulting in the look and feel of authentic stag antler. Features (except where noted): Mirror-Polished Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades 
•6.5 BoneStag handles •Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters and Case Oval Script shields.  

Medium Stockman
3-5/8" closed. 
CA3578 

$62.99 ea.

Folding Hunter
5-1/4" closed

•Leather belt sheath. 

CA3574 $95.99 ea.

Trapper
4-1/8" closed. 

CA3573 $62.99 ea.

Tear Drop
3-5/8" closed. 
CA65308 

$64.99 ea.

Mini 
Trapper

3-1/2" closed. 
CA65305 

$58.99 ea.

RussLock®
Nickel silver pins and 
liners •Stainless steel 
linerlock •4-1/8" closed.

CA65303 $69.99 ea.

The look of stag 
in an attractive 

bone handle!

Sod 
Buster Jr.®
No bolsters 

•3-5/8" closed. 
CA65310 

$58.99 ea.

Mako® Lockback
Glazed finish blade 
•Brass bolsters with 
embellishment •No 
shield •4-1/4" closed 
•Leather belt sheath.

CA6921 $109.99 ea.

KicKstart® 
Mid Folding Hunter

Thumb stud •Assisted opening 
mechanism •Nickel silver 

pins and liners •Stainless steel 
linerlock •Pocket clip •4" closed.

CA65314 $113.99 ea.

Pocket 
clip.

Cheetah®
Lockback 
•Nickel silver swing 
guard •4-3/8" closed. 

CA65319 $84.99 ea.

Pocket Hunter
2-3/4" closed. 
CA65321 

$59.99 ea.

Half Whittler- 3-1/4" closed. 

CA65320 $58.99 ea.

Case's 
Vault 

Release 
for 2020.

KicKstart® 
TrapperLock

Thumb stud •Assisted 
opening mechanism 

•Stainless steel 
linerlock •Pocket clip 

•4-1/8" closed.

CA65315 $124.99 ea.

Pocket 
clip.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA65313
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA65312
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA3578
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA3574
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA3573
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA65308
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA65305
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA65303
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA65310
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA6921
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA65314
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA65319
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA65321
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA65320
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA65315
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CAse® XX-ChAnger®
Features: Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel interchangeable blades •Brass pins, liners and bolsters •Oversized stainless steel 
pivot pins for added strength •5" closed •Leather belt sheaths with individual blade pockets •Instructions included.

Drop Point (with all)saw Blade (with all)guthook (with CA0110 only)
Fillet/Boning

(with CA174 & CA050 only) Leather sheath included.

rosewood- Fillet blade. 

CA174 $112.99 ea.

Amber Jigged Bone- Guthook blade. CA0110 $139.99 ea.

(also available) Amber Jigged Bone with Fillet Blade CA050 $129.99 ea.

CAse® DuAl sPeAr CAnoes
A brilliant blade configuration to a favorite pattern! 
Features: Two Mirror-Polished Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel 
spear blades •Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters 
and shields •3-5/8" closed.

6.5 Bonestag
Case Oval 

Script shield.
CA26771 

$69.99 ea.

Yellow synthetic
Case Oval shield. 

CA26797 

$49.99 ea.

BAreheAD PeAnuts
2-7/8" closed.

Clip Point Blade 

CA34525 $46.99 ea.

Clip Point and 
Pen Blades 

CA34526 $49.99 ea.

KicKstart® 
trAPPerloCk
Thumb stud •Stainless 
steel linerlock 
•Assisted opening 
mechanism •Pocket 
clip •4-1/8" closed.
CA25180 

$114.99 ea.

Pocket 
clip.

 
lighter

Black Matte 
•Signature 

embellishment.
ZPDC1 

$24.99 ea.

CAse® FolDing hunter  
This modified version of Case's traditional folding 
hunter has a flat grind on the clip point's spine. 
That's your strike surface* for positive fire strikes. 
Using this strike surface and a fire rod (sold separately), 
you'll be ready to light a fire on any adventure. 
Features: Chrome vanadium blades with stonewash finish 
for added strength and durability •Signature master blade 
embellishment •Jigged Rosewood handles •Brass pins and 
liners •Nickel silver bolsters and Case Arrowhead shield 
•5-1/4" closed •Sheath with Firestarter sold separately.  

CA26737 $99.99 ea.

*Dave Canterbury personally ground the strike surface for each of these knives. To achieve this, he had to grind through the factory finish, 
exposing the chrome vanadium (CV) steel. CV is known for its ease of sharpening but also its tendency to rust. The rust is easily removed 

but extra care is recommended to protect the blade. Because the knives were altered, the original Case factory warranty is void. 
All customer service questions should be directed to Smoky Mountain Knife Works.

90˚ Grind 
on the spine!

Scan here to 
see a video of 
Dave striking 
the firestarter.

CAse® CAmPFire 
Bone
Features: Mirror-Polished 
Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel 
blades •Brass pins and liners 
•Nickel silver bolsters and 
Case Oval Script shields.

CAse® FolDing 
hunter 
sheAth & 
FirestArter
Leather construction 
•Snap close •Loop 
holds firestarter. 

CA26745 $17.99 ea.

DAVE CANTERBURY CollECTioN
What does Dave insist you have in the wild? A cutting tool. What does he carry on his hip? A Case Folding Hunter.

Check out the Campfire 
Bone Pocket Hunters on 
the back of this catalog!

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA174
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA0110
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA050
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA26771
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA26797
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA34525
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA34526
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA25180
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZPDC1
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA26737
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA26745
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case® star spangled pocketknives
Features: Mirror-Polished Tru-Sharp™ 
surgical steel blades with master 
embellishments •3-D embellishment on 
front of natural bone handles •Brass pins 
and liners (except where noted) 
•Nickel silver bolsters.

discontinUed!
sowbelly- 3-7/8" closed. 

ca64134 $103.99 ea.

Last 
chance!

neW! gunstock
3-3/4" closed. 
ca64140 

$99.99 ea. 

neW! 
Mini copperlock®

3-5/8" closed. 
ca64141 

$99.99 ea.

ca25338 $64.99 ea.2019 2020

82

Zippo® lighter
Black Ice®.

ZPca25338
$24.99 ea.

case® decade transition collectibles
W.R. Case & Sons has been making history in the knife business for more than 
130 years. A significant element of all Case knives is the unique decade-based 
dating system. This unique Trapper is marked with both the 2019 and 
2020 tang stamps. Historically, "Transition" knives are highly sought 
after by collectors and often valued at more than twice the dollar 
amount of similar patterns from the same year with single tang stamps.

cRaFteD 
WIth 

PRIDe & 
attentIOn 
tO DetaIL!

KicKstart® 
trapperlock

Thumb stud •Stainless steel 
linerlock •Assisted 

opening mechanism 
•Pocket clip •4-1/8" closed. 

ca64139 $159.99 ea.

Pocket 
clip.

Medium stockman
3-5/8" closed. 

ca64136 $96.99 ea.

Mini trapper
3-1/2" closed. 
ca64135 

$92.99 ea.

russlock®- Nickel silver 
pins and liners •Stainless steel 

linerlock •4-1/8" closed. 

ca64133 $105.99 ea.

trapper
4-1/8" closed.

ca64132 $97.99 ea.

case® trapper- Features: Mirror-Polished Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel 
blades with master blade etch •Clip point blade has the 2020 tang 
stamp while the spey blade has the 2019 tang stamp •Red jigged 
bone handles •Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver Case Bowtie 
shield and bolsters etched with ten dots •4-1/8" closed.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA64134
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA64140
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA64141
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA25338
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZPCA25338
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA64139
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA64136
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA64135
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA64133
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ca64132
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NEW! casE® smooth Natural boNE cV
Features: Chrome Vanadium (CV) blades •Smooth natural bone handles •Brass pins and 

liners (except where noted) •Nickel silver bolsters •Pewter Case USA shields.

NEW! casE® slaNt bolstEr miNt grEEN boNE
Features: Mirror-Polished Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades •Rogers corncob jigged mint green bone handles •Brass pins 
and liners (except where noted) •Nickel silver slant bolsters and Case Oval Script shields.

small texas 
toothpick
3" closed. 
ca18665 

$53.99 ea.

russlock®
Nickel silver pins and 
liners •Stainless steel 
linerlock •4-1/8" closed. 

ca18664 $69.99 ea.

Peanut
2-7/8" closed. 
ca18663 

$54.99 ea.

medium stockman
3-5/8" closed. 

ca18662 $59.99 ea.

mini trapper
3-1/2" closed. 
ca18661 

$58.99 ea.

trapper
4-1/8" closed. 

ca18660 $59.99 ea.

KicKstart® 
mid Folding hunter- Thumb stud 

•Assisted opening mechanism 
•Stainless steel linerlock •Nickel silver 
pins and liners •Pocket clip •4" closed. 

ca49646 $106.99 ea. 

KicKstart®  
trapperlock- Thumb stud 

•Stainless steel linerlock 
•Assisted opening mechanism 

•Pocket clip •4-1/8" closed. 

ca49645 $117.99 ea.

half Whittler
3-1/4" closed. 
ca49644 

$49.99 ea.

sowbelly- 3-7/8" closed. 

ca49643 $68.99 ea.

mini copperlock®
Lockback •3-5/8" closed. 

ca49642 $59.99 ea.

Pocket hunter- 2-3/4" closed. 

ca49641 $59.99 ea.

trapper
4-1/8" closed. 

ca49640 $55.99 ea.

case's Vault 
release for 2020.

Pocket 
clip.

Pocket 
clip.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA18665
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA18664
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA18663
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA18662
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA18661
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA18660
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA49646
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA49645
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA49644
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA49643
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA49642
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA49641
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA49640


Yellow SYnthetic
Chrome Vanadium blade 
•Case Arrowhead shield. 

one Blade 

CA25849 $46.99 ea.

two Blade 

CA25848 $58.99 ea.

one Blade 

CA25847 $56.99 ea.

PeAcocK 
APPAlooSA Bone
XX Diamond shields.

two Blade 

CA25846 $56.99 ea.

one Blade 

CA25845 $54.99 ea.

cAmPfire Bone
Case Oval Script shields.

Case has chosen the 
Pocket Hunter pattern 

for its 2020 Vault 
Release. Stock up on 

these SMKW Exclusives 
while they last!

© Smoky Mountain Knife Works, Inc. ("SMKW"). All Rights Reserved. No part of this catalog may be reproduced in 
any form without written permission from SMKW. Policies, items availability, manufacturer's specifications and prices 
subject to change without notification. RELEASE, ASSUMPTION OF RISK, AND WAIVER OF LIABILITY AND INDEMNITY 
AGREEMENT. Every buyer of SMKW merchandise warrants that he can legally purchase the merchandise in his place 
of residence and that he is in compliance with all Federal, State and Local Laws related to his purchase from SMKW.  
Prices in this catalog are superseded by the next SMKW catalog distributed.

Smoky Mountain Knife Works, Inc.
P.O. BOx 4430
SEVIERVILLE, TN 37864
1-800-251-9306

new! cASe® PocKet hunterS
Features: Mirror-Polished Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades 
(except where noted) •Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver 

bolsters and shields •2-3/4" closed. 

1-800-251-9306
or

(865)453-5871

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA25849
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA25848
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA25847
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA25846
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA25845
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